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SUMMARY

The goal of the Stanford University Petroleum Research Institute is to conduct
rese&ch directed toward increasing the recovery of heavy oils. Present, SUPRI is working
in five main directions;

L

2.

3.

4.

5.

FLOW PROPERTIES STUDIES - To assess the infIuence of different reservoir
conditions (temperature and pressure) on the absolute and relative permeability to oil
and water and on capillary pressure.

IN-SITU COMBUSTION - To evaluate the effect of difierent reservoir parameters on
the in-situ combustion process. This project includes the study of the kinetics of the
reactions.

STEAM WITH ADDITIVES - To develop and understand the mechanisms of the
process using commercially available surfactants for reduction of gravity override and
channeling of steam.

FORMATION EVALUATION - To develop and improve techniques of formation
evaluation such as tracer tests and pressure transient tests.

FIELD SUPPORT SERVICES - To provide technical support for design and
monitoring of DOE sponsored or industg initiated field projects.

xvii
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PROJECT 1: FLOW PROPERTY STUDIES .

To assess the influence of different resewoir conditions (temperature and

pressure) on the absolute and relative penneabili~ to oil and water and on capihry

pressure.

1
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1.1 EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON MIJLTIPHASE

RELATIVE PERMEABILITY

(S. Akin)

1.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Production of oil from petroleum reservoirs usually involves simultaneous flow

of two or more immiscible fluids through a porous rock. Muhiphase flow in porous

media is a complex process that depends on a number of factors including the absolute

permeability, pressure drop, capillary pressure, fluid viscosities, and relative

permeabilities of each phase. Of these, the relative permeabdi~ is probably the most

important parameter determining reservoir performance. For modeling thermal recovery

processes for heavy oil recovery, one needs to know not only the relative permeabilities

at the original reservoir temperature, but also the changes expected at higher

temperatures. Over the past three decades, a number of experimental studies have

reported contradictory temperature effects on two phase relative permeabilities in porous

media. Most experiments were performed on consolidated rocks, and only a few studies

used reservoir cores and crude oils.

The reasons for divergence among experi&ental multiphase relative permeability

data may be summarized as follows:

L Errors in saturation measurements.

2. Errors caused by neglect of capillary pressure end effects.

3. Nettability variations with differing oils and brines.

4. Assumptions made to develop experimental procedures or calculations.

5. Inadequacy of mathematical models to represent multiphase flow conditions.

It is clear that unless the above problems can be overcome, a better understanding

of the effects of temperature on relative pexmeabilities will not be achieved. Therefore

careful, unsteady state, relative permeability experiments at differing temperatures were

3
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conducted and reported here. Two phase saturation profdes along an unconsolidated core

were measured using computerized tomography (CT) which is a reliable and accurate

means of measuring local saturations. A blac:k oil simulator, coupled with a global

optimization code was then used to estimate two-phase relative permeabilities.

Experimental saturation profdes, differential pressure and recovery data were used in a

least squmes manner in the numerical model. Heterogeneity effects were considered in

the simulations by using CT calculated porosity values along the core.

1.1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW ,

Relative permeability is the basis used to predict multiphase flow through porous

media. It is an empirical concept which allows Darcy’s Law to be generalized for

multiple phases (Honarpour, 1986). This is done by assuming that the absolute

permeability, used in Darcy’s Law, may be replaced by a term which contains both the

absolute permeability and a “relative permeability” which is a function of the fluid

saturation. For a two phase system (oil and water), the flow equations are given as:

‘O/t?c.)

kkwr
Uw= -—

(
Vpw

/4

where Ui is the flow velocity, k is the

/1-P. ‘g=

(1)

(2)

absolute permeability, k ri is the relative

permeability, pi is the dynamic viscosity,Vpi is the gradient of the pressure, pi is the

density. In these equations, i represents oil or water, g is the gravitational acceleration,

and gC is the universal constant in Newton’s Law. Three differing absolute (base)

permeabilities are commonly used: the absolute air permeability, the absolute water

permeability, and the permeability to oil at reservoir comate water saturation.

Throughout this report water permeabili~ will be used.

4



Although the concept of relative permeabili~ is simple, the measurement and

interpretation of relative permeability versus saturation is not. For example, there is

evidence that relative permeability may be a fimction of many more parameters than

fluid saturation (Honarpour, 1986). Temperature, flow veloci~, saturation history,

wettabilhy changes and the mechanical and chemical behavior of the matrix materkd

may all play roles in changing the functional dependence of relative perrneabilities on

saturation. The best defined of these dependencies is the variation of relative

permeability with saturation histo~, relative permeability curves show hysteresis

between drainage (wetting phase decreasing) and imbibition (wetting phase increasing).

A common use of relative permeability data is in numerical simulators. These

data are fundamental parameters necessary in all simulations. However, numerical

simulation of thermal recovery processes also requires knowledge of its temperature

dependence. Often, relative permeabilities measured at ambient conditions are used to

predict performance at higher temperatures, which in turn, may lead to erroneous results.

Over the last three decades, a number of laboratory studies have appeared in the

literature on the effects of temperature on relative permeability and residual oil saturation

as well as imeducible water saturation. Edmondson (1965) found a reduction in residual

oil saturation in Berea cores as the temperature increased. Using refined oils and an

unsteady state experimental technique, he noted that the relative permeability ratio of oil

to water shifted toward a higher water saturation as the temperature increased.

Poston et al. (1970) investigated the effects of temperature on unconsolidated

sand using refined oils. They reported that irreducible water saturation increased, and the

residual oil saturation decreased with increasing temperature. Moreover, they concluded

that relative permeabiIities to both oil and water increased with increasing temperature.

Contradicting previous researchers, two studies (Sufi et al., 1982 and Miller and

Rarney, 1985) conducted at Stanford University reported temperature independent

relative permeability data obtained from unsteady state experiments in unconsolidated

and Berea cores using refined oils. Miller and Ramey (1985) noted various artifacts such

as; material balance errors, viscous instability, clay migration, nettability alteration by

5



miscible cleaning methods, and capillary pressure etid effects, that may have affected

former conclusions on the effect of temperature on relative permeability data.

Closmann et al. (1985) used the steady state technique to measure altered,

unaltered and deasphalted tar and brine relative perrneabilities at elevated temperature

using frozen Peace River cores. They concluded that at higher temperatures tar and

water relative permeabfity curves shifted toward lower water saturations.

Maini and Batty@ (1985) conducted unsteady state experiments at temperatures

ranging from room temperature to 522°F using a frozen core from a heavy-oil reservoir,

and stock tank oil and formation brine from the same reservoir. They measured the

absolute permeability to formation water using a transient pressure decay tes~ and used

history matching calculations to obtain relative perrneabilities. They concluded tha~

irreducible water saturation increased and residual oil saturation decreased with

increasing temperature until an optimum temperature. Moreover, they reported that

relative permeability to oil decreased and the relative permeability to water remained

unchanged with increasing temperature.

Polikar et al. (1986) used the steady state technique to measure the relative

permeability of Athabasca bitumen using unconsolidated Ottawa sand as the porous

medium. Their results showed no signiilcant effect of temperature on relative

permeability and saturation data up to 392°F.

Maini and Okazawa (1987) analyzed unsteady state experiments conducted on an

unconsolidated silica sand using Bodo stock tank oil and deionized water. They history

matched production and d%erential pressure data to obtain relative permeability curves.

They concluded that the most reliable data they obtained was at residual oil saturation

after 3 pore volumes of fluid injected. They observed increasing relative permeability to

water with increasing temperature.

Unlike the previous researchers, Watson and Ertekin (1988) studied the effect of

temperature gradient on relative permeabili~ measurements using the steady state

technique. They found that different temperature gradients caused differences in both the

irreducible water saturation and residual oil samrations. This suggested that the fired

Berea cores became increasingly water-we~ and unfired cores became increasingly oil
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wet, during irnbibition and drainage. Moreovef, they concluded that relative

permeabilities to both oil and water decreased with increasing temperature. They also

observed that the absolute water permeabilities of fried Berea sandstone cores were

unaffected by temperature.

Polikar et al. (1990) conducted both steady-state and unsteady-state relative

permeabili~ experiments to fmd out the effects of temperature on relative permeability.

Using Athabasca bitumen and deionized water, they used the JBN technique to analyze

their results. They observed no signitlcant temperature effects on relative permeability

of either phase, nor in the rmidual oil and irreducible water saturations. They attributed

the small changes seen to the heterogeneity effect. Moreover, they reported that steady-

state and unsteady-state techniques resulted ,in similar relative permeability curves with

little differences. ‘

More recently, Muqeem et al. (1993) conducted steady state two phase and three

phase relative permeability experiments at 75°C and 125°C using an unconsolidated

sfica sand with refined oil, brine and nitrogen gas. The measured relative permeabilities

showed no sigrdicant temperature effect.

Kumar and Inouye (1994) used the JBN technique to analyze unsteady state

relative permeability experiments conducted at differing temperatures. They tried to

obtain low temperature analogues to high temperature relative permeability data. They

concluded that relative permeability data obtained at ambient conditions can be used for

high temperatures as long as the viscosity ratios and the wettabilities are similar. They

also reported that residual oil saturation and irreducible water saturation are independent

of temperature and area function of viscosity ratio.

The results obtained from the aforementioned studies are summarized in Table 1.

It can be observed thag because of the experimental duration and convenience, most of

the researchers preferred to use unsteady-state experiments. The relative permeability

data were obtained by interpreting such experiments either with the JBN technique or by

one dimensional ftite difference computer history matching. Moreover, most

experiments were performed on consolidated rocks, and only a few studies used reservoir

cores and crude oils.

7
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Table 1. A Smnmary of the Recent Experimental Investigations of Temperature Effects on Relative Permeability.

00

I Reference I Experimental

bosmann et al., I steady state

tiaini & Batcyky, unsteaclystate
’985 (History

Matebing)

@
SteadyState

I I

IWatson & Ertekin,I steady state
1988

1 ~pt

transverse)
AtbabascaBitumen Unconsolidated room-482dF materialbalance independent independent

Ottawa(-200) &al-..,3921yUWAVw

Bodo Stock Tank Unconsolidated room-392°F separator+ np k# T
0il+3,5% ether Silica Sand(140- fmctional

170) colketor ~~’t T~

Refin~ Ofl @l~ol Berea(1832°F) -t- room-300°F ‘akfid bdmce SW@TT170)
$., ~~ T?’

unfred
AthabascaBihunen Unconsolidated

Silica Sand(170-
212”F-482°F materialbalance independent independent

230)
Refined 0il+N2 Unconsolidated 167°F&2570 separator nP independent

Silica Sand(140- E
200) 1

Refined Oil-llalceol Unconsolidated :oom-300°F graduated independent sii@?d
19-GJ3.Silicon Oii- preserved cores + cylinders ., ,. ~:.,,

eY Betea (925°F)



The reasons for divergence of experimental muitiphase relative permeability data

may be summarized as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

It

Errors in saturation measurements.

Errors caused by neglect of capillary pressure end effects.

Nettability variations with @ffering oils, and brines.

Assumptions made to develop experimental procedures or calculations.

Inadequacy of mathematical models to represent multiphase flow conditions.

is clear tha~ unless the problems stated above are overcome, a better

understanding of the effects of temperature on relative permeabilities will not be

achieved.

1.1.3 APPLICATION OF THE UNSTEADY-STATE RELATIVE

PERMEABILITY Estimation TECHNIQUE TO HEAVY OIL

SYSTEMS

The principal objective of this s~tion is to examine whether or not a Buckley-

Leverett type displacement model could be used describe the megascopic behavior of

unstable displacements (and to see if it is possible to do so by adjusting the relative

permeability curves to account for viscous instabilities). To achieve this goal, several

unstable immiscible displacements were simulated. These were conducted to analyze a

possible effect of temperature on relative permeability curves reported by Sut3 et al.

(1982). It should be noted that the selection is based solely on the availability and the

quality of the data. The level of instability in those experiments were quantiled by a

dimensionless stability number, N, proposed by Peters and Flock (1981).

(M -1)(V - V.)/uWd’
Nit =

Nwkworo
(3)
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In this equation M refers to end point mobility ratio, V is superficial velocity (m/s

or ft/s), VCis characteristic veloci~ (m/s or ftis), pWis oil viscosity (m Pa s or cp), d is

core diameter (m or ft), NWis dimensionless nettability number, ~w is the permeabili~ to

water at residual oil saturation (m2 or darcy), and 6 is interracial tension (mN/m or

dyneJcm). According to Peters and Flock (1981), a core flood will be stable (no viscous

fingering) if the dimensionless stability number is less than 13.56. The stability numbers

and the properties of the porous medium and the fluids used in the experiments reported

by Sun et al. (1982) are presented in Tables 2 ,and 3. It can be observed that even at a

high temperatures the core floods have high instabili~ numbers. Therefore all the core

floods reported should have suffered from significant viscous fingering. However,

capillary end effects were found to be minimum as the scaling coefficient proposed by

Rapoport and Leas (1953) were higher than the critical (i.e. Lupw ,ft-ftis-cp is greater

than 3.5) for all experiments.

Table 2. Properties of Porous Medium and Fluids Used by Sufi et al (1982).

Porous Medium Fluid Properties

Ottawa Sand (mesh 170- Oil used is Kaydol (equivalent to Chevron
Permeability, k = 5.3 viscosity at 070 F = 220 CD
Porositv. (b= 0-394 Densitv at 070 F = 0.878 ~m/cc
LenEth, L = 17.8 cm Water used is distilled and de-mineralized
Diameter, d = 2.54 cm ViscosiN at 070 F = 0.97 CD

Densitv at 070 F = 1.00 pm/cc

A black oil simulator, ECLIPSE 100, was used to simulate the experimental

conditions given in Table 2. Three dimensional, radial geometry was used to simulate

the experiments as shown in Fig 1. To account for viscous fingers center grids have

smaller diameter compared to the outer ones* . The first and last grid planes in the z

“This type of grid was selected to compare CT images during the experiments which will be seen

in the following sections.
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direction had higher transmissibility compared to’ other grids to reproduce the

experimental inlet and outlet lines together with spider-web shaped end plates.

Table 3. Stability Numbers for Different Experiments

with No Initial Water Saturation as

Reported by Sufi et aL (1982)

I Experiment I 1 12 13 1

Temperature, ‘F 70 122 150

Stabili~ 40’167 6650 3174

Number,

Buckley-Leverett type relative permeability estimation techniques use production

and pressure differential history across the core collected during displacements in linear

core floods. Unsteady-state relative permeability data is then computed by applying the

JBN technique (Johnson et al., 1959) or the graphical equivalent proposed by Jones and

Roszelle (1978). The JBN technique is based on the solution of the three equations given

below:

LOP.

s ~, =Sti+ivp -~fo

L
k ro

,-
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In these equations~is the fractional flow, k. and km are the relative permeabilities

to oil and water, SWis saturation of brine, NP and Wi are the oil produced and brine

injected in terms of pore volumes, and 1, is the relative infectivity. The data required are

press&e drop across the core and produced volumes of fluids as functions of volume

injected.

Figure 2 gives the comparison of the saturation distributions at O.193PV of water

injected obtained from simulations of three different temperatures (70, 122, and 150°F)

at four different locations along the core with a zero initial water saturation. It can be

observed that the front is not stable, and moreover, the fingering pattern is visible in the

center of the core. It should be noted that ~e same set of relative permeability curves

were used to generate these data.

The relative permeability curves obtained using the JBN analysis are compared to

the input curves in Fig 3. It can be observed that although the same relative permeability

curves were used to simulate at different temperatures, different apparent relative

permeability curves were obtained using the JBN technique. Interestingly, the resulting

relative permeability curves show a false temperature dependence. That is to say, there is

a considerable increase in relative permeability to oil and a decrease in relative

permeability to water at a constant saturation as temperature increases. This false

temperature dependence agrees with the general trend that oil and water relative

permeabili~ curves shift to the right as reported in studies by Sinnokrot (1969),

Weinbrandt et al. (1975), and others. Moreover, these false findings agree with the

concept of decreased residual oil saturation with a temperature increase.

Three more hypothetical experiments were simulated to see the effect of initial

water saturation. The stability numbers were much smaHer compared to the no initial

water saturation case, as observed in Table 4. In these cases, the calculated relative

permeability curves did not show a false temperature effect, but failed to find the input

relative permeability curves as shown in Fig 4. Similar to the previous case, the

calculated residual oil saturation decreased with a temperature increase.

12



The findings on the next page clearly show tha&JBN, and like techniques, can not

be used to determine heavy oil - water relative permeability curves, and can lead to

erroneous results. It seems that the viscous instability effects get smaller if the core is

initially saturated with water. Another important finding is that the JBN technique also

leads to a false temperature effect .

Table 4. Stability Numbers for Different Experiments

with 10% Initial Water Saturation as

Reported by Sufi et aL (1982)

Experiment 1 2 3

Temperature, “F 70 I 122 I 150 I
N& I 582.3 I 96.4 I 46.0 I

Another common technique used to estimate relative permeabili~ curves is one

dimensional history matching. To estimate relative peqneability curves with the history

matching or parameter estimation approach, an objective function is constructed as a

weighted sum of squared differences between the measured data and calculations from a

one dimensional mathematical model of the experiment. For a typical displacement

experiment, the measured data might consist of the pressure drops across the core, the

recoveries of the displaced phase, and the internal saturation profdes. Then, the objective

function, J, can be expressed as:

In the above equation, P is pressure, Q is cumulative

~w (Skn- i ‘b’ - si~’~f (7)
i=l

production, S is saturation,

and the W~’s are the inverses of the variances of the experimental measurement errors

which will give the m~um-lilcelihood (minimum-variance) estimates of the

13



parameters (Akin, 1997). A single set of data (i.e., p~essure profiles) or more than one

set of data (pressure, production, saturation profiles) may be used in a history matching

procedure.

To see the effects of viscous instability we also used this technique to analyze the

hypothetical data generated before. ~ this study, the numerical reservoir simulator used

is the well known black oil simulation code ECLIPSE 100 by Geoquest (1995), and the

optimization code is a version of the simulated annealing process developed by Goffe et

al. (1994). The computer code requires an input data file, and an output data fde for

execution. The input data fde is basically divided into two parts: initialization and

recurrent data sections. The initialization data consists of model grid dimensions and

geometry, distribution of porosi~ and permeability, PVT data, and initial pressure and

saturation distributions, as well as the solution method and various run parameters. The

recurrent data include well data and the time step control information. In this study, the

input data fde is mod.ifkd such that relative permeability and capillary pressure data are

controlkd within the optimization code as unknowns to be found. One other change with

the simulator is the usage of extra output files that produce time dependent pressure and

production data as well as saturation profiles. These data files are then used by the

optimization code so that Eq. 7 can be used.

By using a one-dimensional radial glid definition, the same hypothetical,

aforementioned data were used to generate relative permeability curves by matching the

pressure and production response at ambient temperature. Figure 5 compares the

estimated relative permeability curves with the input data. Note that the water relative

permeabili~ curve agrees with the input curve at low to moderate water saturations but

becomes higher at higher water saturations. This is probably due to short duration of the

hypothetical experimen~ where water saturations never exceeded 0.6. However, the

computed oil relative permeability curve is lower then the input curve. Therefore, it can

be concluded that one dimensional history matching is not producing correct relative

permeability curves when viscous fingering is present. Another history matching WaS

carried out using a two dimensional radial grid to fmd out whether there would be any

improvement. The water relative permeability curve did not change much, but the oil

14



curve seemed to improve as seen in Fig 5. Therefore it was concluded that two “

dimensicmal history matching produced better results then the one dimensional history

match.

1.1.4 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

High temperature relative permeabili~ experiments require core holders and

sleeves that can be used at high temperature and pressure. The SUl?RI CT laboratory

now has a high temperature and high pressure core holder shown in Fig 6. It consists of

an aluminum outer shell with internal adjustable centralizers which hold and centralize a

high temperature and pressure, 1 3/4 in ID, and 16 in long aluminum core sleeve. The

core sleeve can operate safely up to 482°F and 1000 psi. V/ith its current design the core

holder is suitable for CT monitored high temperature experiments using a heating

circulator.

Two successful experiments were conducted and analyzed, using South Belridge

sand and oil. Table 5 gives the average reservoir properties of the South Behidge field.

Oil viscosities, brine viscosities and oil-water viscosity ratios are given in Figs 7 through

9 as functions of temperature.

Table 5. Properties of South Belridge Sand

and Fluids Used in the Experiments.

Porous South Belridge sand

Medium Reservoir Temperature -

30°c

0.5-10Darcies 30-35%

porosity

Oil South Belridge oil

13-15 “AH

0.96-0.98 gin/CC

W&er De-ionized water + 8%KBr
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The same experimental procedure was used in all experiments. After pactig the

core holder, it is placed on the positioning system and vacuumed to less than 200 mtorr.

Following tha~ a total of 18 reference dry scans were taken using 1 in spacing between

slices. The sand pack is then flooded with several pore volumes of South Belridge oil

ensuring 100% oil saturation. Reference oil saturated images were taken at the same

locations and porosity of the sand pack was calculated. Figure 10 gives a thrw

dimensional reconstruction of the porosi~ images in Run 1. The average porosity of this

sand pack was about 3170. Brine was then injected at a fixed rate of 2ml/min, which was

high enough to minimize capillary end effects, as the Rapoport and Leas number was

greater than 3.5 CT scans at prescribed locations were taken at different times and these

were used to calculate saturation distributions along the sand pack. After a run is

ftihed at ambient temperature, temperature is increased to 122°F and CT scans are

again taken at different times. This part of the experiment was continued until oil

production ceased. After that, temperature was increased to 150”F and the above

procedure is repeated.

1.1.5 METHOD OF SOLUTION

The pressure, saturation and production data collected during the ambient part of

the experiment are used to calculate heavy oil - water relative permeability curves using

the aforementioned two dimensional history matching procedure. Then, using these

relative permeability curves, the rest of the experiment was simulated for the higher

temperature data.

There are two possible outcomes of this procedure:

1. Both parts of the data (i.e. cold and hot) are matched by using only one set of

relative permeability curves, which would indicate that the flow functions do not

depend on temperature.

2. The algorithm fails to represent both parts of the experimental data (i.e. cold and

hot) using a single set of relative permeability curves, which would indicate that the

flow fi.mctions depend on temperature.

16



A hypothetical heavy oil - water relative permeability run is simuIated using the

above procedure. A single set of ,relative permeabili~ curves was used to generate “no

temperature effect” pressure, production and saturation profiies. Then, the optimizer-

simu.later is used to obtain relative permeability curves using the cold part of this

hypothetical experiment. Figures 11.-13 give the pressure, production and saturation

proffle fits to both cold and hot parts of the hypothetical experiment. AIthough there are

some minor differences between the input and fitted dam a generaI agreement is

observed. There is also good agreement with the input relative permeability curves, as

observed in Fig 14. This hypothetical example shows that the proposed technique can be

used to fmd the effect of temperature on flow functions.

1.1.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

with

The results of two experiments (one with zero initial water saturation,

30% initial water saturation) will be presented in this section. Figure

the other

15 gives

saturation images obtained for the experiment with an initial water saturation of 30%.

The injection port is on the right and tie production port is on the left of these images.

There is a 2 cm spacing between successive images. The top two lines correspond to

images taken during the ambient part of the experiment whereas the third and fourth line

corresponds to images taken at 122°F and 150”F. Viscous fingers are clearly visible as

small circular sections. Figure 16 gives the reconstruction of these saturation images on

the x-pkme. “Itcan be observed that brine is initially flowing at the bottom of the sand

pack for the cold part of the experiment. But as time goes by and the temperature of the

system is increased, there is a general brine saturation increase throughout the sand pack.

However, brine is still flowing in its own finger structures. “

Fighes 17 and 18 give the pressure fit and the relative permeability curves used

to fit the data using the numerical model. Although the pressure curve is rather noisy a

general agreement with the model of the experiment is observed at ambient and at 122”F.

Initially, the fit seems to be rather poor. This can be explained with the sensitivity of the

.—.——



least squares minimization process. An alternative m~ be the use of “the least absolute

value” technique which is not sensitive to data outliers. Another interesting point is tha~

the pressure curve is slightly different for the 150°F part of the experiment. The pressure

fit does not seem to be reproducing the experimental trend especially at late time. We do

not have an explanation for this problem. So returning to the original hypothesis that

states “if’both parts of the experimental data (i.e. cold and hot) are matched using orily

one set of relative permeability curves then the flow functions do not depend on

temperature”, we can conclude that relative permeability is not a function of temperature

for the temperature range studied. However, it is clear that more experiments are needed

to clarify this phenomenon accurately.

#mother experiment was conducted to see the effect of temperature on heavy oil -

water relative permeability curves. Unfortunately, this experiment failed, because of a

tubing and core holder failure. In this case, there was no initial water saturation.

Probably, the heavy oil plugged the outlet tubing and eventually pressure increased to a

level above the burst pressure of the tubing. Figure 19 gives the CT calculated saturation

distribution along the core just before the failure. This saturation data is completely

different than the previous experiment. Fingering is also present. However, the fingers

are larger than the previous experiment. The inlet end seems to be totally swept and the

length of the swept area is rather short. There is a main finger structure that continuously

decrease in diameter (width) from inlet to the outlet of the sand pack.

1.1.7 NOMENCLATURE

Roman

f: Fractional flow

g: Gravitational acceleration

k: Relative permeability

u: Darcy velocity

I: Relative injectivi~
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Objective function

Number of grids

Production or number of data points

volume of displaced phase recovered

Pressure differential across the core

Pressure gradient

Wetting phase saturation, fraction

Pore volumes injected or weighing factor

Greek

P : Viscosity

P : Density

Subscripts and superscripts

Cal : Calculated

exper : Experimental

i,j, k : Indices

iter : Iteration

model : Model

o: oil

obs : Observed

P: Produced

scale : Scale

w: Water

W2 : End point
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Figure3. Comparison of JBN Relative Permeabilii Curves to Input Relative

PermeabilityData (No InitialWater Saturation).
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1.2 TWO-PHASE FLOW EXPERIMENTS JN FRACTURED

POROUS MEDIA USING CT SCANNER

(E. Rangel-German)

1.2.1 ABSTRACT

The fluid transfer parameters between rock matrix and fracture are not well

known. Consequently, simulation of fractured reservoirs uses, in general, very crude and

unproved hypotheses such as zero capillary pressure in the fracture and./or relative

permeability linear with saturation. In order to improve the understanding of flow in

fractured media, an experimented study was conducted and numerical simulation of the

‘experiments were made.

A laboratory flow apparatus was built to obtain data on water-air imbibition and

oil-water drainage displacements in horizontal single-fractured block systems. For this

purpose, lsvo cotilgurations have been used a two-block system with a lmm spacer

between the blocks, and a two-block system with no spacer. During the experiments,

porosity and saturation measurements along the cores have been made utilizing an X-ray

Computerized Tomography (CT) scanner. Saturation images were reconstructed in 3-D

to observe how matrix-fracture interactions occurred. Differences on fluid saturations

and relative permeabilities caused by changes on fracture width have also been anaIyzed.

In the case of water-air imbibition, the thin fracture system showed a more stable

front and faster breakthrough than the wide fracture system. However, the final water

saturation was higher in the blocks near the wide fracture, thus showing that capillary

pressure in the narrow fracture has more effect. During oil-water drainage, oil saturations

were higher in the blocks near the thin fracture, again showing the effect of fracture

capillary pressure. Oil fingering was observed in the wide fracture. Fine grid simulations

of the experiments using a commercial reservoir simulator have been started. Relative
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permeability and capillary pressure curves will be ‘obtained by history matching the

experiments. The preliminary results showed that the assumption of fracture relative

permeability equal to phase saturation is incorrect. We found that the processes are both

capillmy and viscous dominated. The matrix capillary pressure obtained by matching an

experiment showed lower values than reported in the literature. However, we have yet to

complete the simulation study to be sure of these preliminary conclusions.

1.2.2 INTRODUCTION

Fractured porous media are usually divided into two systems: a matrix system

that contains most of the fluid storage, and a fracture system where fluids can flow more

easily. Under this assumption, flow equations are written considering that recovery is

dominated by the transfer of fluid from the matrix to the high conductivity fractures

which are also often entirely responsible for flow between blocks and flow to weIls. The

purpose of this study is to investigate this problem both experimentally and by numerical

simulation.

The flow through fractured media depencls on some mechanisms (e.g., imbibition,

drainage, snap-off, piston like flow) that can be studied by means of both numerical

analysis and experimental work. Although some people have already worked on the

problem, no one knows exactly which mechanisms occur and how strongly they affect

results. We know that a better understanding of the physical mechanisms and the

parameters that influence flow through fractured porous media leads to more accurate

results from simulator calculations.

To obtain more data on parameters such as capillary pressure, fracture relative

permeabilities and/or saturation distributions, we need further experimental work. Most

of the first experirnenta.I studies tried to represent single block reservoirs with artificial

fractured models where the actual fracture distribution was known.
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Detailed measurements of pressure, rate and’saturation distribution, as the test

were being performed, were recorded and attempts to measure phase distribution inside

the fracture were also made using a computerized tomography (CT Scanner). This

research resulted in a much better handle on the physical processes that occur when two

and three phases flow in a fractured system, compmed to’ previous studies such as

Guzman and Aziz (1993) or Hughes (1995).

Our first step was reconstructing an apparatus capable of emulating the functions

done by that built by Hughes (1995). Thus, we ran similar experiments using two of the

coreholders used by him in order to ve@ that this new experiment gives proper results.

Once the apparatus was tested, we ran multiphase flow experiments using an 8% NaBr

brine solution as the wetting phase and d~,ane as the nonwetting. Three stages in each

experiment were completed: study of water imbibing into a dry core, decane displacing

water in a water saturated core; and, water displacing oil.

1.2.3 LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of the early studies focused on the representation of reservoirs by means of

single reservoir blocks. Most of the he these studies have relied on tie sparse

experimental data ~ the literature (Mattax and Kyte, 1962; Kleppe and Morse, 1974;

Kazemi and Merrill, 1979) to verify their models; however those experiments provided

rough approximations of the recovery obtained in the actual reservoirs. Later on,

experimental work was focused on understanding of mechanisms that control the flow of

fluids in porous media (Horie et al. 1988; Firoozabadi and Hauge, 1990; Labastie, 1990;

Firoozabadi and Markeset, 1992). Hughes (1995) discusses these experiments in detail.

From the most recent experiments, we can see that most of them lack an explicit

saturation distribution, since its accurate measurement has been one of the biggest

difllculties in these kinds of studies. Some

mechanisms dominant in gravity drainage

.
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displacements, whereas others have emphasized urklerstanding flow through a single

fracture with no transfer from the matrix.

In general, several authors (Kazemi and :Merrill, 1979), Beckner (1990), Gilman

et al., 1994) have assumed that fracture capillary pressures are negligible. Other have

shown experimentally capillary continuity becomes important when gravity provides a

driving force (Horie et al., 1988; Firoozabadi and Hauge, 1990; Labastie, 1990;

Firoozabadi and Markeset, 1992a, 1992b). Ka.zemi (1990) states his belief that capillary

continui~ is prevalent in the vertical direction and has suggested that, to reduce the

number of equations to solve, fractured reselvoir simulations should use the dual

permeability formulation for the z direction and the dual porosity formulation for the x

and y directions.

1.2.4 REVIEW OF’ PREVIOUS STANFORD RESULTS

Two of the previous studies are worth mentioning. The first one was a study

initiated by Guzman and Aziz (1993), in which an experiment was designed that

intended to measure saturation distribution in two cores of identical material, with the

final objective of measuring fracture relative perrneabilities. Saturations would be

measured by means of a CT scanner. Fine grid simulations were performed to

help in the design of the experimental procedure. The experiment was built, but

problems at the very beginning did not allow them to obtain results. The second one was

developed by Hughes (1995). He redesigned Guzman and Azizfs experimental set-up,

improving most of their experiment by building a new apparatus and obtaining some

results on water imbibition into a dry system of two fractured blocks. Three core

cotilgurations were constructed. The configurations were a compact core, a two-block

system with a lmm spacer between the blocks, ,and a two-block system with no spacer.

The blocks were sealed in epoxy so that saturation measurements could be made

throughout the displacement experiments using a CT Scanner. Hughes presented results

from a water/air experimen~ however, he only presented CT images. These results
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suggest that it is incorrect to assume negligible ca@lary continuity

blocks as is often done.

Hughes (1995) evaluated how water imbibed into an unsaturated

of the water was monitored with the CT scanner. Despite the fact ,tiat

between mati

core. Migration

water was being

injected only into the bottom block,. capillary imbibition pulled the water across the

discontinuity and through the top block such that water from the top block actually broke

through before the bottom block.

Three rectangular blocks of Boise sandstone were prepared for this work. The

f~st is a compact (solid) core measuring 3-1/8 x 3-1/16 x 11 inches. The second and

third cores consist of two 2-15/16x 1-1/2x 11 inch blocks. The second core system has

a 1 mm thick spacer fastened in place wiih Epoxy 907 to provide a separation between

the blocks that simulates a fracture. The third core system is constructed similarly but has

no spacer between the blocks. The original

the top and two on the bottom. In addition,

surface of the core was removed in the

unnecessary and a potential source for leaks.

1.2.5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

design of Hughes had two pressure taps on

a Plexiglas plate that was epoxied to the top

new design. The plate was found to be

Due to the rectangular shape and the desire to measure in-situ saturations through

the use of the CT scanner, conventional, core holders could not be used. A core holder

similar to the originaI designed by Guzman and Aziz (1993) was developed for each of

the cores used in Hughesi experiments. It consists of an epoxy resin surrounding the core.

Plexiglas end plates were constructed for the core holders with a piece of 3/8 inch Viton

acting as a gasket between the core and the Plexiglas end plates. The Viton gaskets were

held in place with automotive gasket material and Plexiglas rods. In Hughesi experiments

(1995), the Viton was cut for each end face of the core holder, cutting a hole in the Viton

so that the core face would be exposed; however following this procedure caused

problems in those experiments. The water injected fust dribbled down in the space
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in between the Plexiglas end plate and the rock (the hole previously cut in the Viton.) To

avoid this problem, some material that could f~ this space and could guarantee that the

injected fluids were in contact with the whole surface at the same time as well was

needed. Thus, four sheets of filter paper having all together the same thickness as the

Viton, were used. The same automotive gasket material was then used to glue the Viton

to the epoxy and the Viton to the Plexiglas end plates as shown in Fig. 1.

Two pumps were calibrated and used. Each calibration curve for these pumps are

given in Figs. 2 and 3. Each pump could cleliver 0.01 to 9.99 cm3/min in 0.01

increments. Plumbing downstream of the pumps allows mixing of the fluids being

discharged by each pump. This setup allows injection pressure to be monitored with a

test gauge and recirculation to measure pump output rates.

All tubing used for the experiment was Parafiex 1/8 inch diameter, with 500 psi

working pressure plastic tubing connected with stainless steel Swagelok fittings. This

system allows fluids to be directed to any port or combination of ports in the experiment

such that, (1) It can be directed to test the calibration of the pressure transducers, (2)

inject from one end and produce from the opposite end, (3) inject into one or more if the

ports on the top and bottom of the core holder, or (4) to bypass the core holder

completely. Figure 4 shows the flow system utilized for this work.

The production measurement system is an adaptation of a design fust proposed

by engineers at Conoco, Inc that was built by Ameri and Wang (1985) and modified by

Qadeer (1994). Figure 5 shows this system.

The tubing labeled with ‘from Core outlet’ in Fig. 5 carries oil and water from the

core. The oil is separated due to density differences and held inside a confining cap in an

inner vessel which is suspended from an electronic balance. Water over flows through

siphon and is collected in a container (e.g., a beaker) which is on other balance.

The electronic balance attached to the inner vessel measures the bouyant weight

of the vessel. The change on the weight corresponds to the variation of total oil

accumulated inside the inner vessel. These changes on the cumulative production of oil

and water are the oil and water production rates. These rates should be equal to the

injection rates when steady state conditions are reached.
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The electronic balances are connected to a serial Communication ports of a personal

computer (PC) that recorded all the signals coming from their measurements.

1.2.6 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The frost core used had a fracture with no space in between the blocks. Due to the

length of this core (11 inches), and despite the stainless steel fittings that were used for

the ports on the top and the bottom of the coreholder, it was decided to choose a regular

sequence of scan locations. This was because even when the fitting ports could be

avoided it was found that both the previous apd the next slices had some artifacts because

of the stainless steel fittings, so it was better to fmd a-distribution in which we could

scan exactly at those locations and reduce the effects on the previous and next slices as

well.

Thus, it was decided to f= the scan location every 2 cm starting from the f~st two

centimeters from the inlet face since any location at less distance could have either

effects from the injection stainless steel fitting port or scan the Viton gasket and falter

paper.

The total travel distance of the positioning system was then 25.5 cm, resulting in

13 slices including those two located at the fitting ports (fourth and eleventh, for the first

experimen~ and fourth and tenth, for the second one.) Figure 6 shows the CT scan

locations.

To assure the same locations for the next stages of the experimen~ the patient

table of the CT Scanner was freed at a proper location, so the positioning system

(accuracy * O.Olmm) would do the rest of the locating process. This provided more

accurate results for the porosi~ and saturation calculations. This was a major

improvement compared to Hughes (1995) experiments, since he was using the patient

table whose accuracy is ~ 1 mm ,

The field of view used for this experiment was 24 cm, the image matrix,

resolution, voltage, amperage, falter used, and more scanner settings are shown in Table
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1. The fwst step of this experiment was to scan tie dry core. This step was very

important to verify that the apparatus and all ~he set-up was working properly. For

instance, we could notice some problems with the coreholder in a first trial for the dry

scan. We could not keep its position horizontal, because it was quite heavy and held

orily by one of the sides. Moreover,. the gasket makes it harder to hold since it was not

rigid. In order to solve this problem, two C clamps were used to strengthen the

attachment to positioning system to keep the coreholder in the same position (horizontal)

during the experiment. After these improvements, the dry scans were done successfully.

Table 1. CT Scanner Settings

Image Matrix I 512x512 I

Slice Thickness I 10 mm I
Resolution I High I

1

kV 140
I

mA 65

F=-t+-i
I I slice I

Exposure 5.09

see/slice
I

Pilot 0.00 sec
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The second step was to evaluate how water ~bibed into an unsaturated core.

This part of the experiment gave us results that can be compared with the ones obtained

by Hughes (1995), and eventually used to evaluate how well the new experiment worked.

Starting with a flow rate of 2 cm3/min, CT images of the core were taken every 5

minutes until the fiist 20 minutes of water injection; after this, images were taken at 30

rein, 45 rein, 1 hr., lhr 30 rein, 2 hr, 3 hr, and 4 hours after water injection started.

Following that the top and bottom ports were opened since we wanted to fill up the core

to the maximum water saturation (Sw = 1). Common to all time steps, we tried to take

images up to one location ahead of the possible water front.

After 5 hours of water injection, the flow rate was changed to 0.5 cm3/min in

order to inject water for 14 more hours to reach higher possible water saturations. Mter

19 hours, a new set of slices were taken. Then, at 19 hours and 45 min the water rate

was changed back to 2 cm3/min, and the top and bottom ports were closed. At 21 hours

a final set of slices was taken to fmd a possible change in CT numbers. Negligible

changes in CI’ numbers were observed. At 23 hours of water injection, the third step of

the experiment started.

The third step of the experiment involved injecting Decane at 2 cm3/min. The

scanning frequency was intended to be the same as the water injection process. Thus,

images of the core were taken every five minutes until the first 20 minutes of oil

injection; after tha~ more images were taken at 30 rein, 45 rein, 1 hr., lhr 30 rein, 2 hr

30 rein, and 3 hr 45 min. after oil injection started. Then, the top and bottom ports were

opened at 4 hours of starting oil injection since we wanted to fdl the core up to the

maximum possible point. At 4 hr 30 min of oil injection, one more set of images was

taken. After 5 hours of oil injection, the flow rate was changed to 1 cm3/min for 16

hours to reach higher possible oil saturations (Swc). Mer 21 hours of oil injection, a

new set of slices was taken, and the ports were closed. Then, at 21 hours and 39 min the

oil injection was stopped, and water injection at the maximum pump rate (9.99 cm3/min)

Was started.

The fourth step of the experiment was the water displacing oil stage. Injecting

9.99 cm3/min of water, images were taken at 5 rein, 15 rein, and 30 min. At lhr 10 rein,

water injection was stopped, the inlet and outlet lateral ports were also closed, leaving all
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of the coreholders’ ports closed. One more set of im;ges was taken after two days of

closing the coreholder to observe if capillary equilibrium had been reached. Table 2

summarizes the flow rates used and the timing of each of them.

The second experiment was done using the coreholder that contained a system

with two blocks with a 1 mm thick fracture in between. The same experimental

procedure was followed. Essentially, we wanted to obtain CT images, and then saturation

values for equivalent times, so we could eventually compare the differences between the

two systems. The rates and timing for the case of two blocks with a wider fracture are

shown in Table 3.

1.2.7 METHOD OF SOLUTION .

1988):

CTW– C<d
g=

CTW– CT=

The most common way to calculate porosity from CT Scanner images is the

following expression (Withjack,

(1)

where CTcw is the CT number for a water saturated core at a matrix location, CTcd is

the CT number for a dry core at a matrix location, CTW is the CT number for water, and

CTa is the CT number for air. The CT number for water (8%NaBr solution, for this

work) is around 360, while the CT number for air is -1000.

We found that the average value for porosity calculated from the scans was 15%

which matches with the average value 14.35% reported by Hughes (1995); however, this

value differs from the average porosity measurements of 25.4fZ0 obtained by Guzman

and Aziz (1993) and 29.390 obtained by Sumnu (1995). AU of these previous studies

have also shown areas in the rocks which have lower permeability.
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Table 2. Rates and Timing for the Cor& with Thin Fracture

PortsTime [hr.] Flow Rate [cm3/min]Fluid Injected

Water 0.0- 4.0 2.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Water 4.0- 5.0 2.0

5.0- 19.8 ‘ 0.5

Top and bottom open, ”

lateral closed.

Water Top and bottom open,

lateral closed.

Water 19.8 -23.0 2,0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open..

Decane 23.0 -27.0 2.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Decane 27.0 -28.0 2.0 Top and bottom open,

lateral closed.

Decane 28.0 -44.7 1.0 Top and bottom open,

. lateral closed.

Water 44.7 -46.0 9.99 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

46 Shut down everything
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Table 3. Rates and Timing for the core with Wider Fracture

Fluid Injected Time [hr.] Flow Rate [cm3/min] Ports

Water 0.0- 5.0 2.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

5.0- 21.0 0.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral closed.

Water 21.0 -22.5 2.0 Top and bottom open,

lateral closed.

Water 22.5 -25.6 2.0 Top open, bottom closed,

and lateral closed..

25.6 -45.0 0.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral closed.

Decane 45.0 -48.0 2.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Decane 48.0 -49.2 4.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Decane 49.2 -51.0 4.0 Top and bottom open,

lateral closed.

51.0 -52.0 0.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral closed.

Water 52.0 -54.3 4.0 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Water 54.3 -68.8 0.5 Top and bottom closed,

lateral open.

Water 68.8 -71.0 4.0 Top and bottom open,

lateral closed.

71 Shut down everything
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The water and oil saturations were also calctiated from the CT images. The

following equations show the way to evaluate water saturation for the air displacing air

case, and for the case oil displacing water or water displacing oil.

Sw _ CTW – ~Cd

.- CTW– Cqd
(2)

where CTaw is the CT number for a water and air saturated core at a matrix location.

Similarly, for the case of oil-water systems

SW_ C~w – CTm

-$ (C% - CTw)
(3)

where CTOW is the CT number for a water and oil saturated core at a matrix location, and

CT. is the CT number for oil. The CT number for oil (deCane, for this work) is around -

272.

All the saturation values are shown in the following section, as well as the way to

read them in the corresponding figures.

1.2.8 RESULTS

Guzrnan and Aziz (1993) presented a CT image from which it can be seen that

CT numbers can indicate differences in fluid saturations Later on, Hughes (1995)

presented images showing how water imbibes into an unsaturated core. As we stated

previously, his coreholder contained a gap between the core and the Plexiglas plate, so

the CT images show the water going down, ftig f~st the gap and then imbibing the

core. It can be easily concluded, that his results showed the water imbibing fust the

bottom block. After some @me water ftied the gap, but it was late because the water had

imbibed a good portion of the

water reach the fracture level.

bottom block, and finally much time had passed before

Hughesi (1995) resuh.s are good in the sense that he
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conducted a reasonably controlled experiment, he shoewed that CT images for different

times could be obtained, and that his shortcuts could be improved. Thus, his results

started the motivation for this work, considering the development of more sophisticated

software as well as better computers, we thought experiments like those presented in this

work could be done. Improving previous designs, following carefully the procedure

planned and trying to obtain the data as accurately as possible, we would be able to

complete a multiphase flow experiment in fractured porous media. We also could obtain

images of theporosity distribution, as well as the saturation images.

The following sections present a set of images, each square shows a scan location,

with the distribution shown in Fig. 6. First of all, we computed the values of

porosity at each location, so we could obtain the best approximation of the porosity

distribution of the two systems. The different porosity images for both systems are shown

in Fig. 7, the values below each square corrwpond to the mean and the standard

deviation respectively of the porosity values obtained from CT numbers. This step was

essential for both experiments because from these images and their corresponding values

we could differentiate the regions with higher or lower porosity. Thus, in those images,

the range of values are shown in the color bar in the right hand side in Fig. 7. There, we

can also see that the system with the thin fracture has a little higher porosity than the

system with the wide fracture, specially in the top block, where values up to 0.13 were

observed.

1.2.8.1 Results for the Thin Fracture System

Following the procedure explained above, and the flow rates, times and

injection/production conditions shown in Table 1, we ran the f~st experiment. Figures 8,

9 and 10 show the sets of images corresponding to 1 hour, 1.5 hours, and 2 hours of

water injection. Similarly as the porosity images, each square correspond to one location,

but now the water saturation distributions are shown. The pairs of values presented below

each square correspond to the mean and standard deviation (separated by commas) of the
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top, bottom and both blocks respectively.’ Colors for’ each saturation value were also

assigned. The color bar on the right hand side show the range of values and their

corresponding lightness or darkness. In all the images shown in Figs. 8-10, darker

shadesindicate lower water saturation. For instance, black means zero water saturation,

and white means water saturation equal to 1. Those ilgures also include plots of the water

saturation profdes. The left hand side ones correspond to the average values (the last

mean of each square); and the right hand side ones, correspond to the values of the top

and bottom blocks (fnst and second means of each square respectively). Different

profdes, corresponding to different pore volumes of water injected are shown in Fig.

11. There we can see that the proffles are stable and they appear to follow Buckley-

Leveret theory.

Similar images were obtained for the second stage of the fnst experiment (oil

injection). Figures 12 and 13 show sets of images corresponding to 2.5 hours and 3.75

hours of oil injection. Here, the pairs of values below each square indicate the mean and

the standard deviation of oil saturations, respectively. Colors were also assigned to the oil

saturation values; thus, the color bar on the right hand side show the range of values and

their corresponding lightness or darkness. In all the images shown in Figs. 12 and 13,

darker shades indicate lower oil saturation. For instance, black means zero oil saturation.

Figure 14 shows oil saturation profdes for different times. There, one can see some

special behavior up to 3.75 hours; however, we could not follow it because we “opened

the lateral ports of the coreholder at 4 hours in order to ffl up the core at the maximum

possible point (Sw =1.)

Images for the third stage of the experiment (water displacing oil) were also

obtained; however, due to problems with one of the pumps, we could not analyze

properly the rest of the data.

1.2.8.2 Results for the Wide Fracture System

Following the procedure explained above, and the flow rates, times and

injection/production conditions shown in Table 2, we ran the second expefient.
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Figures 15-17 show the sets of images corresponding ~o 1 hour, 1.5 hours, and 2 hours

of water injection for the wider fracture system. Similarly as the images obtained in the

case for thin fracture system, each square corresponds to one location, and also the water

saturation distributions are shown. The pairs of values presented below each square also

correspond to the mean and standard deviation (separated by commas) of the top, bottom

and both blocks respectively. In all the images shown in Figs. 15-17 darker shades

indicate lower water saturation. For instance, black means zero water saturation, and

white means water saturation equal to 1. Different profiies, corresponding to different

pore volumes injected are shown in Fig. 18. There we can see that the profiles are less

stable than those for the thin fracture system.

Figures 19 and 20 show sets of images corresponding to 2.5 hours and 3.75 hours

of the second stage of the second experiment (oil injection). Similar to the sets of

images of oil injection of the first experiment, the pairs of values below each square

indicate the mean and the standard deviation of oil saturations, respectively. Colors

were also assigned to the oil saturation values. In all the images shown in Figs. 19 and 20

darker shades indicate lower oil saturation. For instance, black means zero oil saturation.

Fig~e 21 shows the prof~es for different times. Nothing special can be seen due to some

leaks during this stage. Although, we could observe very low saturation values in zones

far from the leaking point.

Images for the third stage of the second experiment (water displacing oil) were

also obtained. The most interesting sets are shown in Figs. 22 and 23, where one can see

how the displacement of oil is completed almost perfectly. Some oil is in the core at 16

hours, and after 17 hours of water injection the oil is totally swept from the core. See the

differences between Figs. 22 and 23.

1.2.8.3 Comparison of the Results for Both Systems

Due to the fact that the experiments ended in different ways, we were able to

compare the results up to the second stage of both experiment. This section show

graphically how they can be compared.
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Three-dimensional (3-D) reconstructions of the’ sets of images were done. These

3-D images show more clearly how the fluids actually flow through fractured porous

media. This work was intended to show the differences in the flow patterns for different

fractures thicknesses. The reconstructed images me shown in Figs. 24-27. Each image

corresponds to a spec~lc tire% thus, the first image of Fig. 24 is compared to the frost one

of Fig. 26, the second image of Fig. 24 was done for the same time as the second image

on Fig. 26, and so on. There, we can see how the water front for the wider fracture

system goes almost at the same speed as the water front for the thinner fracture system

does for the same time. For instance, one can see that after 1.5 hours of water injection,

the water front of the thin fracture system seems to be ahead of the front for the wide

fracture system; however, after two hours of water injection water has filled up both

systems.

Similarly, 3-D reconstructions for the second stage (oil injection) were done.

Since the oil saturations were low for both cases, it is a bit harder to see the differences;

however, it is possible to see that the thinner fracture system had higher oil saturation

close to the fracture. This is shown in Figs. 28 and 29. One can see that the thin fracture

system had lighter colors close to the injection surface. We can also see that for the case

of a wide fracture system, the oil do not penetrate furthermore, it flows almost

completely through the fractur~ this is shown in Fig. 29 by the almost white horizontal

line, which correspond to the fracture. Remember that for the case of oil injection stages,

darker means lower oil saturation.

1.2.9 PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiments we made in this work showed that

a. Using this apparatus as well as the procedure explained here, one can

identify areas with lower permeability and porosi~.

b. Thin fracture systems show more stable fronts and faster breakthrough than

wide fracture systems.
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c. Capillary pressure has more effect in thin ~ractures.

d. Multiphase flow through the fracture was observed.

e. Larger recoveries can be obtained when the fracture are wider.

1.2.10 FUTURE WORK

Fine grid simulations of the experiments using a commercial reservoir simulator

have been started. Relative permeabilities and capillary pressure curves will obtained by

history matching the experiments.

After the simulation work is done we will try to obtain complete conclusions on

mutiphase flow in fractured porous media. This will allow us to establish a procedure for

looking at both the transmissibilitie.s and the transfer terms that appear on the flow

equations for any resemoir simulator.
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Figure 22. CT Saturation @ages for theWideFractureSystcmafter16hr of Water injection (7.11P~
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1.3 SPONTANEOUS WATER IMBIBTI’ION INTO DIATOMITE

(J. Schembre,S. Akin, L.M. Castanier,and A.R. Kovscek)

1.3.1 Spontaneous Water Imbibition into Diatomite

(J. Schembre, S. Akin, L.M. Ciwtanier, and A.R. Kovscek)
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Abstract

A systematic experimental investigation of capillary pressure
characteristics and fluid flow @ diatomite has begun. Using
an X-ray CT seamer and a specially constructed imblbition
cell, we study spontaneous water imbibition processes in
diatomite and for reference Berea sandstone and chalk. The
mass of waterimbibed as a fimction of time is also measured.
Imbibition is restricted to coax-rent flow. Despite a marked
difference in rock properties including permeability and
porosity, we find similar trends in saturationprofiles and
weight gain versus time functions. Imbibhion in diatomite is
relatively rapid when inhial water saturationis low due to
large capillaryforces.

Introduction

Water imbibition is fundamental to botb waterfbod and
steamdrive performance in low permeabtity reservoir rocks
such as diatomite and chalk. Imbibition is an immiscible
displacement proms, whereby a non-wetting fluid within a
porous mtilum is spontaneously expelled by wetdng fluid
that surrounds the medium and is drawn into the medium by
capillary suction. This phenomenon is caused by the
dfierentkd attraction forces between the pore walls and
fluids. The rate of imbibhion k+primarily dependent on the
reek permeabtity, pore structure, wettabdity, and the
interfaeial tension between the resident phase and the
imbibing phase. On the macroscopic scale, capillary
imbibition forces determine, in parL how rapidly and easily a
hydraulically Iiactured water injector injects water into a low
permeability formation and at what rate tie injected water
propagates. In naturally fractured systems with a high degree
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of interconnectedness,imbibition forces must be strongfor a
waterflood to be succs.sful. If they are no~ wa& will
propagate through the fracture netsvork from injector to
producer and the waterflood will fail.

Capillary phenomena are equally important during steam
injection into diatorpite or lower permeability sandstones.
Steam injection, especially at short times, is accompanied by
condensation and flow of the resuldng hot water away from
the injector. LikewisG for live steam to enter the matrix of a
low permeabtity rx a substantial capillary en~ pressure
must be overcome. l?mdueers might also suffer fkom capillary
effiits as the formation attempts to maintain capillary
equilibrium with thick+ in the production hydraulic fracture
and the well.

Because of the importance of imbibition on oil recovery, it
has been studied widely. However, our lmowledge of
hydrocarbon recovery and fluid displacement in porous mtila
is less than complete. To date, much of the focus on
imlibltion has centered on carbonaceous reeks. This is a
result of the importance of the North Sea Chalks, the West
Texas Carbonates, and the Middle Eastern Limestones. An
important class of low permeability rock that remains
relatively unstudied is diatomite. Dlatomite is a hydrous form
of silica or opal composed of the remains of microscopic
shells of diatoms, which are singleeelled aquatic plankton 1.
Diatomites are very porous (frequently exceeding 50%) with
high internal surflice ar~ but exceptionally impermeable 2.
Penneabtities range from 0.1 to 10 mD. Diatomite is
commercially important 3: estimates of the origimd oil in
place for the California Diatomites (I&n Co., CA) range
from 10 to 15 billion barrels 4. Reservoir rock is assumed to ~
be strongly to moderately water wet. Because the formations
are very porous and the initial oil saturation is large (35 to
70’%), the target for potential production is high.

Multiphase flow in diatomite is dominated by capillary
forces. Ye4 a detailed scan of the literature shows few
reported capillary pressure curves and little information on
the extent and rate of imbibition. Likewisq the mechanisms
of oil displaument and trapping are unclear, but presumed to
be similar to those in sandstone. However, rock morphology
is very different 5.

Thus, it seems helpful to undertake a systematic study of
fluid transport in diatomitq it appears that capillary driven

.—.. n” -,-.
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flow is relevant to reservoir flow processes. In this work, our
main focus is tie study of one-dimensional spontaneous
imblbltion of water into air-iilled diatomite. This simpler
system provides some understanding of the behavior of water-
oil-rock systems’. For contrast we conduct experiments with
a typical sandstone and chalk. Thus, we illustrate the effects
of pore structure, permeability, and porosi~ on imbibition.
We also present preliminary work on water imbibition into
core samples containing oil. The progress and effectiveness of
imblbition fronts is monitored using an X-ray CT scanner and
a specially constructed imbibition cell.

Before describing the experimental apparatus, procedur~,
and results, we briefly review some theory regarding
imbibition. This review helps to put experimental results into
context and will simp@ the discussion to follow.

Imbibition. Handy’ provides a classic analysis and
experimental investigation of the dynamics of imbxbition in
sandstone. He examines imbibition in the limit that capillary
forces dominate over buoyancy and viscous forces, and
displacement occurs vertically upward. Mainly, air-water
systems are examined. It is noted that imbibition could be
described by either a diffusion-like equation or a fiontal-
advance equation, depending on assumptions. Jn the former,
the diffusion coefficient is proportional to the partial
derivative of capillary pressure with respect to water
saturation and computed displacement ffonts are significantly
diffuse. Whereas in the latter, the velocity of the imbibed
phase is proportional to the gradient of capillary pressure
with respect to distance, and fronts are assumed to be sharp.
The main diHerence between the two descriptions is that the
diHusion equation predicts that the smallest pores fill first
and the larger pores fill later. The frontal advance equation
assumes that pores of all sizes fill simultaneously because
large pores are connected to small pores, and vice versa.
Thus, it is hard to fill the small pores selectively.

Both developments predict rhat the mass of water imbibed
is a linear function of the square root of time and experiments
agree with this dependence. However, the end of imblbition is
quite abrupt which is contrary to the expected result for a
diffusive-qpe process. This observation lead Handy to assert
that the frontal advance equation more nearly described the
true process. Ind@ recent experiments where the position
and shape of a water imbibition” front in a homogeneous
Berea sandstone were accurately tracked indicate relatively
sharp and steep fronts 7. These experiments were also
modeled numerically with a diffusion equation incorporating
buoyancy driven advection. The authors note that the
computed saturation profiles are not sufficiently sharp at the
displa~ment front to match the experimentally determined
profiles. Also, water breakthrough occurs too early in the
calculations.

Hence, we follow l%mdy and reco=tie that the rate of
imbibition in porous media especially air-water systems, is in

many respects similar to capillary rise in small diameter
tubes. Upon assuming that water imbibes in a piston%ke
manner, gas viscosity is negligible, capillary forces outweigh
gravity forces, and the spatial gradient of capillary pressure is
linear, the mass of imbibed water is given by

{)
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Jn Eq. (l), m is the mass of water imbbe& pw is tie
density of water, A is the cross-sectional ar~ P. is the
capillary pressure, k is the permeabtity to water, @is the
porosity, Swthe aqueous phase saturation, ~ is the viscosity,
and r is tie time. The linear relation between the mass
imbibed and the square root of time is apparent and the slope
is proportional to the square root of the product of P#SW.In
most situations, tie mass, time, and aoss-sectional area are
easily measure@ the density and viscosi~ of water are known
cxmstants under isothermal conditions and the porosity is
measurable volumetrically. Thus, the only unlmown
quantities remaining in Eq. (1) are P&SW.Dimensional
analysis teaches that this quantity has units of force and it is a
measure of the likelihood of imbibition. Intuitively, it is
expected that the larger is PMW the more rapidly a porous
medium imbibes. For simplicity, we refer to Pw. as the
imblbkion potential

I%eparation of Samples

The rock samples used in this study were Berea sandstone,
diatomite and chalk. Their description is given in Table 1.
The Berea cores were both cylindrical and square shaped,
(core 1 and core 2 respectively). The diatomite (core 3), an
outcrop from Lompoc, California and chalk (core 4), an
outcrop from Kansas (core 4) are cylindrical shaped. The
objective of using differently shape& but similar cross-
~mtion~ ar~ Berea sandstone cores was to COXIfkm mat

cross-sectional shape dld not influence results.
The Berea and chalk were cored using conventional

drilling and cutting methods. In the case of the diatornite, the
core could not be formed by the same method due to its
fragile structure. Thus, a piece of the rock is cut by bandsaw
to approximate dimensions and it is shaped manually by
fixing two circular 1 inch-diameter patterns, held at both ends
of the rock. These pieces are used as guides in the shaping
process with a file. Final shaping is achieved with sandpaper.

The sandstone samples are ilred at 450 “C for 12 hours to
remove the effect of clay swelling and migration during the
imblbition process. Diatomite and chalk are not tired. The
cores are then sealed with epoxy on the sides parallel to the
flow direction to obtain one-dmensional imbibition (See Fig.
1). It is important to mention tha~ in the case of the
diatomite, tie coating is a very critical process since the
epoxy does not adhere securely to the surface. Without care,
delamination of the epoxy coat occurs after some use of the
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ExperimentalMethod
Our objective is to obtain the change of average water
saturation with time, the time rate of imbibition, and to
calculate the imblbition potential term from the slope of the
average water saturationversusthe square root of time. Thus
far, we have concentratedon water imbibition into air-filled
cores. A limited number of water-oil experiments have been
conductedalso.

The weight gain of the core was measured by two
methods. Initially, the sample core was suspended by me.h
of an acrylicand steel frame directlyfrom a weighingbalance
in an acrylic container filled with water. Although this
method gives good results, we found some disadvantagesin
the handling of the core when CT-imaging was performed.
Mainly,asymmetryin the scanningpline leads to numerous
uncorrectable X-shaped beam hardening artifkcts. The design
of an imbibition cell which permitted CT-scarming of the core
during the imbibition process and minimized artifacts was
necessary.

Description of Experimental Cell. The experimental cell,
shown schematically in Fig. 2, is constructed from acrylic
tubes, and it consists of two separati chambers. The main
chamber is the core holder and it is surrounded by the second
chamber that is filled with water to reduce possible beam
hardening. Beam hardening refers to the dtierentizd
adsorption of longer wavelength X-rays and leads to shadows
around the periphery of CT images. There is no fluid
exchange between containers and the outer water-lined
chamber allows for some measure of temperature control. The
core holder has two end caps for fluids to flow in and out of
the core holder. The inlet cap at the bottom of the core holder
is connected to a fluid tank through a rubber tube. The weight
of imbibed fluid is measured directly by means of a balance as
shown in Fig. 3. Displaced fluids exit from the top.

The CT-Scanner used is a Pickerm 1200 SX X-ray
scanner with 1200 fixed detectors. The voxel dimension is (
0.5 mm by 0.5 mm by 5 mm), the tube current is 65 mA, and
the energy level of the radiation is 140 keV. The porosity and
aqueous-phase saturation fields are measured on a single
vertical volume section in the center of the core as a function
of time. The acquisition time of one image is 3 seconds while
the processing time is around 40 seconds, The total time of
measurement is short enough to capture accurately the
position of the front and construct the saturation profiles
along the core,

Experimental Procedure. After preptiation and coating, the
core is exposed to house vacuum and a temperature of 50 “C,
for 10 hours. This ensures a “d& core at the beginning of the
experiment. The procedure is as follows

2.

3.

4.

A paper titer is placed at the bottom of the core. The
objective is to obtain a uniform distribution of water at the
bottom rock fice.

s Since the core holder is surrounded by water during
the CT-experiments, a leak testis performed by applying a
slight gas pressure and checking that the pressure in the
core holder is mairmdned for a period of time.

The core holder is placed in the second chamber and
leveled.

In the cases where CT scanning is perfornml the second
chamber is filled with water. Waterk introducedto the open
bottom tice of the core and the progress of the imbibition
frontmonitoredwithfrequentCT-scans.

Since imbibition is spontaneous, care was taken to
maintain the water level in the core holder so that it just
qontacts the rock base. The data acquisition system for the
balance k started.Once the hnbibition begins, the weight of
the water reservoir is recorded every 10 seconds. The gain of
weight in the core is computed directly by the charge of
weight measured in the tank containing the water. The
reference weight correspondsto time equal to zero in which
tubing is filled with water and the water-air interface is just
below the bottomtice of the core.

In the case where CT-Scanningis performxl dry images
of the core are taken to obtain the reference dry core CT-
values. Scanningis performed every 50 seconds for the first 5
minutes. Afterwards the intervals between the images are
longer since the change of saturationin the core becomes
slower with time.

The data acquisitionprocess is stopped when changes in
the weight are no longer observed. Also, constant water
saturationis vefied by measuring the average CT-number
and staudarddeviationin the image of the core and verifying
that it is the &me from one scan to another. In order to have
a reference wet image of the core, a final scan is conductedat
least 12hours later. MUXspontaneousimbibition is complete,
water is sometimespumped throughthe core to ensure 100%
watersaturation.

Data Processing. Once the weight-gain data is collected
during the spontaneous imbibition proces.$ it is converted
into weight imbkxxl into the core and a linear regression is
performed to obtain the slope of the resulting straight line.
This correlates the weight gain of the core to the square root
of time.

Reg-wdmg the CT-number related calculations, the map of
porosity and the saturation profiles are obtained using the
method of subtraction of images of raw CT data (c.j ~. Thus,
in the case of the porosity ‘

where,
1. The dry core is placed in the core hoIder (main

chamber),
CT.,,: CT value for a fully water saturated core, obtained
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tiom a last scan performed after 12 hours or more of water
imbibltion.
CT@: CT value for the dry core, obtained from the scanning
of the core before the imbibition process starts
CT~=: CT value of water
CTti: CT value of air

To construct saturation profiles we have

~ =CT&j_CI&

w mwe~ - CT&
(3)

where CTO~jis the CT value of the image being processed.
It is important to note that CTm, corresponds to 100’ZO

water saturation. This is verified by comparing the porosity
fields computed horn the dry and water-filled images. When
the core is completely Saturatd they are the same.

Results
FirsL we present and summarize weight gain as a function of ,
time and tien the corresponding CT-images of the imblbltion
process are given.

Weight Gain vs Square Root of Time. Data obtained horn
the imbibition experiments for the different cores were
converted into the weight of water imbibed as a function of
time in order to measure the rate of change of water
saturation in the core. The results are summarized in Figures
4 to 7 and in Table 2.

Figure 4 plots the weight gain versus the square root of
time for the Berea sandstone. The three dil%rent sets of
symbols indicate three dif%rent experiments. In this case, the
weight gain was measured directly by hanging the core from
a balance and bringing a beaker of water up until it just
touched the bottom of the core, as described in the
experimental section. Deviation from Iima@ in the early
time response is explained by the level of the free water
surface in contact with the bottom of the core. Because the
core is slightly submerged, imbibition is forced and the
response is faster than expected. once the water front passes
the free water level, a straight line results. Note that all
experimental runs show a straight line with the same slope
indicating good reproducibdity. Spontaneous imblbition
ceases when the water front reaches the end of the core. This
time is practically the same for all three cases.

Nexq a series of experiments were perfomned in Berea
sandstone cores to confirm that the cross-sectional shape of
the cores did not bias our results. Cores with both circular and
square cross-secdonal areas, as shown in Fig. 5, were used.
The straight-line portion in both cases has the same slope.
The cross sectional areas were approximately tie same, hence
the slopes are the same. The dilTerence in the total weight
gain and the time for completion of spontaneous imbibition is
due to differences in the length of the cores, as shown in
Table 1. The core with square cross-sectional area did not

imbibe imm~lately because, initially, the end of the core was
not fully submerged in water.

These initial experiments with Berea sandstone confirmed
that our experimental approach was adequate to collect tie
data required. Jmbibition in diatomite was considered next.
Figure 6 shows weight gain obtained for the diatomite during
two different experiments. All diatomite experiments were
conducted in the hnbibltion cell. Again, there is some
deviation from linearity in tbe iritial stages of irnlibltion. For
later times, the response is linear with respect to the square
root of time and the slopes are identical. This deviation can
be explained by reasons related to the experimental method.
Experiments conducted in the hnbibition cell also have the
possibfity hat the water level of the tank is not exactly equal
to that of the bottom of the core. Forced imbibltion could exist
for a short time. The second explanation is the filter paper at
the bottom of the imbibition cell, which might not saturate
uniformly at the beginning of the imbibition process. Thus,
imblbition is retarded. Interestingly, the water irnbibition
process is quite rapid despite the low permeability of
diatomite. These diatomite samples imbibe water at rates
rivaling sandstone.

For comparison, experiments on a low permeabfity chalk
sample were also conducted. Figure 7 shows the results. The
mend of weight gain is not as smooth as either the sandstone
or diatomite case. BUL we do observe, overall, a relatively
linear response versus the square root of time. Heterogeneities
observed during CT-scanning account for the jaggedness of
the linear weight gain. These heterogeneities will be
discussed further in the next section. Spontaneous imbibition
in the chalk is much slower than in either the Berea
sandstone or diatornite, as indkated by the length of time
necessary to complete imbibition.

A linear regression was performed on the straight line
portions of Figs. 4 to 7 to obtain the slope. Table 2 shows (a)
the slope, (b) the porosity of the samples obtained by Eq. (2),
(c) the hnbibition potential calculated by Eq. (1) an& (d) the
slope divided by the cross-sectional area for each experiment.
In the case of Berea Sandstone with circular cross-sectional
arq the three different experiments show similar slope,
confirming the repeatabfity of the method. Also, a similar
slope is found for the experiment on square cross-sectional
area cores.

The diatomite shows the highest values for slope and
imblbltion potential. The average imbibltion potential for
cliatomite is 0.0060 dyne, whereas it is only 0.0045 dyne for
the sandstone and 0.0038 dyne for the chalk. We find that
=pillary forces during the spontaneous imblbition process
make a contribution to flow that off3ets the low permeability
of the diatomite.

CT-Scanning Results. Porosily maps and the saturation
profiles obtained during the imbibition for the Berea
sandstone, diatomite and chak are shown in Figures 8, 9 and
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10, respectively. Both water s&ration and porosity are
indicated by gray-scale shading. In the case of saturation,
black indicates O % water and white indicates fully water
saturated, Porosity maps are located in the right-hand corner.
The shading scale for the porosity images is compressed to
highlight heterogeneity, but again dark is small and white is
]~ge,

Sandstone porosity ranges from 0.08 to 0.23. The Berea
sandstone images in Fig. 8 show some surprising results. The
weight gain data agree with a piston-like assumption, but
images of the water displacement front are not truly piston
like. Initially, water enters at the center of the cdre.
Intuitively, we expect capillary forces to spread the saturation
front laterally as well as upward. However, the front is
rounded and centered in the middle of the core (refer to 13g. 8
at 200 s). The Ieadmg edge of the water front moves through
the core maintaining its rounded shape until reaching the
core outlet. At about 120 s, the water saturation front does
span the cross-section of the core at the inlet. ‘TM rear
portion of the water front appears to move through the core
displacing any remaining gas. Interestingly, tie time taken
for the rounded water saturation front to span the core (120s)
corresponds roughly with the onset of linear weight gain in
Fig. 8 (10 Sin).

The porosity map for diatomite shown in Fig. 9. indicates
that this sample is relatively homogeneous and average
porosity is about 65’%. Strong capillary forces are evident in
the CT images for imbibltion in diatomite. Water again enters
the core in the center, but it spreads laterally quite rapidly.
The water front is sharp and the displacement is cleady
piston like. As the front progresses down tie core it diffuses
somewhat. The water front reaches the end of the core in
about 3600 s. The CT images correspond to the lower curve
in Fig, 6 that deviated horn linearity at short time. 13gure 9
shows that the saturation front was not piston like until
roughly 90s. Hence, the deviation from linearity results fkom
the nonuniform displacement front.

In contrast to the sandstone and diatomite samples, the
chalk core contains some heterogeneities. These are evident
in the porosity map as illustrated in l%g. 10. For instanI%
there is a dark portion, indicating low porosity, on the left
hand side about a quarter of the way up the ,@alk core. Chalk
porosi~ ranges from 0.15 to 0.25. Like the diatomite, the
chalk shows a practically uniform and sharp front at the
beginning that becomes less sharp at later dines. It is
interesting to note that the heterogeneities fill with water at
somewhat different rates. The slow filling of the above
mentioned heterogeneity is evident in the saturation images at
300,540, and 600 S.

A comparison of the time necessary for the spontammus
imbibition to be completed in each type of roe~ confirms the
weight gain results. Diatomite takes about the timek longer
than Berea Sandstone, while the chalk takes ten to eleven
times. It is important to recall that the pore volume of ,the
diatomite is about five times the pore volume of the Berea
sandstone.

Water-Oil Imbibition. Upon construction of an imbibition
cell that permits high resolution searming witlt minimal CT
artifhcts, the successful capture of saturation images for watfx
imbibmg into an air-filled tie, and the exeellent
repeatabtity of these experiments, we have turned to water
imblbition into diatomite containing oil. Ffist the core is dried
as explained above and then it is completely saturated with n-
decane via vacuum saturation. Oil is purged ffom the supply
lines and replaeed with water. The experiment is then
eondueted in tie same manner as the waterkdr cases.
Produced oil exits the top of the core. Some preliminary CT
images are shown in F@ 11. From the times associated with
each CT image in Fig. 11, it is apparent that watm, imlibition
is much slower m the watedoil case than in the watedair
ease. At 17,460s in Fig. 11 the water/oil front is roughly half
of the way up the core, while in Fig. 9, imblbition in the
water/air system is complete in less than 6900 s. This is
expected because the water/oil interfimial tension is lower as
are the buoyancy forces. Also, the oil is much more viscous
than air and hard to displace Nevertheless, a srrong, sharp
displacement ftont is witnessed and strong capillary effects
are evident. Dkplacement is not as effeetive in tie waterhir
case. The gray scale shading indicates that the water
saturation upstream of the displacement front is about 80%.

Although the experimental setup was designed to promote
one-dimensional eoeurrent imbibkion, there is anecdotal
evidenee that countercurrent imbibition may have resulted at
times due to the strong capillary forces. Periodically,
imblbition, as judged from the decrease in weight of the water
supply, would cease. In order to restart imbibition, the water
reservoir was raised a few eendmeters via a laboratory jack
until imbibition resumed and then lowered again.
Countercurrent imbibition allows oil to exit at the bottom face
of the core and this oil could impede water flow. Applying a
slight amount of hydraulic head might be sufficient to disturb
the system and reinitiate water flow.

Our work on watedoil systems ccptinues, and includes
cases of initial water saturations greater than zero.

Discussion
The simple water displacing air experiments provide some
insight into the capfiary pressure characteristics of diatomite.
Denote the imbibition potential by IP and take the ratio of
diatomite 1Pto sandstone

where the subscripts d ands refti to diatomite and sandstone,
rtqxxtively. Using average values from Table 2, this quantity
is 2.4 indicating the strong tendency of diatomite to imbibe
water. From Figs. 8 and 9, we judge that the water saturation
upstream of the saturation ftont is about 1. So, the ratio of
saturations in Eq. (4) is about 1. NexG we replace Pc with the
appropriate Leverett J-function:
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()
Pc=o+ J(SW) (5)

for water wet rocks. In Eq. (5), c is the air-water inte~cial
tension and J(SW) is the Leverett J-functiong. Upon some
rearrangement

%=(%J’2(%J’2(-)’1
(6)

Equation (6) teaches us about the magnitude of the J-function
for diatomite. The first term in parentheses on the right is
clearly less than 1 because diatomite is less permeable than
sandstone. With typical sandstone (100 to 1000 md) and
diatomite (0.1 to 10 md) permeabtities, kfi$ might range
from 0.1 to lE-4. Table 2 shows hat the diatomite samples
are roughly 4 times as porous as the sandstone. For Eq. (6) to
be greater than 1, J~J. must be greater than 1. This explains,
in parL why the relatively impermeable diatornite imbibes
strongly when the rock is initially filled with air.

Another interesting aspect of these experiments is the very
low trapped gas saturation. For instance, Fig. 9 at 4800 s
shows water saturation in excess of 95% shortly after
breakthrough. The strong capillary forces and the small pore
throat to body aspect ratio of diatomite suggests much snap-
off and trapped gas. However, for snap-off to occur, pore
comers and crevices must fill with wetting liquid and
sufficient liquid for snap-off must accumulate at pore throats
before the pore is filled completely by the advancing
imblbltion front. We speculate that trapped gas saturation is
low because the advancing front fills pores with water at least
as rapidly as pore comers till with water. Inde@ recent pore-
level network modeling of imbibition shows that in the
absence of flow in pore comers the displacement pattern is a
flat front with little or no trapping of the nonwetting phasel”.

Conclusions

An experimental apparatus and method to permit the
collection of data and Cl? images during spontaneous
imbibition into an air or oil-filled core was designed. The
samples examined were Berea sandstone, diatomite and
chalk, which allowed the study and comparison of the
contribution of porosity, permeability, and capillary forces
during hnbibition. Several tests were performed and they
confirmed the repeatabili~ of the method. The water/air
system was examined extensively. It was confirmed that
different core cross-sectional areas did not bias results.

CT imaging of the imbibition process permitted not only
the observation of the advance of the water front into the
cores but explains the observed trends in weight gain as a
function of time. Images obtained for diatomites and chalk
show a homogeneous and piston-like water front during the
process. Results for sandstone showed good agreement with
previous work 6,7,11 and permitted the comparison of

imblbition potential for different types of rocks. In
imperm’mble diatomite, capillary forces result in a strong
imblbltion potential for water. However, the rate of imblbition
in oil-filled systems appears to be slow. This work is a
stepping stone to a more complete study of spontaneous
imblbition in waterloil systems.

Nomenclature

A = cross-sectionalare~ L2
k =permeabili~, L2
m = mQSSof water imbibed M

p. = waterdensity, mL-3
Sw= watersaturation dimensionless
& = waterviscosity,ML-lT1
P== capilla~ pressure,ML-1T2
@ =porosi~, dimensionless
CT=inte?jhcialtension,MT2
t = time, T

1P = Imbibitionpotential, LMT2
J(SW)= Leverett’sJ-j%nction,dimensionless
CTwe,= CT valuefor ajidly watersaturatedcore
CTti = CTvalue for the dry core

CTwater= CTvalue of water
CTrn,= CTvalue of air
C&j = ~VidUe of tti imagebeingprocessed

Subscripts
d =diatomite
s = sandstone
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F[g. 1 Schematic representation of flow path through the core
“ (One dimensional flow)

. Chamber 2
Filled wilhtier

Chamber 1
tie Holder

. .

Fig. 2 Outline of the cell showing the two chambers
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Fig.3 Sclmnalic representationof experbnenti designfor CT scanningand recording
of the changein the weight of the core

Table 1: Rock sample characteristics

Core “Rock , Shape Length Diameter Side Porosity
Type em cm %

1 Berea Cylindrical 1:? 2 ““ “— 15
2 Berea square 9.0 —- 1.7 15
3 Diatomite Cylindrical 8.43 2.5 — 65
4 Chalk Cylindrical 10.0 2.5 -— 21

. .

‘1

Core

1

1
1
2
3
3
4

ble2 Resul

Rock
Type

Berea
Berea
Berea
Berea

Diatomite
Diatomite

chalk

obtaixied for spontaneous i

slope. Porosity
[lEOl@ecos]” % “,

1.4226 “ 15
.1.4883. 15
1.4990 15
1.4723 15
4,4803 .65
4.3310 65
0:6051 21

bibition in different e

Imbibition Potential
[IE3 dyne]

3.9953
4.4479
5.1705

4.3357
5.9118
6.1461
0.3845

~eriments

:

Slope / A
[lE2gr/sec03/cmz]

3.4621
3.6652
3.9384
3.6065
8.7709
8.9386
1.2708
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PROJECT 2: IN-SITU COMBUSTION

To evaluate the effect of different reservoir parameters on the in-situ combustion

process. This project includes the study of the kinetics of the reactions.
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2.1 IN-SITU COMBUSTION USING WATER

SOLUBLE METALLIC ADDITIVES

(U. Diwan)

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Crude oils are often grouped into three categories based on specflc gravity range

1. Heavy Oil (10”-2O”API)

2. IntermediateOil (20”-30”API) ‘

3. LightOil (greater than 30”API)

Heavy oils consist mainly of high densi~ naphthenes, aromatics and heteroatoms

that are poor in alkanes, while light oils consist mainly of alkanes (130duszynski, 1987;

Boduszynski, 1988). Bitumen or tar are extremely dense hydrocarbons (about 10”API or

less), and are non-volatile liquids, semi-solids or solids.’lle deposits are often referred to as

oil sands or tar sands.

2.1.2 IN-SITU COMBUSTION

In-situ combustion is a thermal recovery technique in which a part of the heavy oil

in place is burned to generate heat. This heat brings about a reduction in viscosity of the

crude oil to get improved mobility and hence oil production rate and recovery. In a

laboratory the process of ignition is initiated by using electric heaters while a stream of air is

injected into a combustion tube to initiate and sustain combustion. Pure oxygen may also be

used, but for economy sake air is popular. The fuel that is burned is the unrecoverable

carbon rich residue of that is left on the reservoir matrix behind the steam front as a result of

steam distillation, thermal cracking and some catalytic cracking. The heat that is generated

partially distills the crude oil. The lighte~ ends are distilled off, and they condense in the

cooler regions ahead of the combustion front along with the vaporized connate water and
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water produced as a combustion byproduct. The region ahead of the combustion front is

heated by conduction, by convection of combustion gases, and by the condensation of

volatiles (light ends) and steam. The oil ahead of the combustion front is displaced toward

the production well by gas drive provided by the combustion gases, by hot water and

steam steam drive, and by miscible drive provided by the condensed light hydrocarbons

(Alexander et al., 1962; HOIL 1992).

A typical combustion front moves through the reservoir mati by consuming the

fuel as it moves ahead, thereby leaving no oil behind the burning front. Figure 1 (Shallcross,

1989) shows the typical combustion zones and a temperature profde of the in-situ

combustion process. As the combustion front approaches the volume element, the

temperature of the element rises and water and light ends are vaporized. These vapors are

carried in the gas stream and condense in the cooler regions ahead of the combustion front.

The water vapors condense to form a water bank (E), following a bank of light

hydrocarbons (F). A steam plateau (D) comprises of the steam-liquid, two-phase region. As

the temperature in the volume element exceeds 350”C the oil undergoes thermal cracking to

form a volatile fraction and a low volatility heavy residue (represented by C). The volatile

fraction gets carried in the gas stream and the heavy residue constitutes the fuel which gets

burned in the combustion zone (B). The heat generated in the combustion zone gets

transported ahead of the front by conduction and convection by the vapors and liquids. The

combustion zone is often only a few inches in thickness and has a temperature in the range

350°- 650°C. As the combustion front moves past this volume element it leaves behind a

zone of clean sand (A) which serves as a preheater for the incoming air.

2.1.2.1 Applicability, Merits and Demerits of In-situ Combustion

In-situ combustion is applicable to a wide range of reservoir fluid characteristics.

The absence of well bore heat losses in the injection well allows in-situ combustion to be

carried out in deeper reservoirs having thinner, tighter sand sections which are not amenable

to steam injection. The oil that is produced is also lighter than the oil in place as a result of

cracking and disdllation.
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This technique is amongst the most energy e’fflcient of improved oil recovery

methods available today for heavy oils. However, one major constraint that limits its

practical application is the amount of fuel formation in the matrix. If a sufficient amount of

fuel is not deposited, as is often the case for light oils, the combustion front will not sustain

itself. Conversely, if the quantity of fuel deposited is large, as is often the case with very

heavy oils, the rate of advance of the front tends to be slower, with an uneconomically high

demand for compressed air to sustain combustion (Alexander et al., 1962).

As a result it would be desirable to f!md substances that alter the reaction kinetics of

oil oxidation during in-situ combustion. There he a number of factors affecting the rates of

these reactions, among which are the composition and concentration of the catalysh surface

of the catalyst available for reaction temperature. Combustion tube studies with metallic

additives (Baena et al., 1990; Castanier et al., 1992; HOIL 1992) have shown that the

addition of water soluble metallic salts can change the reaction kinetics of combustion.

These indicate an increased fuel deposition in runs which carried salts of iron or tin. It has

not been established for certain how the presence of theses substances affect the fuel

deposition mechanism, but it may be due to the reduction in’ the temperature required for

cracking reactions.

Kinetic tube studies with metallic additives (de 10S Rios et al., 1988; Shallcross,

1989) indicate that aqueous solutions of certain metallic Mlts like zinc, kon and tin

increased the fuel concentrations. ALl these studies indicate that the overall oxidation

mechanism of crude oils in porous media is the result of an overlap of several reactions that

occur at different ranges of temperature. These have been classifkd as low temperature,

medium temperature and high temperature reactions.

In a properly designed combustion process there should be minimal amount of low

temperature oxidation (Agrawal and Sidqi, 1996). Therefore, the presence of metallic

additives, which affect reaction kinetics, would affect the overall performance of the

combustion process. It is believed that low temperature oxidation reactions affect fuel

formation, therefore the alteration of this reaction would affect fuel deposition

characteristics.

Earlier work done by De Los Rios (1987), has shown, on a quantitative basis, that

the use of metallic additives affects the nature of the fuel formed; this, in turn, will affect
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the heat of combustion, the air-oil ratio, the air requirements, the front velocity and the oil

recovery rate.

2.1.2.2 Metallic Additives in In-situ Combustion

Studies on the effect of metallic additives (salts) on in-situ combustion date back to

the early nineteen seventies. It was observed that reservoirs having mineral contents with

high metallic content in the rock matrix had increased fuel deposition (Burger and Sahuquet,

1972).

Early attempts at understanding the mechanics of oil oxidation reactions was done through

kinetic tube experiments in the presence of metallic additives.

A brief description to explain how the oxidation reactions take place is given on the

following page.

2.1.2.3 Kinetic Studies with Metals and Metallic Additives

Several studies have been performed to determine the influence of metals and

metallic additives on the oxidation characteristics of crude oils. The work performed and

observations made during these experiments are described below.

1. Of particular importance to the current study are the kinetic studies performed by De

Los Rios (1988) and Shallcross (1989) at Stanford University. De Los Rios performed

kinetic experiments on Huntington Beach Oil and various metallic additives. Shallcross

performed kinetic experiments on Huntington Beach and Venezuelan oils with various

metallic additives. Both studies analyzed oxygen consumption data by decoupling the

total oxygen consumption data into three parts. This was done to represent the oxygen

consumed by the three competing groups of reactions. The found that metallic additives

iron and tin increased oxygen consumption. They also reported that iron and tin

increased the reaction rates for the oxidation reactions. They found that zinc did not

produce the effects reported for iron and tin. From the results of these studies it was
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2.

3.

.
expected that iron and tin may be useful agents in catalyzing combustion reactions

(Mamora, 1993).

Burger and Sahuquet (1981) report on two kinetic runs using 2000 ppm copper

performed on a 27”API oil. The activation energy for the LTO was found to be lowered

due to the copper additive (Holt, 1992).

Fassihi et al. (1981) report on kinetic experiments with 2000 ppm copper says that the

activation energy of the LTO was unaffected, but itis reaction rate was increased. Fassihi

also reported that the activation energy for the high temperature portion of the reaction

was reduced (Baena et al., 1990; Mamor~’ 1993).

Reactions taking place:

1. Low temperature oxidation Result in formation of peroxides, hydroperoxides,

(LTO) aldehydes, ketones, caboxylic acids aud alcohols

(Burger and Sahuquet, 1972). Alexander et

al. (1962) and A1-Saadon (1970) showed that fuel

availability was increased when LTO of crude oil

took place. Dabbous and Fulton (1974) corroborated

this and also found that LTO causes a substantial

decline in recoverable oil from the distillation and

cracking zones, an increase in the fuel deposition

and marked changes in the fuel characteristics and

coked sand properties.

Weijdema (1968) and Fassihi (1981) found that the

order for the LTO reaction, in terms of the partial

pressure of oxygen, was close to unity.
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2. Medium temperature oxidation Involve distillation: visbreaking and coking of the

(MTo) fuel along with partial oxidation of the products

formed (Bardon and Gadelle, 1977; Fassihi, 1981;

Sidqi et az., 1985). The amount of coking and

atomic WC ratio of the fuel were found to decrease

with increasing coking temperature (130usaid, 1967).

Increasing pressure was found to increase the

amount of hydrocarbon residue formed; but the fuel

deposited has a lesser hydrogen content (Sidqi et al.,

1985).

3. High temperature oxidation Involve oxidation of the cracked hydrocarbon

(HTo) residue. HTO takes place according to the following

equation:

‘~n+(i::k+:)”2+ (2)c”2’(A)c”+(:)~2”

m: ratio of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide formed upon oxidation of the fuel

n: atomic hydrogen to carbon ratio of fuel burned

The reaction rate has been found to be frost order with respect to the fuel concentration

and was found to have an order of 0.5 to 1.0 with respect to the oxygen partial pressure

(Dabbous and Fulton, 1974).

To recap:

Q It has been found by previous researchers that the presence of certain metals can affect

the tinetic parameters used to model combustion reactions.

. These kinetic experiments

for combustion reactions.

can give estimates of activation energies and reaction rates
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2.1.2.4 Tube Studies with Metallic Additives

Observations that the physical and chemical properties of the core material can affect

the combustion performance in tube tis was made by several researchers. Some of them

are mentioned below.

1.

2.

3.

Vossoughi et al., 1982, Hardy et al., 1972, Alexander et al., 1962 observed tha~ for a

particular oil, more fuel can be expected from a native core than from a clean sand pack.

This is believed to result from both physical and chemical processes. Fine grained

material in native cores provides more surface area for combustion reactions while

metals in natural minerals

1977).

Baena et al., 1990 report

act as catalysts (Baena et al., 1990; B=don and Gadek

on experiments with 22”API Huntington Beach Oil. They

observed that tin and iron additives increased oxygen utilization efficiency, burning

front velocity, and fuel concentration. The zinc “additive showed lesser effect (Baena et

al., 1990).

Casder et al., 1992 report on thirteen metallic additive combustion tube runs. The runs

made with 10”API Hamaca oil show that tin and iron increased the fuel deposition,

oxygen utilization efficiency, and front velocity while z.ipc was less effective (Bardon

and Gadelle, 1977).

2.1.3 PRESENT STUDY

The present study shall involve a series of combustion tube experiments performed

with the Wilmington Oil (-15”A.PI) and a couple of aqueous metallic additives.

\
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2.1.4 WORK COMPLETED

● Thermocouple testing

● Calibration of mass flow meter

● Calibration of mass flow controller

● Calibration of carbon monoxide gas analyzer

. Calibration of carbon dioxide gas analyzer

2.1.5 FUTURE WORK

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Calibration of oxygen analyzer

Checking apparatus for leakages

Checking data logger

Transducer calibration to measure pressure drop along tube

Conduct a trial run using no packing, just air

Observe temperature profdes

Pack the combustion tube with the crude oil

Perform runs
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PROJECT 3: STEAM WITH ADDITIVES

To develop and understand the mechanisms of the process using commercially

available surfactants for reduction of gravity override and channeling of steam.
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3.1 SIMULATION OF OIL RECOVERY WITH SINGLE WELL SAGD

(K.T. E~ott)

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) is an effective method of producing heavy

oil. SAGD is essentially a special form of steamflooding. The primary objective in

steamflooding, and thermal recovery in general, is to mobilize the oil by increasing

temperature and decreasing viscosity. Thermal recovery is effective because slight increases

in temperature cause drastic decreases in viscosity.

In comparison to traditional steamflooding, SAGD is advantageous because it uses

gravity as the chief driving force to affect oil movement, and it avoids viscous fingering

which occurs when heavy oils are pushed by lighter fluids. Conventional SAGD involves

drilling a horizontal injection well above a horizontal production well. During the process,

a steam chamber forms and rises to the top of the reservoir, while warmed oil and

condensed steam fall to the production well.

A new and similar technique which involves drilling only one horizontal well to

create the same gravity drainage mechanism has been tested with favorable results by ELAN

Energj in Canada’. The success of this project has prompted us to look into single-well

steam assisted gravi~ drainage (SW-SAGD). We are primarily interested in using

computer simulation to gain abetter understanding of the SW-SAGD process. Likewise, we

will assess the suitability of current thermal simulators for evaluating SW-SAGD.

3.1.2 PROJECT PLANS

We plan to evaluate three different scenarios which are displayed in Fig. 1 and

described on the following page.
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1. CyclicIojection/Production 2 Counter-CurrentIrjectioti 3. Co-CurrentInjectiord

1.

2.

3.

Production -

Fig. 1- Proposed Single-Well

Cyclic Injectioflroduction. In this process

steam injection well, then revert to production.

Production

SAGD Test Cases

the well will alternate as a horizontal

in a cyclic pattern. The length of steam

soak on recovery efficiency will also be investigated.

Counter-Current Injection and Production. Under this idealized process, steam

injection and concurrent oil/water/steam production occurs along the entire length of

the wellbore.

Co-Current Injection at the Toe and Production j?-om the Heal. In this process steam

injection at the toe of the well occurs simultaneously with production from the heal.

Reviewing these three strategies will help US understand the reservoir characteristics

that will best allow for SW-SAGD, and will help us understand how to optimally apply the

process.

A significant challenge in tie project will be representing the well in a simulator. We

suspect that development of the well model is clifficult under the circumstances of SW-

SAGD. Nonetheless,

evaluating SW-SAGD.

we will assess the suitability of current thermal simulators for
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3.1.3 LITERATURE SURVEY

There is currently very little literature available on the topic of SW-SAGD. In fac~

we encountered only one paper that deals specifically with the topic. The available

paper, by Oballa and Buchanan (1996), discusses results from a simulation study of SW-

SAGD. The authors simulated drainage and cyclic processes for both mobile and viscous

oil. Their major conclusions follow

1. SW-SAGD maybe difficult to operate because it is dominated by varying conditions

in the wellbore.

2. SW-SAGD maybe a feasible method of producing mobile oil if a proper operating

strategy is applied.

3. In viscous oil reservoirs, energy effkiency is very poor and cycling may be more

advantageous.

4. The cyclic process with a single horizontal well is promising and should be studied

in more detail.

A discussion directed by Nzekwu at the CIM 1996 Annual Technical Meeting also

reviewed the topic. Nzekwu is an engineer closely tied to the SW-SAGD attempt by ELAN

Energy Inc. Unfortunately, he never published a corresponding paper. Townson (1997)

discusses recent developments in the technology of heavy oil production. Along with other

techniques, he briefly discusses SW-SAGD and not~ the companies that liave experimented

with it. Duerksen (1990) describes his work in simulating concurrent production and steam

injection in vertical wells.

While there are few papers that discuss SW-SAGD, numerous papers exist which

describe the development of analytical, experimental, and simulation models for

conventional SAGD. In our attempt to gain an understanding of SW-SAGD, it will

certainly be instructive to review these papers. Butletis Therrmil Recovew of Oil and

Bitumen, is a comprehensive text which describes in detail the concepts and theory behind

SAGD. Other relevant references are also listed below.
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3.2 PERMEABILITY MODJFICATIO’N OF DIATOMITE

DURING HOT FLUID INJECTION

(S.K. Bhat and A.R. Kovscek)

3.2.1 Permeability Modification of Diatomite During Hot Fluid Injection
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During Hot Fluid Injection

Abstract
One area of concern that has accompanied steam injection
into diatomite for oil recovery is the evolution of permeabtity
and porosity as silica dissolves in hot steam condensate and is
redistributed on rock surf%es as condensate cools. Since
grain size is quite fine and typical pore throat dimensions in
diatomite range from roughly 1 to 6 j,un, dissolution of silica
near pore throats should increase permeabtity drastically.
Likewise, a smill amount of deposition at pore throats wilI
cause clogging.

Our goals are to improve understanding of the effects of
mineral dissolution/reprecipitation in diatomite and to
formulate permeabtity versus porosity relationships necessary
for reservoir simulation. We employ a network model to
gauge how evolving pore topology affects permeability and
porosity. Hence, we calculate macroscopic trends by
incorporating pore-level physics. The model is anchored to
real rock through actual pore-throat and pore-body size
distributions. Results indicate that plugging of the network
and a corresponding decrease in permeability occur when
mtierate amounts of silica precipitate. Plugging is most
severe for small values of network connectivity and large
values of the pore-body to porethroat aspect ratio.

When porosity change from O to 10 % is examined
closely, it is found that permeabtity decrease correlates with
porosity decrease according to a power-law expression with
power-law exponents in the range of 8 to 9. Such a power-law
dependence has been measured previously by experiment.
These values confirm the strong dependence of permeability
on deposited silica. The dissolution process displays an
equally strong dependence on porosity change and again

Societyof Petroleum Engiieers

permeability increases most dramatically for dissolution in
networks with small values of connectivity and large values of
the pore-throat to pore-body aspect ratio. Again, power-law
expressions adequately describe permeability increase as a
Iirnction of porosity for a moderate range of dissolution.

Introduction:
Experience is beginning to show that steam drive with
careful control of injection pressure can be an efficient
technique for oil recovery from siliceous reservoirs that are
relatively shallow, low permeabtity, thick, and highly
layered. In the case of steam drivia recovery occurs by direct
displacement of oil by steam and condensate and also by
volumetic expansion of oil due to thenual conduction of heat
through the formation. In contras~ water flood recovery relies
on direct physical contact of water with the oil in the
reservoir.

Steam injection has been used successfully to recover
heavy and light oil from the South Belridge and Cymric
diatomite (Kern Co, CA) 2-7.The California diatomites are
highly layere4 thick have permeability ranging from 0.01
mD to 10 mD ‘g, and porosity that ranges from 38 % to 65 %
10.The ICIWpermeability results from extremely small-sized

pore throats usually 1 to 6 pm in diameter. Steam injection
into diatomite is not without complications. One fictor is the
solubtity of diatomite in hot water. Diatomite is a hydrous
form of silica or opal composed of microscopic shells of
~atoms which are tie remains of singlecelled microscopic
aquatic plankton. During steam injection, diatornite, which is
principally silica (Si02) can dissolve in hot aqueous
condensate and this dissolved silica is carried forward by the
moving condensate. i% the condensate travels away from the
injector, it COOISand the dissolved silica precipitates.
Experiments 1 with injection of silica laden hot water suggest
that silica deposition in diatomite leads to plugging. Later,
the deposited silica may dissolve again if the local
temperature increases. This process causes permeability
redistribution within the reservoir, which is already relatively
impermeable. Sinilarly, silica dissolution might increase
permeability around the injection wells, thereby improving
infectivity.

Silica deposition could aJso be a concern for waterfiood
operations. In the Sau Joaquin Valley, diatomaceous
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reservoirs underly permeable sands containing heavy oils.
This heavy oil is recovered by steam injection. Produced hot
condensate horn the heavy oil recovery operations is
sometimes reinfected in the diatomites. Thae waters are
t.iequently laden with silica that might precipitate when
contacting the cooler diatomaceous reservoirs.

To quantify changes in permeabtity and porosity of
porous media undergoing diagenesis, we develop a network
model and incorporate evolving pore shapes. The porous
medium is represented by a Bethe Iatice of known properties,
and percolation theory used to predict the effects of
dissolution and deposition on permeability and porosity of the
porous medium. We consider only the flow of liquid water.
Changes in permeabtity are correlated with changes in
conductivity of the Iatti% and the amount of silica deposited
is related to available porosity of the lattice at any stage of
deposition or dissolution. To model the diagenetic process,
various dissolution and deposition patterns are considered.
Based on these dissolution and deposition patterns, the
network is updated to generate network conductivity and
porosity. Our networks are anchored to real porous media
through porw.hroat and pore-body distributions as well as
pore body to throat aspect ratios garnered from outcrop
diatomite samples.

The following sections describe our network
approximation of porous media the rationale for our choice,
and how pore throats and bodies are represented. Nex~
incorporation of silica dissolution arid precipitation into tirst
a single-pore model and then the network is discussed. The
network is used to generate absolute permeabtity versus
porosity relationships for silica redistribution in diatomite.

Network Approximation
Porous media can be approximated by lattice-s as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Examples shown in the figure area Bethe lattice @&
1A), a hexagonal lattice @lg. lB), and a 2D-square lattice

0% 10. A lattice is a connected network of flow paths
between variouspoints in space (2D or 3D). An advantageof
the Bethe lattice is that analytical solutions are available for
networkconductivity.

Lattices are used to represent porous mer@ because they
can captureat least two importantproperties of porousmedia.
Firstly, porous media are a collection of pore bodies
connected by pore throats. Secondly, porous media have
connectivity between pore throats normally given as the
coordinationnumber Z. This number is used to quantify the
connectivityof the lattice. These two properties of lattices
coupled with the fact that flow properties like flow resistance
can be randomlyassociated with tie variousbodies or rluoats
or both make lattices a good choke for approximatingflow in
porousmedia.

We use a Bethe lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 1A to
approximatethe matrix of dmtomite pores. It is an endlessly
branchingnetwork characterized by the coordinationnumber

and distribution of pore sizes. Because the problem of Bethe
lattice “mnductivity has been solved analytically~l, these
networks are especially atmactive for our work. Moreover,
Bethe lattices have been used to reproduce two and three-
phase relative permeabtities in porous mexXa 12-14.Although
networks more complicated thm Bethe lattices are certainly
possible, our ignorance in regard to poresize, poreshape, the
distribution of connectivity, and pore topology of diatomite
makes implementation difficult. Thus, the porous medium is
represented by a Bethe lattice, witi each flow connection
having some conductivity governed by a conductivity
distribution G(g) where g is the conductivity of a single pore.
The effective conductivity G6 for such a network is given by
the first derivative of a generating function C(x) at the origin ,

Geff = -zC’(o) (1)

where Z is the coordination number of the Bethe lattice II and
the prime on C indicates differentiation with respect to the
variable x which parameterimx the network

The Laplace transform of the generating function satisfies
the following recursive integral equation,

~e-&C(x)& = (2)
o

subject to the boundary condition, C(O)=1. In Eq.(2), f is the
fraction of throats of the Bethe lattice that are available for
flow. In the case of single phase flow and in the absence of
silica diagenesis, all the throats of the network are available
to flow and f equals 1.0. This remains true for dissolution as
well. But in the case of deposition, some throats will clog, and
hence, all of the throats will not contribute to flow. As
deposition proceeds, the value off decreases as pores fill with
silica. Equation (2) can not be solved analytically as it is
implicit in C(x), but various series approximations have been
developed. For our model, we use the series approximation of
Heiba et al.14’15.

The effitive volume of a network at any stage in the
diagenetic process is found from the volume distribution of
the various throats, V(v). The effective pore volume of the
network is,

-
v = j V(v)dv (3)

o

where v is the volume of an individual pore. Evaluating
effective network conductivity and available network pore
volume using Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) requires functional forms for
the distribution functions G(g) and V(v) which correctly
represent the porous medium under investigation. We
consider a porous medium to have pores characterized by a
dimensionless throat radius r and a frequency of oecu.mence
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a(r). Since ~ is the fraction of pores that are open, the
distribution functions can be represented16 as,

G(g) =(1 - ~)d(g) +flA@r)g(r) (4)

V(v) = (1– / )d(v) + N(r) (5)

where g(r) and v(r) are tie fimctions that relate the size, r, of
a pore to its individual conductivi~ and volume, respectively.
The Dirac delta function, & indicates that the clogged pores
do not contribute to conductivity and pore volume. The fkctor
A?, called accessibfity of the network accounts for the
random distribution of throats in the network that causes
some non clogged pores to be unavailable fix flow because
they are cut off from the main mass of open pores by clogged
pores. The value of ~ depends on the fraction of throats that
are clogged and the connectivi~, Z, of the network.

For a Bethe lattice, the accessibility function of the
network has been found analytically17. It is related to the
fraction of open throats by,

(— 22-2

1

xA(f)= f(l-(f”!f)z-z ) ;f at
o ;f<&

(6)

where f= is the percolation threshol~ i.e. the minimum value
of the allowable fraction of throats below which no flow
across tie lattice occurs and ~ is the root of the following
equation,

f *O-f “)2-2 - f(l - f)z-2 =o (7)

calculations to follow, we use the series approximation to
Eq.(7) provided by Larson and Davis18 as illustrated by
Heiba15.

The network model equations, Eqs.(1) to (7), are anchored
to a real porous mtilum by a two step process (i) The
fictional forms of g(r) and v(r) are deveIoped analytically,
using a single-pore model suggestive of observed pore
structure. (ii) The form of a(r) is based on measured poresize
distributions for diatomite, Likewise, actual body-size
distribution information is included. These steps are described
in detail in the following sections.

Single-Pore Model
Every pore in a porous medium has at least two distinct
parameters, throat size and body size. We use sinusoidal
pores as shown in Fig. 2. The pore is periodically constricted
according to the following d@ensionless equation

a(z) =1 - (%)[’+cos&](8)

where z is the distance along the axis, 2 = R(zwb, Rb iS a
characteristic p~ebody dmension, ~ = Rfib is the

dimensionless throat radius sometime referred to as an aspect.
ratio, R; is pore-throat radius, ~ = L/Rb and L is the pore
wavelength. Based on this representation of shape for a single
pore and restricting the cross section to be circular, we find
the single-phase conductivity and volume of a single pore
analytically. Neglecting the influence of pore corners does not
have a major effect on singlephase conductivity cahdations.

Single-pore conductivity. We solve for single-phase Hagen-
Poisuelle flow in a constricted pore analytically and relate
pressure drop to flow by the following equation,

4z?i=f!e@
8q@

r

(9)
a:

where Ap is the pressure drop, p is the viscosity, aud q is the
volnmetic flow rate through the pore. In spite of periodic
constrictions we suppose that flow is cre8ping because flow
rates are very Iow and the ReynoMs number is thereby small.

‘ We define a dimensionless hydraulic conductivi~ g for a
single pore related to the pressure drop through it by,

g=qLp 8

AP zR~
(lo)

where R=is a characteristic radius. These two equations are
combined to give the dimensionless single-phase conductivity
of a single pore as,

4

g(fi,aJ =
@;~6At +5)

(11)

where r~= R&.

Single-pore volume: Assuming cirg@r cross section, we
find the volume of a single pore per unit wavelength to be,

V(Rb, Rt) = ;R; @: +24 +3) (12)

Based on this equation, we defie dimensionless volume per
unit wavelength as follows,

(13)

where rb = &lIQ.
The single pore model, Eqs. (11) andO (13), take into

account both body and throat sizes characterizing a pore. But
the expressions generating conductivity and volume
distributions require that the single-pore equations be in
terms of a single characteristic dimension. We select the
dnensionless throat radius to be tlds characteristic
dimension. The choice is made because the Bethe lattice
effective conductivity Eq.(1) is for the throat percolation
problem, and bonds are analogous to throats in a porous
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medium. Thus Eq.(13) and Eq.(15) are modified to yield a
form containing throat size only while still retaining
embedded body size information.

Incorporation of body size information. Equations (11) and
(13) are made single variable equations without losing body-
size information by averaging the equations over all possible
body sizes associated with a given throat size. If ct~(rfi rk) is
the frequency distribution of the dimensionless body radius,
rb, associated with a given dimensionless throat radius, rf,
then the effective conductivity and available volume
associated wirh a throat size is given by,

Porous Medium Characterization
A red porous medium is composed of pores of varying sizes
with each pore characterized by a large main body and a
narrow throat. The porous medium is characterized by tie
sizes of bodies and throats and their distributions. The body
and throat size distributions can be accurately represented
with bivariate gamma distribution functions,

a–1 ~–br ar b~.
r(a)

(16)

where a and b are parameters that characterize the
distribution. The use of this function for diatomite body and
throat distributions is supported by experimental results and
scanning electron microscope (SEM) imagesl” Based on
Eq.(16), we generate body and throat-size distributions;
examples are shown in Flg.3 for dIatomite. While developing
our single-pore model, we also use the distribution u~(r~, rJ
to average over all possible body sizes that can be associated
with a given throat size. This is the constrained pore
distribution, also shown in Fig. 3 as a dashed line marked
with solid circles. Physically, a throat must be connected to a
body tiat is greater than or equal to throat size,

(0 ;rb<?j

Porous Medium Properties

The properties we calculate from the network model are
effective hydraulic conductivity and available network
volume. These properties are related to permeability and
porosi~. Permeability can be related to effective conductivity
by invoking Darcy’s law and the definition of hydraulic
conductivity, respectively,

2 . _&&
A

(18)
PL

~~ &4G.ff

AC
(19)

where A. (=@)is the CTosssectional area available to flow of
:Elui&k is permeability, and @is porosity. We assume that this
area depends on the average throat size -d?~>squared and that
porosity is proportional to available network volume. Thus,
the permeabfity change at any stage based on these equations
is related to original permeabtity and pore volume, ko and
Vemo,by the following relation,

() 4 GMVfl (%)2 & —.=— — (20)
‘~ ‘@o (Rr,o)2 Rco Gejy,o

Similarly, porosity at any stage of diagenesis can be
related to original porosity and network parameters as,

@ ‘eff—=—

40 Veff,o
(21)

Equations (20) and (21) relate network parameters to the
porous medium at any stage in the diagenetic process. Thus,
given the mass of silica dissolved or precipitated we obtain k
and $

Pore Evolution Models
There are two distinct pore evolution mechanisms that

occur in dmtomite during steam drive. One is dissolution of
the reck matrix and the other is precipitation of rock
minerals. The following subsections describe the models that
we choose for representing these aspects of d=genesis.

Dissolution. Silica dissolution has been studied widely in
regard to alkaline waterflooding. For instance, dissolution
kinetics have been examinedlg~o as well as the migration of
alkalizl. The evolution of grain sizes and shapes during
dissolution has also been studied via glass beadpacksz. On
the basis of observation of grain shapes and from assessing
surface chemical potentials, it was suggested that silica
dissolution was most likely to occur uniformly along pore
Walls”. In our pore network we follow these results and
dissolve pore walls uniformly. Each pore in the network
suffers the same amount of dissolution as shown
schematically in Fig. 2b.

We denote the dissolved thiclmess by t in dimensionless
form. It has been non dimensionalized by the characteristic
radius R. Based on this thickness, the dmensions of a pore
after dissolution can be related to its original dimensions by,

~,new = r~o~ + t (22)
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(23)

These single pore equations are used to model the effect of
dissolution at the network level. The body and throat size
d~tributions are still given by the gamma distributions of Eq.
(16). The distribution parameter a is related to average size
by,

{r)=a-1 (24)

The new average radius can be related to the old average
radius and the thickness by,

{r)W =(r)o~ +t (25)

Based on Eqs. (24) and (25), the parameters for generating
the body or throat size distributions can be updated in the
case of d~solution by,

Thus, body and throat size distributions during
dissolution can be generated by parameters in Eq. (26). Since
dissolution of the network does not block any pore, the pores
at any stage of dissolution are always accessible to flow and
~ for dissolution will always be 1.0.

Based on this approach, dMkrent stages of dissolution of
the rock matrix are denoted by different values of
dimensionless thiclmess t.Then, the pore size distributions
are updated and effective network conductivity and pore
volume recalculated. Finally, the permeability and porosi~
change associated with a particular t is found.

Deposition. We use two different deposition models as given
in Fig. 4. to explore clogging of pores. The first model, Fig.
4a considers deposition to be a pore Iiniig process and the
second considers deposition to occur only at throats.
Deposition at pore throats is indicated on Fig. 4b by dark gray
shading. In botb models, deposition takes place in a series of
steps. Each step in the deposition sequence depends on the
network condition in tie previous step. At any stage of
deposition, the condition of the network is determined by the
condition of the throats constituting the network. Even
though the radii change as deposition proceeds, we
characterize all throats of the network at any stage of
deposition by their original radti, i.e., before the process of
deposition starts. The extent of &position is given by the
largest blocked throat with original size n. The current size of
this throat is zero. This implies that the frequency of a tlroat
with current radius r is given by ctt(r+~) when n has been
clogged. We alSOdefine Xi as,

o
(27)

pores are not accessible to flow due to random connectivity of
the netvkwk. Based on the current wdue of l_Xi we estimate
the current accessible fraction of allowable pores of the
network by using Eq.(6). The fraction of completely blocked
pores Xb is found by a population balance 16,

Xi x
X~= J ‘dXi~I-Xi

(28)

Determination of these parameters at any stage of
deposition thus tells us the condition of our network. A
deposition step implies that pores with tiginal throat size
bemwen ~i ad ri+Ari block. FKSC we completely block
accessible throats with current radius between O and Ari,.
That is, for pores with the tiginal radius between ri and
rf+Ari. We call this amount of precipitate deposited volume

V’. Secon4 we deposit a layer of thiclmess Ari in all currently
accessible throats with current radius between Ari and
infinity. We call this deposited volume Vz.

Volume determination. To fid the available pore volume
at the stage ri+Ari of deposition we calculate VI and V’ and
subtract their total from network volume at start of the
deposition step. Thus,

v@(n + &)=v@(ri)- (U +V2) (29)

The deposition calculations start at ri=O, and we go on
successively subtracting volume from the base volume as
calculated in Eq.(3). Formulas for VI and VQdepend on where
silica deposition occurs.

Deposition at throats only. In calculating the volumes V.
and VZfor deposition occuming only at pore throats, we hold
the ‘body size distribution constant and change only the
throat-size distribution. Thus, the current body sizes are the
same as the original body sizes. The volumes are calculated
as,

Un~orm deposition model. To find the volume change
associated with a uniform deposition, we consider a single-
pore model and calculate the volume that is deposited by a
uniform layer of thickness t:

V&p(hW)= m(% + n -t) (32)

We then average V*P over all possible body sizes to get
volume change associated with a throat for a given thickness.
The expression is,

This Xf defies the fraction of the original throats that are not
allowed to the main flow due to deposition. The fraction of
throats that are allowed to flow is, l-Xi. All of these allowed
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We use this equation to calculate the deposition occurring
in all throats with current radii ranging from O to ~. Thus,
for the uniform deposition case, the volume deposited is given
by,

Q+vz=
x’ “

~J@r+n&.’3p(@)dr (34)
1-x ()

Conductivity calculiztiun. The effective conductivity of
the network is found by considering the three kinds of throats
in the network at any deposition stager;
● l%roa~ that had original size less than G and are

cumently blocked completely and so do not contribute
towards network conductivity.

● Throats that had original size greater than ri and are
accessible to flow and, hence, contribute towards network
conductivity.

● Throats that had original size between O to cobut are not
accessible to flow due to random connectivity of the
network an~ thus, do not contribute to flow.
The conductivity distribution function of tie network is

generated by,

G(g) = (X~ +XNA}(r) + * a~(r+ q)(g(r)) (35)

Once the conductivity distribution is known,
effective network conductivity using Eq.(2)

Results:
The models for deposition and dissolution

we calculate the

were translated
into the following algorithm to gauge the effect of dissolution
and precipitation on permeabtity. A base case with given
network connectivi~, Z average aspect ratio, h, pore-lmdy
disrnbution, and pore-throat distribution is constructed. Next
we calculate the effective conductivity and available network
volume of the base case. We then update the pore-body and
pore-throat distributions according to the rules given above
for a specified amount of silica precipitated or dissolved. The
effective conductivity and available volume of the network are
recalculated. Finally, Eqs.(20) and (21) are used to relate the
conductivi~ and available volume changes to permeabti~
and porosity changes. Connectivi~ and aspect ratio are varied
independently for new base cases and the process repeated.

In the case of uniform dissolution, Fig. 5 represents the
permeabili~ versus porosity relationship for an aspect ratio of
20/3 and different values of coordination number Z. The plot
has two distinct trends. FKs~ the permeability increases
rather dramatically for all values of Z. An order of magnitude
increase in permeabtity is predicted if the porosity increases
by 50~0. Secon& for a fixed value of porosity change,
permeability increases most for small Z. For Z equal to 3, the

permeability has increased 40 times when @l@.reaches 1.5.
As Z bi%omes larger the effect is less. It is reasonable that
permeability increases most sharply and more severely for
rocks with low connectivity as compared to rocks with high
connectivity. The role of an individual pore throat on
permeability is accentuated in networks with small
connectivi~.

Figure 6 displays similar dissolution calculations for the
case of Z equal to 5 and variable pore aspect ratio. The most
dramatic increases in permeabili~ occur for the most
consmicted pores. When pore throats are small relative to
pore bodies, a small amount of dissolution dramatically
increases permeabti~. Note that the least constricted pores
display the smallest amount of permeabtity increase relative
to the base case.

Deposition results are similar to dissolution, except that
the trends are reversed. Permeability decreases with porosity.
Figure 7 shows the permeabtity versus porosity relationship
for an R@, of 20/3 and various cmmectivities. Deposition
cccurs at throats only. For all values of z the decrease in
permeabfity is very marked near @@oequal to 1 and becomes
less steep as the network approaches blockage. Again, the
most dramatic effects are seen in the networks with the least
connectivity. Figure 8 displays the permeability versus
porosity relationship for a Z of 5 and various pore throat to
body size ratios. A small amount of silica deposited in a
narrow throat in a poorly connected network, can
substantially decrease network conductivity, and hence
permeabili~.

For completeness, Figs. 9 and 10 present results for
uniform deposition. Figure 9 applies to a fixed aspect ratio of
20/3 with variable Z, whereas Fig. 10 shows results for fixed
connectivity and various R@l. Trends are similar to Figs. 7
and 8, but the trend of decreasing permeabili~ with silica
deposition is not as strong. Because deposition is pore lining
rather than throat blocking, it takes a greater change in
porosity to tiect the same change in permeabtity. As
expecte& the most dramatic decreases in permeability are
found for small Z and large ~.

The porosity changes shown in Figs. 5 to 10 are extreme
and not expected in the field far away fkom the well bore.
Changes up to abut 10% are likely the maximurnl. If we
limit the porosi~ changes to 10% and examine permeability
versus porosity on a log-log P1OLa straight line relationship is
found for dissolution and both modes of deposition. That is,
the ratio of permeabilities vties with @@oraised to some
power.

This point is illustrated graphically in Fig. 11 for the case
of deposition at pore throats. The pore throat to body aspect
ratio is fixed at 20/3, the network connectivity varies between
3 and 13, and deposition is limited to 10%. The power-law
exponent increases with decreasing Z as indicated by the
slopes of the lines. For a Z of 3 the exponent is about 16.5
while for Z = 13 it is about 6.6. The power-law trends
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exhibited in Fig 11 can be compared with the experimental
results of Koh et.all. They measured permeabfity of
diatomite plugs that were flushed with hot saturated silica
laden water (204 ‘C). The diatomite plug was maintained at
49 “C to induce silica deposition. Experimentally, they found
that permeability reduction correlated with porosi~ decrease
according to a power-law relationship. Their best-fit power-
law exponent was 9. We find this power-law exponent for Z
between roughly 5 and 7 on Fig. 11. In the case of pore-lining
silica deposition, this model exlibits an exponent of 9 when Z
is between 3 and 4 and &/Rt is 20/3. Hence, for reasonable
network parameters, we reproduce the experimentally
observed trend.

The power-law form exhibited in Fig. 11 suggests that
the network results can be expressed according to

(36)

where the power-law exponent y is correlated with the
network parameters Z and& =R@i. We choose the following

form for ‘y

D(A,)
‘= B(A)+ z- E(z) (37)

The coefficients B, l), and E are functions of ~. We obtain
them by fitting polynomial expressions to nerwork ;e.suits.
Table 1 detaiIs the exact functional forms fm each of these
coefficients.

To verify the data reduction approach and Eqs. (36) and
(37), we plot network predicted changes in permeabili~ (log
k/ko), such as those displayed in Figs. 5 to 10, versus the
product of the power law exponent and logarithm of porosity
change (’ylog $/$.). Deposition or dissolution is limited to a
maximum of 10Yo. Figure 12 gives the results of this
procedure for deposition at pore throats. Network results are
given as individwd data points and lie quite cIose to the
straight line representing Eq. (36). Difkrent symbols indicate
differing values for network parameters Z and ~. Deviations
from the straight-Iine behavior Iikely result from small errors
in the polynomial representation of coefficients B, D, and E.
Figures 13 and 14 show that the data reduction is successful
for the por@ning deposition and uniform dissolution cases
as well. Hence, we obtain from our network calculations
useful correlations of macroscopic porous medium properties.
The power-law exponent is parametrized in terms of
measurable rock quantities.

Future Work
Resultsfrom this initial study are promising and several
extensions are suggested. FirsL all results obtained here were
for a pristine network, That is, silica deposition foIlowed by
subsequent redissolution was not examined. TMs is the
expected trend in the field and the network model needs to lx?

developed further to simulate this cycle. SeconG agreement
between* network suggested trends and those found
experimentally for the case of deposition appear to be quite
good. In order to perform a similar check for the dissolution
case, experiments should be conducted. Lastly, the model and
Ax.dations presented here are for single-phase flow of water.
To be applicable to the simultaneous flow of water and oil in
diatomite, the model should be extended to multiple phases.

Conclusions
Beginning with a simple network representation of diatomite,
we are able to model permeability evolution as a function of
porosity change. For moderate increases or decreases in
porosi@ we find a power-law relationship de.scribmg
permeabtity alteration. Such a trend for silica deposition has
been determined experimentally elsewhere. The power-law
feature holds promise that permeabfity change during steam
drive, or water flo@ in diatomite can be incorporated into
reservoir simulators.

Specifically, we find that the porosity-permeabtity
relationship can modeled as a simple power-law relation only
for moderate ranges of deposition and dissolution. At low
ranges of deposition, it is difiicult to distinguish between
deposition only at pore throats and pordining deposition of
siIica for expected pore body to throat aspect ratios and
connectivity. Also, it is found that permeabti~ change is
most dramatic for networks with low connectivity or very
small pore throats connected to relatively large bodies. For
connectivities of 12 and greater at a fixed value of the throat
to body aspect ratio, little variation in results is found as Z is
increased.

Nomenclature
G b= parameters in gamma distribution
A= area
B, D, E= coefficients for data reduction
c(x)= network generating function

f= fiction of pore throats available for flow

t? conductivity of a pore sefynent
G; network conductivi~ distribution
k= permeability
h pore length

P= pressure
dimensionless pore radius

;: radius
t= thickaess of deposited layer
v= volume of a pore segment
v= . network volume distribution
x= A network accessibtity
x= tiaction of throats not allowed to flow
z= distance in axial direction
z= coordination number

Greek Symbols
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a=
&
A=
*

F
r=

a=

p.

4=

pore-size distribution function
Dirac delta function
di.fYerenceoperator
porosity
power-law exponent
gamma function
radius nondimensionalized by body size
viscosi~
pore length nondimensionalized by body size

Subscripts
b= body
b= completely blocked pores
c= characteristic pore dmension
c= cross-sectional area for flow
eff= effective for flow
i= fraction of original throats now blocked
t= throat
o= denotes properties before dissolution or

precipitation
1, 2= volumes deposited in precipitation model
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Table 1: Coefficients in expression for power-law exponent.

Parameters DMoIution Uniform Deposition Deposition at Throats

B@, ) 0.020~2 + 0.645~ -I-1-8633 0.0003~2 i- 0147~ + 2827 - 0.031~2 + 03699~ + 2.8841

D (2, ) -0.01684 + 03126&2+ 0.0525~ +27042 –0.0059~ + 0.08&2i- 0.6142/ +52683 Q0128~3-03715~2 -3876~ +29961

E (2, ) -0.0279& i- 05886 -0.0299Al i-L7014 -0.01852, + 1.6878
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Figure 13. Normalized plot for uniform deposition
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3.3 VISUALIZATION OF MUL’ITPHASE FLOW THROUGH

POROUS MEDIA AT HIGH PRESSURE

(D. George)

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Much research has been performed using micromodels to study foam flow through

porous media (Chambers and Radke, 1989). Observations of oil-foam interactions in

micromodels have also been made (Sagar, 1497). Because micromodels are not ~ically

constructed to contain fluids at high pressure or elevated temperature, little research has

been performed in which multiphase flow through porous media at high pressure conditions

has been observed.

The goal of this project is to observe foam flow and oil-foam interactions in a

micromodel at high pressures (greater than 100 psi). In order to achieve this goal, a pressure

vessel is being construc\d in which a micromodel will be housed. A confining liquid in the

vessel will allow pressure within the micromodel to be increased without developing a

pressure differential between the inside and the outside of the micromodel great enough to .

cause mechanical failure of the micromodel. A window in the pressure vessel will permit

direct observation of the micromodel.

3.3.2 MICROMODELS

Micromodels are produced with the objective of directly observing fluid flow

through porous media. Micromodels contain an etched flow pattern that can be viewed with

a microscope. The flow pattern can be a lattice of straight or constricted channels, or the

pore network can be modeled after the pores found in naturally occurring rock. Fluid enters

a micromodel, flows through the porous medium, and exits the micromodel. Several studies
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have been performed using etched glass micromodels. Attempts were made to replicate

naturally occurring pore patterns with etched glass micromodels, but the necessary etching

and annealing processes resulted in a loss of surface roughness and an enlargement of pore

size.

The micromodels developed by Hombrook, et. al. (1992), are superior to etched

glass micromodels. An almost exact replica of a thin section of Berea sandstone is

reproduced on a silicon wafer. The silicon wafer is oxidized to reproduce a water-wet

porous medium, and then the silicon wafer is bonded to a glass plate. These micromodels

possess roughness and nettability characteristics that are approximately equal to those of the

original sandstone. Furthermore, when the micromodels are produced the depth of the pore

and channel network can be controlled with great accuracy.

3.3.3 PRESSURE VESSEL

An assessment of the typical conditions for an experiment was made. This led to the

selection of expected operating parameters, design guidelines, and concerns about safety.

3.3.3.1 Operating Parameters

The pressure vessel should be able to operate at pressures up to 1000 psi. The

temperature of the vessel should be controlled, ranging from 15°C to 50°C. Because the

surface of the silicon micromodel is oxidized, higher operating temperatures demand some

reconsideration of the use of silicon micromodels. Silicon dioxide (SiO) is appreciably

soluble in water.



3.3.3.2 Design

A pressure vessel will be constructed to accommodate the micromodels. The

micromodel sits inside of the body of tie pressure vessel. Holes to serve as fluid inletioutlet

ports are drilled in the bottom of the micromodel. These holes rest directly above tubes that

carry fluid to and from the micromodel. O-rings are used to create a seal where the tubes

meet the inlet/outlet ports of the micromodel. Figure 1 details the inlet and outlet ports

through which fluid will enter and exit the micromodel. Confiig liquid circulates through

the interior of the pressure vessel, entering and exiting through tubes that are located on

opposite sides of the vessel. The confining liquid is used to control the temperature of the

micromodel and provide pressure suppoti A 4.7 mm thick sapphire window is located

directly above the micromodel. Sapphire was selected because of its superior mechanical

and optical qwilities. The window will be held between the micromodel and the pressure

vessel lid in a manner such that its edges are considered to be freed. This leads to maximum

mechanical strength. An O-fig beWeen the lid and the window seals the space. The

pressure vessel lid is shaped like an annular ring. The lid fits over both the body of the

pressure vessel and the window, such ‘that the window, and thus the micromodel, is viewed

in the center of the annular ring, as shown in Figure 2. The lid will be held to the pressure

vessel by six 1/2 inch bolts, and a se~ will be provided by an o-ring located between the lid

and the pressure vessel. Figure 2 displays the cross-section of each of the components of the

pressure vessel and indicates the proper assembly of these components.

3.3.3.3 Safety Features

In order to prevent failure of the pressure vessel and to protect users, several safety

features are designed into the pressure system. A confiig liquid will be used. Liquid will

not expand nearly as much as gas in the event of failure. A pressure release valve will be

located in the pressure system, and set to release pressure at 1100 psi. A burst disk that will

break at 1200 psi will be incorporated into the design of the pressure vessel. The pressure
\

system will be designed for 1500 psi, even though the maximum operating pressure of the
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system will be 1000 psi, a factor of safety of 1.5. A shield made of Lexan (a highly impact

resistant material) may surround the pressure vessel to provide an additional measure of

safety to the users.

3.3.4 PROGRESS TO DATE AND A PLAN FOR CONTINUED PROGRESS

I am currently working on a literature review for the project. Marsden (1986)

exhaustively describes literature relative to the topic that was generated before 1986. Sagar

(1997) gives a thorough review of literature generated after 1986, and particularly literature

pertaining to the observation of oil-foam interactions in micromodels. What remains to be

reviewed is the most current literature and literature related to micromodel studies

performed at high pressure conditions.

The design of the pressure vessel is almost complete. A final design will be

produced by late January, and parts will be ordered at that time. All parts should be received

by the beginning of February. The optical system that will be used to observe the

micromodel from outside of the sapphire window must be selected. To have this done by the

time the parts for the pressure vessel arrive is a goal. The construction of the pressure

vessel, along with the construction of the rest of the experimental apparatus (including

pipes, valves, pumps, vacuums, etc.) should be completed by the end of Febru& or the

beginning of March. At this time, the system will be tested. A soon as the system is

operable, safe, and effective, data collection will begin.
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3.4 FOAM FLOW IN HETEROGENEOUS POROUS MEDIA:
EFFECT OF CROSSFLOW

(H.J. Bertin, O.G. Apaydin, L.M. Castanier, and A.R Kovscek))

3.4.1 Foam Flow in Heterogeneous Porous Media Effect of Crossflow
(H.J. Bertin, O.G. Apaydin, L.M. Castanier, and A.R. Kovscek)

The paper on the following page was prepared for presentation at the 1998
SPE/DOE Iinproved Oil Recovery Symposium held in Tulsa Oklahoma, April 19-22, 1998.
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Abstract
Previous studies of foam generation and transport were
conduct@ mainly, in oneditnensional and homogeneous
porous mdla. However, the field situation is primarily
heterogeneous and multidimensional. To begin to bridge this
gap, we have studied foam formation and propagation in an
annularly heterogeneous porous medium. The experimental
system was constructed by centering a 5.0 cm dmeter
cylindrical Fontainebleau sandstone core inside an 8.9 cm
acrylic tube and packing clean Ottawa sand in the annular
region. The sandstone permeabtilty is roughly 0.1 d whale the
unconsolidated sand permeabtity is about 7 d. Experiments
with and without crossflow between the two porous media
were conducted. To prevent crossflow, the cylindrical face of
the sandstone was encased in a heat-shrink Teflon sleeve and
the annular region packed with sand as before. Nitrogen is
the gas phase and an alpha olefin sulfonate (AOS 1416) in
brine is the foamer. The aqueous phase saturation distribution
is garnered using X-ray computed tomography.

. Results from this study are striking. When the
heterogeneous layers are in capillary communication and
cross flow is allowe~ foam fronts move at identiczd rates in
each porous methm as quantified by the CT-scan images.
DeSaturation by foam is efficient and typically complete in
about 1 PV of gas injection. When cross flow is prohibit@
foam partially plugs the high permeability sand and diverts
flow into the low permeabtity sandstone. The foam front
moves through the low permeability region fhster than in the
high perrneabili~ region.

Introduction
Foam is applied broadly as a mobility-control and profile
modification agent for flow in porous media. Foams are
usually formed by nonwetting gases such as steam, carbon
dioxide (C02), or nitrogen (N2) dispersed within a continuous
su.rfkctant-laden liquid’ phase. Typical applications include
aqueous foams for improving steam-drive 1-3and C02-flood
performance, gelled-foams for plugging high permeability
chrumelss, foams for prevention or delay of gas or water
coningG,and snrfactant-alternadng-gas processes for clean up
of ground-water aquif@7’8. MI of these methods have been
tested in both the laboratory and the field.

An unfoamed gas displays low viscosity relative to water or
crude oil and is thereby very mobile in porous m~la.
However, dispersing the gas phase withii a surfactant
solution where the surfactant stabilizes the gadliquid
interface can substantially reduce gas mobfity in porous
media. Mobility is reduced because pore-spanning liquid
fihns (foam IameIIae) and Iense.s bkxk some of the flow
channels. Additionally, flowing larnellae encounter
significant drag because of the presence of pore walls and
constrictions. One aspect of foams that makes them attractive
is tiat a relatively small amount of surfactsnt chemical can
affi?ct the flow properties of a very large volume of gas. The
volume fraction of gas in a foam frequently exceeds 80
percent and stable foams up to 99 percent volume iiaction are
not uncommon. Recent reviews of foam flow phenomena and
mechanisms are given in refs. 911.

Laboratory studies on foam generation and transport have
aided greatly in formulating and improving both our
microscopic and macroscopic understanding of foam flow in
porous media. They have focusm for the most pa on one-
dimensionsl and homogeneous porous media. These studies,
however, leave gaps in our knowledge of foam behavior
because the field situation is primarily heterogeneous and
multidimensional.

Whiie much work has keen conducted in homogeneous
systems, the literature on flow in stratified systems is sparse.
Notable experiments in stratified systems include Cased and
Djabbarah who performed steam and C@ displacements with
foaming agents in IWOparallel porous media12. Robin studied
foam generation and transport in layered beadpacks that
simulated reservti strata 13. In these experiments he
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surmised that foam blocked the high permeability layer. Llave
et al observed that foam can divert gas flow tlom high
permeabili~ layers to low permeabtity layers when tie layers
are isolatedly. More recently, Hirasaki et al performed foam
displacements in layered porous media to study the removal
of organic liquids from groundwater aquifersls. Gas was
injected at a fixed pressure gradient rather than a specified
rate. By dyeing the various fluids, they observed displacement
patterns dimmly. They found that injection of gas slugs into a
porous medium containing surfactant resulted in foam
generation and selective mobtity reduction in the high
permeabili~ layers. In turn, recovery of the organic liquid
was greatly enhaneed.

For the most pa.rc the efkct of flow among parallel layers
in capillary communication has not been investigated. We
denote this as cross flow. To bridge this gap, we perform
foam flow experiments in an axially symmetric, cylindrical,
heterogeneous porous medium. The central portion of the
porous medium is a Fontsinebleau sandstone core and a ,
uniform sand is packed in the annular region between the
core and the pressure vessel wall to complete the porous
medium. By the use or absence of a heat-shrink Teflon jacket
around the sandstone, fluid communication, or cross-flow, is
prohibited or allowed. The sandstone is about two orders of
maamitude less permeable than the sand to provide a strong
permeabtity and capillary pressure contrast. We interpret the
experiment in terms of the evolution of in-situ water
saturation as a function of time.

In the following sections we fist discuss the construction
and charactetition of the porous medium, characterization
of onr foamer solution, and then experimental determination
of water saturation via X-ray CT scanning. CT provides
accurate resolution of the progms of displacement tionts as
well as the in-situ displacement efficiency. Nex~ we outline
the experimental program and give results. A discussion and
conclusions complete the paper.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
The centerpiece of the experimental program is a
heterogeneous porous medium. It is consbucted by centering
a 0.050 m diameter and 0.368 m long Fontainebleau
sandstone core inside a long, cylindrical, acrylic core holder.
The inner diameter of the acrylic tube is 0.089 m and total
length is 0.65 m. The annular space between the sandstone
and the coreholder wall is packed with Ottawa sand.
Similarly, the remaining 0.282 m of coreholder is packed
witi sand. Henee, the tube contains a heterogeneous portion
consisting of sandstone and san& and a homogeneous portion
filled with sand. For experiments where we seek to prevent
exchange of fluid between the sandstone and the .sa@ a heat-
shrink Teflon tube is fit around the sandstone. In this case,
only the circular faces at the beginning and end of the
Fontainebleau core are left open to flow. When cross-flow is
not prevent.@ we make no special preparation of the

sandstone core.
Figure 1 is a reconstructed image of the porosity field

Dwaaured using the CT scanner. Further details on tie
scanner and imaging methods will be given later, but the
sandstone and sand portions of the porous medium are
labeled and apparent in Fig. 1. Average porosity values
obtained with CT along both the sand and sandstone pordons
of the core are displayed in Fig. 2. Each component of the
heterogeneous porous medium is relatively homogeneous with
an average sandstone porosity of 0.14 and an average sand
porosity of 0.32. The Ottawa sand permeabtity was measured
at 6.7 @ and the Fontainebleau sandstone permeability is
0.1 pm2. Both values are permeability to brine. The contrast
in permeabtity between the sand and sandstone is 67 to 1.

The eoreholder is designed so that fluids can be injeeted
from either end. Machined endcaps distribute injected fluids
across the cross-sectional area of the eoreholder. When gas is
injected into the sand-filled region, foam ean generate before
reaching the heterogeneous zone. On the other han~ when
gas is injected directly into the heterogeneous entl foam
generation in an initially liquid-filled heterogeneous porous
medhm ean be observed. Unfortunately, coreholder design
precluded the installation of pressure taps to measure the in-
situ pressure profile.

Nitrogen (NJ is injected into the porous medium saturated
with foamer solution at a rate of 3 SCCM (standard cubic
amimeters per minute) using a Matheson (Montgomeryville,
PA) Model 8141 0-10 SCCM mass flow controller.
Nominally, the superficial gas velocity is 0.67 m.klay (8.04 E-
6 m/s) relative to the outlet pressure of 101325 PA. Foamer
solution was not injected simultaneously with the gas because
such experiments in one-dmensional, homogeneous
~adston~ ~ lad to press~edropsontheorder of 200()

M?alm (100 psilft) (cf. 16), and we did not wish to over-
presmrize the experimental system. Previous onedimensional
experiments using gas only injection and a similar snrfactant
and sand resulted in moderate pressure drops17.

Through the combination of communicating and
noncommunicating heterogeneities and injection into
homogeneous or heterogeneous portions of the core, 4
diierent experiments are possible
1. Injection across the heterogeneous side,

noncommunicating sand and sandstone
2. Injection across the heterogeneous side, communicadng

sand and sandatone
3. Injection aaoss the homogeneous San&

noncommunicating sand and sandstone
4. Injection across the homogeneous &m& communicating

sand and sandstone
Figure 3 shows schematically each of these cases and
indicates where gas is injected. A darlG solid line indicates
tie heat-shrink jacket if present..

The surfactant is an alpha olefin sulfonate (AOS C14-C16)
supplied by Shell Chemical (Houston, TX). A concentration
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of 0.1% by weight active surfactant in a 0.5 wt% NaCl brine
was chosen as the optimal foamer solution. The screening
procedure was two pronged. FKsg the pressure drop across a
small (0.01 m dmeter and 0,25 m long) chromatography
column packed with the Ottawa sand was measured for
increasing surfactant concentrations for a variety of brines.
Nitrogen was injected at a ratk of 10 SCCM while the
surfactant solution injection rate was 0.34 cm3hnin. A
backpressure of 696 Wa (100 psi) was maintained at the
sandpack outlet. Nexq the interthcial tension between air and
surfhctant solution was measured for increasing concentration
of surhctant using the pendant drop method. A broad range
of surfactant concentrations was used in order to ident@ the
critical micelle concentration (CMC). Figure 4 presents both
the pressure drop and surfkce tension data collected. For the
0.5 wt% brine, strong foaming action, as witnessed by
pressure drop, is found once the CMC is exceeded. Further,
no benefit is found when surfactant concentration is increased
above 0.1 wt% in either the pressuredrop or surfim-tension
data. Hence, this 0.1 wt% surfactant concentration was
chosen.

An experiment begins by flushing the porous medium with ~
gas (C02 or Nz) until it is free of liquid. A dry scan is made.
If needed, the core is refilled with C02, and saturated with
brine to 100% water saturation, because the C02 is soluble in
the brine. At the minimum, 10 pore volumes of surtkctant
solution are injected to saturate the solid and aqueous phases
with surfactrmt. A wet scan of the porous medium is then
obtained. Once the porosi~ field has been determiml CT is
used to confirm that 100 % liquid saturation is obtained. If it
has no~ more foamer soIution is injected to dissoIve the COZ.
Once am Swof 100% is obtained, Nz is injected at a constant
rate. The progress of foam generation is seen directIy in the
CT data collected. Gas is injected until foam breakthrough at
the outlet occurs and is continued for an additional 0.5 to 1.
IV.

Porosityand aqueous-phase saturation fields are measured
on 18 volume sections equally distributed along the core
using a fourth generation (1200 fixed detectors) picker~
1200 SX X-ray scanner. Typically, the voxel dimension is
(0.25mIn by 0.251mn by 4mm). The acquisition time of one
image is 7 seconds while the processing, time is around 40
seconds. The total time of measurement is short enough to
capture accurately the position of the front and construct
saturation profiles along the core. Porosity and saturation
measurements require so-called “dry” and “wet” scans to
obtain CT numbers for the medium free of liquid and then
fully saturated with Iiquid. Porosity is computed by a ratio
between the dry and wet counting (CT numbers) from the
known air attenuation. Saturation is determined in the same
way after garnering CT numbers during the displacement.
The measurement accuracy depends on the different
parameters chosen for the X-ray emitter such as vol~ce and
intensity, filters, and reproducibility of the positioning system
moving the coreholder apparatus into and out of the gantry. A
theoretical computation of the measurement accuracy,
assuming no error in the positioning system, provides an

error of 67018.

Results
To provide a baseline, gas was injected at 3 SCCM into
stictant-ftee cores. F@re 5 illustrates gas flow in the
absence of foam when heterogeneities communicate.
Saturation values are obtained by averaging the saturation for
each voxel in a cross section fbr the sandstone and sand
regions, respectively. Time is reported nondimensionally in
pore vohnnes of injected gas and distance is measured from
the inlet. F@re 5a shows the saturation profiles for the
sandstone, while Fig. 5b the profiles for the sand. Straight
line-s connect the individual data points. Gas displacement of
water is poor. Strong displacement ffonts are not wimessed
and even after 4 PV of gas injection, water saturation remains
high. In this case, gas breakthrough occurs at 0.05 PV and
the total production at 4.5 PV is about 0.1 PV. In the case of
noncommunicating heterogeneities, gas breakthrough occurs
at 0.11 PV and total water production at 3 PV is only 0.17
Pv.

Nex~ foam displacements in all four of the configurations
detailed in Fig. 3 were completed. F~st injection through the
heterogeneous face of the core is discussed and then injection
through the homogeneous face. The extent of foam generation
and reduction in gas mobii~ is quantified through the
saturation pro~es determined by CT and the length of time to
gas breakthrough. A breakthrough time approaching 1 PV
indicates efficient desaturation of the core and by implication
stsong foam generation.

Noncommunicating laye~ heterogeneous face injection.
In this experiment the heat-shrink wrapped Fontainebleau
sandstone core cannot exchange fluid with the sand except
through the inflow and outflow ends. Nz is injected from the
heterogeneous region and across both sand and sandstone.
Figure 6 d~lays typical saturation fields across the cross
section of the core holder at various locations. The elapsed
time is 0.23 PV of gas injection. IrI the figure, a shading of
black represents a water saturation, S., of 1 while white
indicate-s SWequal to O. In the last section, taken at 16 cm
(x/L = 0.25) from the inle~ it is evident that gas is present in
the low permeabtiw sandstone, but has not yet reached this
location in the sand. The dark shading of Fig. 6 indicates that
an effective displacement is occuring.

Figure 7 presents the averaged aqueous-phase saturation
profiles measured at various times. Figure 7a shows the
saturation profiles for the sandstone, while Fig. 7b the
proiik.s for the sand. The 18 data points for the sand region
correspond to the numbex of volume sections analyzed.

The first point to note is that desaturation of both the sand
and sandstone by foamed gas is efficient. Saturation fronts are
relatively steep and sharp in both porous media. The entire
porous medium is saturated with foamer solution initially and
S., downstream of the front is everywhere 1. Jn the case of
the sandstone, S. immediately .following the passage of the
foam front is about 0.3 whereas in the sand it is roughly 0.15.
That is, following desaturation by foam, each layer is within a
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few saturation units of its irreducible saturation. Foam has
effectively diverted a portion of the injected gas into the
sandstone.

Secondly, the position of the saturation fronts aa a function
of time tells an interesting story. When t equals 0.12 PV the
leading edge of the foam front in both the high and low
permeabili~ media is at a dimensionless position of 0.14. At
tie succeeding time of 0.23 PV the front in the sandstone is at
x/L equal to 0.3, while in the sand it is slightly behind at ti
equal to 0.26- At a t of 0.35 PV, it appears that the foam front
has just exited the sandstone. The leading edge of the foam
ftont in the sand at thk same time significantly lags behind at
a position of 0.35. Examination of the saturation proliles at
0.46 PV confirms this trend. The saturation at x/L equal to
0.45 in the sandstone clearly shows that foam has pushed its
way through the sandstone core and exited into the sand. On
tie other han~ the foam tiont pushing through the annular
sand region is only positioned at x/L equal to 0.4. It is
apparent that the foam front in tie low permeabii~ layer
moves more quickly than in the high permeability layer. This
Em is also evidenced in the raw saturation data in 13g. 6. In
the discussion, we will rationalize this behavior in terms of
the effect of capillary pressure on foam texture.

At times of 0.46, 0.54, and 0.70 PV the effect of the foam
fronts moving at different speeds in each m~la can still be
seen in the saturation profiles. The foamed gas exiting the
sandstone results in fronts positioned in the neighborhood of
x/L from roughly 0.75 to 0.85. A second trailing front is also
apparent. For instance, at 0.70 PV this trailing front is
positioned at roughly 0.45. This second fkont results from the
foamed gas and water exidng the annular region packed with
sand as welI as water that was not displaced in the completely
sand-filled region by the first foam front. By 1.3 PV, the
average aqueous-phase saturation in the sand is about 0.10
and desaturation is complete.

Communicating laye~ heterogeneous face injection. The
configuration is simii to the first ease, exeept that the heat-
shrink Teflon is absent from the sandstone. The sandstone
and the sand are thereby in capillary communication and free
to exchange fluid along the length of the sandstone.

Figure 8 presents the results of the displacement in a
fashion similar to that in Fig. 7. Sandstone saturation profiks
are given in Fig. 8a and sand profiles in Fig. 8b. Again,
strong and steep displacement fronts in both the saudstone
and sand are witnessed. Foam effectively desaturates each
layer. In contrast to Fig. 7, the displacement fronts in each
porous medium move at the same rate. At dines of 0.25,0.33,
and 0.41 PV front position is 0.3, 0.4, and 0.45, respectively.
At tie shortest time of 0.08 PV, displacement fronts do not
coincide exactly. This is likely an irdet artif%ict.

Displacement horns that move with identical veloei~ in
communiczming heterogeneous zones is also the expected
result for the propagation of unfoamed gaslg if the effect of

gravity is minimal. The striking result is the degree of
displacement in the low permeabfity sandatone.

Noncommunicating layers, homogeneous face injection. In
this, the third case, gas is injeeted into tie saturated porous
medium horn the side completely ~ed with sand. Flow
across the cylindrical face of the sandstone is again prohibited
by the Teflon jacket bamier.

I%gure 9 shows the saturation profiles. III the initial
homogeneous section, gas enters the san~ a foam is
generate4 and displacement of foamer solution from the sand
is quiti efficient. Foam generation is rapid as a strong
displacement front is seen even at 0.15 PV. At roughly 0.54
PV, the foamed gas first enters the sandstone. Again, the
foamed gas moves more quickly through the low permeability
sandstone than it does through the mofe permeable sand. The
leading edge of the displacement Iiont is at x/L equal to 0.7
in the sandstone and at 0.6 in the sand after 0.7 PV of total
gas injection. At 0.85 PV of injeetion, front positions are
roughly 0.85 and 0.75 in the sandstone and san~
respectively. Consistent with this observation, gas
breakthrough occurs ftom the sandstone lirst.

Initially, foam displacement in the sandstone is not as
efficient as in the earlier two cases. Examining the saturation
profiles at 0.7, 0.85, and 1.1 PV, we find that the height of
the displacement front grows from 0.3 to over 0.6 saturation
units.

(;onmmnicating layer% homogeneous face injection. Figure
1.0 reports the saturation proiiles obtained during gas
injection into the homogeneous sand-filled side with capillary
communication between the sandstone and sand.
Displacement from both the sand and the sandstone is
exeellent at all time levels. As in the second case where
crossflow oeeurs, saturation fronts move at the same speed in
each layer. It is seen by comparing Figs. 10a and 10b that
front positions at times of 0.63, 0.74, and 0.88 PV are equal
and correspond to x/L equal to 0.65,0.75,0.85, respectively.

Discussion
The foam flow behavior discovered in each of these cases can
be rationalized by considming foam texture (i.e., bubble size)
:md the effect that porous medium capilhry pressure plays in
setting foam texture. It is well established hat iinely textured
foams, that is foams with small average bubble size, present a
larger rmistanee to flow than do coarsely textured foams 2021.
In turn, bubble size is dictated by pore-level foam generation
and coalescence eventsll, Foam generation is largely a
:mechanieal process and independent of surfactant
formulation and concentration. On the other han~ foam
collapse depends strongly on the foamer solution. Foam
lamellae are stable provided that stictant can stabtie the
gas-liquid interface against suction capillary pressure that
seeks to thin foam films. Henee, it is expeeted that the rate of
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foam coalescence increases with porous medium capillary
pressure. In turn, the foam becomes more coarse. The
characteristic value of capiIlary pressure that a porous
medhun approaches dnring strong foam flow is ref&red to as
the lhr@ng capillary pressure, and it is set principally by
surfacumt type and Concentrationm.

In the first case reported in Fig. 7, each porous medium
accepts whatever portion of the injected gas it desires.
Because the sand and sandstone are isolated in the sense that
crossflow is not a.Uow@ foam is generated and assumes a
texture that is independent of events ocarring in the adjacent
layers, We surmise that in the low permeabfity sandstone the
foam is not as finely textured as in the sand. Sandstone
capillary pressure is larger for a given saturation due to lower
mtilum permeabtity. Hence, a greater suction pressure is
exerted on foam lamellae inducing foam coalescence. This in
turn leads to a more coarsely textured foam that is more
mobfle than its finely textured counterpart in the sand. Hence,
foamed gas progresse$ more rapidly through the Iow
permeability porous media. Nevertheless, gas mobii~ has
been lowered substantially and water displacement is
efficient.

Jn the situation summarized in Fig. 8, the porous media
communicate with each other across the long cylindrical
interfiwe of the sandstone. Since the porous media
communicate, gas at the foam front minimizes its flow
resistance via foam bubble texture. When the flow resistance
in the sandstone increases, foamed gas diverts into the san~
and vice versa, Thus, foam propagates at an equal rate in
each layer because the saturation flonts are bound together by
the necessity to maintain the minimum flow resistance.
Bubble textures in sand and sandstone are not expected to be
identical, but to yield identical gas mobilitylg. In this case, the
mobfity is low and promotes effective desaturation. In the
cases where the heterogeneous section is at the end of the
core, similar explanations follow.

When crossflow is prohibited between the sand and the
sandstone, each porous rneihm sets foam texture ZU@hence,
gas mobility independently. Capillary pressure in the low
permeability sandstone is higher than in the sant coalescence
ensues, and foam in the sandstone is more mobde than in the
sections fdled with sand. If crossflow occurs, gas mobility is
balanced because low flow resistance forces gas to divert into
tie adjacent layer. Foam propagates at equal rates in each
layer.

Interestingly, the transient experimental results shown here
bear striking qualitative similarity to previous simulation of
foam behavior in heterogeneous porous media reported
elsewherelg. We note that the preceding qualitative argmnents
bear strong resemblance to the quantitative results reported in
that study.

Conclusions
An experimental study of foam generation and propagation in
heterogeneous porous media using Fontainebleau sandstone
and Ottawa sand was performed. The contrast in permeability
between high and low permeability homogeneous zones was

67 to 1. Despite this drastic permeability contrast and despite
the fact that high penneabiity zones typicaIIy lead to gas
channeling, foamed gas is diverted to low permeability
channels+ in these experiments. IrI this regar~ tie foam
generated in these experiments can be regarded as strong.
Foam effectively de-saturates both the high permeability and
low permeability portions of the experimental setup and
desamration is complete following roughly 1 PV of gas
injection. This result is found fm both systems that permit
and prohibit cross flow.

Foam in heterogeneous systems appears to be self
ree@ating in that gas mobiIities in each porous medium
equalize when layers communicate and nearly equalize in
noncommunicating systems. Similar efficient diversion and
desaturation is likely in heterogeneous, layered fieId
situations where the permeability contrast is not as large
provided that foam is tolerant of the presence of oil. Also, the
capillary pressure of each layer must be less than the critical
capiIIary pressure for foam coalescence.

In generaL and in agreement with a previous theoretical
study, it is observed that when permeability heterogeneities

“ communicate and there is fluid crossflow that foam
displamment fronts move at equal veloci~ in each zone.
When crossflow is prohibited by an impermeable barrier,
rapid foam propagation and desamration of the low
permeability zone is wimessed.
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of porosity distribution in heterogeneous porous medium.
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3.5 PORE-LEVEL VISUALIZi%I’ION OF OIIYFOAM INTERACTIONS

IN A SILICON MICROMODEL

(N. Sag=, L. Castanier, and W. Brigham)

3.5.1 SUMMARY

The paper on the following page was presented at the SPE India Oil and Gas

Conference and Exhibition, New Deti India (February 17-19, 1998).
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both foam and the emulsions were controlled by pore
geometry and local saturations. For the foam, no obvious
link could be found between the number of fihns observed
and the strength of gas blockage. Many other observations
were madq including snap-off, emulsion formation and
breakdown sequences, foam lamella formation and
breakdown sequences, and static emulsion and foam in
different configurations within the model.

Abstract
This paper presents some eases of pore-level

visualization of foam with oiI. Mhny laboratory
investigations have been carried out in the absence of oil, but
comparatively few have been carried out with oil present.
For field application, where the residual oil saturation may
vary depending on the recovery method applie& any effect of
the oil on foam stability becomes a crucial matter.

Silicon micromodels were used in this study. The
micromodels are two-dimensional replicas of the flow path of
Berea sandstone etched on a silicon wafer to a prescribed
depth, using fabrication techniques ftom the computer
industry. After flooding the models to connate water and
residual oil saturations, a surfactant flood was followed by
gas injection to generate foam. starting with low
concentrations of surfactant the concentrations were
gradually increased. Visual observations were recorded on
videotape.

Two different surfactants were use~ a fluoro-surfactant
(for generating a non-aqueous oil foam) and an alpha-olefin
stdfonate. Oseberg (Norway) crude was the oleic phase in
the first set of experiments, and kerosene in the next two sets.
While the fluoro-surfactant created a strong static gas-
blocking foam in the presence of oil, the alpha-olefin
sulfonate (AOS) foarner did not,

The fluoro-surfactant foam gave the oil-tolerant behavior
expected from its non-entering, non-spreading characteristics.
The AOS on the other han~ did not behave in accordance
with its bulk observations, and its behavior was seen to be
controlled by formation of emulsions. Generation sites for

Introduction
primary and secondary production of an oil field often

recovers less than half of the original oil in place. To recover
additional oil, it is necessary to apply enhanced oil recovery
@OR) tec~ques such as miscible or imiseible gas
displacement (CO,, hydrocarbon gases, etc.). However,
major problems occur in these EOR methods because the
displacing agent has high mobiIity and low density compared
with that of reservoir fluids. Fingering (channeling) and
gravity override reduce the sweep efficiency, contribute to
early breakthrough of injected fluicl and thus reduce the
amount of oil recovered. The use of surfactant stabtied
foams to counteract these problems was suggested decades
ago. Foam is advantageous compared with a simple fluid of
the same nominal mobility because the foam, which has an
apparent viscosi~ greater than its componen~ Iowers the gas
mobtity in the swept or higher permeability parts of the
formation. This diverts at least some of the displacing gas to
otier parts of the formation that were previously unswep~
thus recovering additional oil. Because foam mobfity is
reduced more in the higher permeability zones, improvement
in both vertieal and area.1sweep efficiency is achieved.

This work focuses on stabti~ of foams in porous media
when oil is present.. For fieId applications, any effect of the
oil on foam stabiity becomes a crucial matter. Two differing
approaches have been used in an attempt to scale up foam
properties to the reservoir. They represent differing
descriptions of the physics of foam. One approach is purely
empiriea.1and relies on calibrating a flexible simulator, based
on laboratory data in conventional cores, to represent the
most critical foam effects ~The empirieal foam model
implemented in STARS a pseudo-compositional
reservoir simulator, is probabl~ the best example of this
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approach (Coombe and Mohammedi’ and Surguchev et al.>.
The other approach attempts to extract information about the
physicrd flow mechanisms observed at the pore level, and
constructs mathematical relationships between experimental
parameters. One such model was developed at the Universi~
of California at Berkeley. The physical mechanisms in this
model rely on obsemations of foam flow in etched-glass
rnicromodels, especially from a comprehensive study by
Radke and Chambers.’

Currently accep~d theories on foam flow are largely
built on the basis of pore model observations by lfas~’
Owete et al.,’Hub et al.,’ and Schramm and Novosad.’ Most
micromodels were made by etching a flow pattern into a
glass plate and are two-dimensional representations of the
pore structure. With glass micromodels, the reaction kinetics
of acid etching makes it necessary to enlarge the pore sizes of
typical saudstone pores, usually by a factor of 5 to 50
compared to their natural size. Obviously, this is a serious
limitation for their use in studying processes that depend ,
critically on capilkuy forces, and involve thin films as seen
in foam flow.

The silicon micromodel on the other hand, replicates a
pore structure of any design on a silicon wafer, adapting
fabrication techniques from the computer indushy. The pore
cavities are created photochemically, a process which is not
rate-limited. The micromodels used in tkis study offer 1:1
scaling of typical sandstone pores in nvo dimensions.

Literature Survey
Many laboratory investigations of foam flooding have

been carried out in the absence of oil, and comparatively few
have been carried out with oil present. When research began
to include oil, it was seen that the effect of oil on foam
stability was indeed complicated. Oil saturation could alter
foam stabili~ and its propagation mechanisms to a great
extent. The mture of the foam, foam injection procedures,
reservoir wettabtities and pore geometry were seen to affect
the oil-foam interactions.

A foam is a dispersion of gas in liqui& usually with a
surface active agent present. Foams are not
thermodynamically stable and ultimately decay into their
constituent phases, but can be mechanically stable for long
periods of time. When a foam exists inside a confining
medium, the dimensions of this confining medium relative to
the average bubble size, determine tie texture and properties
of the foam. Holm6 found liquid to flow as a continuous
phase, but gas flow to occur by a sometimes very slow
process of continually breaking and reforming of liquid films.
This explains why gas flow may be essentially blocked by
foam in pores, while the permeability to liquid is merely a
function of its saturation. The abdity of foam to reduce gas
mobility has led to its application in a number of processes,
including gas injection, steam flooding, and well treatment

techniques.
The use of surfactant stabilized foams to counteract

problems such as fingering aud gravity override was
suggested several decades ago. Marsdeng reviewed previous
findings, surmising that apparent gas viscosity was a function
of the gas flow rate, flow history and surfactant
concentration, and that ‘breaking and reforming’ processes
are a dominant mode of foam propagation in micromodels.
Sanchez and Schechte# suggested that gas permeability was
a function of the wetting phase fihn thickness.

Owete et al.” suggested that air was propagated by
displacement of lamellae in long bubbles flowing and
extending across several pore lengths while the liquid flowed
through the network of films. They also observed snap-off
occurring at pore constrictions and tie resultant bubble
‘break and reform’ process. Radke and Ransoho@
categorized tie vruious mechanisms of foam generation
within glass bead packs as ‘smp-off’, ‘lamella leave behind’,
and ‘lamella division’, with snap-off being the primary
mechanism for strong foam generation.

Roo~3 studied the specific pore geome~ necessary for
snap-off mechanisms. Roof noted that the fkont is always at
least seven pore radti fkom the throat of the constriction
before snap-off can occur. Falls et al. ‘4and Kovscek et al.‘S
proposed that at steady state conditions, the rates of
generation and collapse of Iamellae must be equal.

Castanier and Hanssen*’ noticed in silicon micromodels
the sliding of lamellae (bubble train flow) over liquid films
covening the grains.

Oils are among tbe earliest chemicals to be used for
foam inhibition and foam breaking, as discussed in the
literature by W&ins,” Robinson,’s and Ross and McBain.19
Some theories for the mechanisms of anti-foaming action
have emerged from this work. In general matters Me not
simple. Apparently oils can destabilize foams by several
mechanisms, and more than one mechanism may be
operating in a given case.

Some possibilities for the mechanisms of foam
destabilization by a given oil phase include: (1) surfactant
partition in the oil, (2) surfactant adsorption by the foam
kirnellae, (3) alterationof the wettabili~ of the solid phase,
(4) oil spreading on foam lamellae. and (5) oil
emulstication.

NAO1OVet al.,m studying bulk oil-foam interactions,
reported three distinct films during three phase foam
thinning: ‘foam f~s’, or water f~s between air bubbles;
‘emulsion fihns’, or water ftis between oil droplets; and
‘pseudo-emulsion films’ where water fihn resides behveen
air and oil droplets. Pseudo-emulsion films, droplet sizes and
numbers may all contribute to foam destabilization.

Kuhlman2* and Mrudowe,z and Radke3 observed in
micromodels that oils were destroying foams. Work done by
Novosad and Ionescu= Jensen and Friedmann,Z Kristiansen
and HOILZ and Hutchinson et al.z suggested that foam
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sensitivity to oil is rdso manifested as an increased difficulty
of forming and propagating foams through porous media
containing oil. Novosad and Ionescu” found lower mobility
reduction factors in foam floods in cores containing residual
oil, compared to the same floods in oil free. The lower
mobility reduction factors are due to some kind of foam
destruction by tie oil.

Lau and O’Brienn through the use of sand packs and
both spreading and non-spreading oils, showed an increase in
foam generation time, a reduction in foam propagation rate,
and an increased foam destruction rate with spreading oils.
This finding is contrary to Manlowe” and Kovscek et aL,”
who argue that there is no correlation between oil spreading
and foam stability. Inste@ they state that pseudo-emulsion
film collapse is the general destabilization mechanism.

Hanssen and Dallan&z in a model system (glass bead
pack) of a gas bIocking foam in an oiI reservoir, observed
clear trends in mobtity reduction with varying
concentrations of oil and surfactant. They concluded that the
change in interracial tension between gas and the aqueous
phase, upon equilibration with oil, appeared to be a good
predictor of gas blockage efficiency for the systems studied.

Oil interactions with foam have been studied by Dalland
and Hanssen.= Conducting experiments with flowing and gas
blocking foams, using a set of conventional and fluorinated
surfactants and various oils, they found varying oil tolerance
and sensitivities. In all cases the combhmtion of non-
spreading and non-entering oil created a strong gas-blocking
foam, or a low mobility flowing foam. The ‘Lamella
Number’, L, calculated from interracial tensions was found to
be of no predctive power. The results indicated that the
mechanisms of oil-foam interactions are the same for gas
blocking and for flowing foams in porous mediaO

Castanier and Hanssen” worked on oil-foam intemctions
using a fluorosurfactant foam and an AOS foam. The
fluorosurfactant foam gives the oil tolerant behavior expected
from its non-entering, non-tolerant characteristics. AOS
foam by contras~ is controlled by formation of oil-water
emulsions which appear to prevent the formation of strong
foam until a large excess of foaming agent is present.

Because petroleum reservoirs are often of intermediate,
mixed or oil wettabtiiy, some researchers have included
reservoir wettabiities in their studies. Hub et aL6 found that
rnicromodel nettability was altered to intermediate or oil wet
as a result of crude oil saturation. The effects of various
phase affinities to grain surfaces was studied by Sanchez and
HazlettM as well. An indication of surface reaction, from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, was detected after the addition
of surfactant, This suggests wettabili~ alteration.
Kuhhnana obtained similar results, and said that the
deleterious effect of oil on foam was due to the high
concentration of light hydrocarbons in the oil, and the oiI
wetness of the medium itself.

Castanier and Hombrook” noted that nettability
alteration was due to the surfactant injection procedure.
They found that with surfactant slug injection, oil appeared

to be the wetting phase, and with foam injection, surfactam
apperwd to wet the me&un.

Schfamm and Novosod7 conducted oleophilic
microvisual cell experiments with several foams. They
found tit the foams were significantly less stable in the
presence of crude oil and oleophilic solid surfaces, compared
with some crude oils and hydrophilic surfaces. Kristiansen
and HoIt?*studied foams flowing in cores under North Sea
reservoir conditions that were either partially or completely
oil wetted. Any degree of oil-wetness reduced the
effectiveness of the flowing foam.

The surfactants may adsorb onto the solid surfaces and
alter the nettability. In the microvisual experiments of
Schramm and Novoso&7 some of the foaming systems
changed the wettabiIity to water we~ in which case the foam
sensitivities to oil reverted back to the water wet cases. This
result is consistent with the coreflood tests of Sanchez and
Hazlett3 in which foaming surfactants caused nettability
reversal in oil wet porous media. This reversal was the
reason that stable foams could be generated and propagated
in their oil wet cases.

Experimental Apparatus
All the experiments were done at constant pressure. A

basic line dmgram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
Surface tensions were measured using a ring tensiometer

and interracial tensions were determined by a spinning drop
tensiometer. More details on the equipment can be found in
sag= et al.~ The micromodels used in our experiments “
replicate the pore structure of Berea sandstone on a silicon
wafer. The fabrication technique is a direct adaptation of the
etching techniques used by the computer industry. The pore
cavities are created photochemically, a process which is not
rate-limite~ such as acid etching. These high resolution
silicon micromodels offer 1:1 scaling of the Berea sandstone
pores and throats. A detaiIed description of the fabrication
and construction process of the models used can be found in
Castanier and Hornbrook? Woody et al.”and Lolomari.”

A description of the pore structure of the model along
with permeabtity calculations can be found in Woody et al.w
Seaming elec@on microscopy (SEM) photographs of the
model can be seen in Fig. 2. The characteristics of the
models are outlined below

1. 500 micron patterns repeated 10,000 times on a
5 cm square silicon wafer

2. Etch depth 15 microns.
3. Porosity 35%
4. Permeability: 1 millidarcy
5. Pore Sizes: 1-150 mm
6. Throats: 0.5-10 mm

Experimental Procedure and Experiments Performed
Before beginning tie experiments, the model was fm~
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cleaned with water followed by methanol to remove traces of
foam or solvent. All the experiments were performed at
ambient temperatures using the following generic procedure:

1. C02flood
2. Water/brine flood to displace all CO,.
3. Oil flood to connate water saturation.
4. Water/brine flood to residual oil saturation.
5. Surfactant flood.
6. Gas injection to generate foam
7. Surfactant flood (higher concentration)
8. Gas injection to generate foam
Steps 5 and 6 were repeated (as shown in 7 and 8) for

higher concentrations of surfactant. The outlet was at
atmospheric pressure and the inlet pressure was measured.
All fluids entering the micromodel were filtered to 0.22mm.
A dye (benzene-azo-2-mpthol) was used to color the
surfacmnt for better viewing. Note that interracial properties
were not affected by the dye. All the expedients were ,
recorded on videotape and can be made available for viewing
on request. Table 1 shows the expedients conducted.

For Experiments 2 and 3, brine was used as the aqueous
phase instead of water. The brine formulation is based on
North Sea water.

R=ults
The results of the three sets of experiments conducted

are described in this section. Each set of experiments is
discussed separately, and is accompanied by images captured
during the course of the experiment.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was the only experiment in which crude

oil (Oseberg, a Norwegian crude) was used. The surfactant
was an alpha olefm sulfonate, AOS 1618, and the gas used
for foam generation was carbon dioxide. The aqueous
(wetting) phase was water.

The pressure difference applied to the micromodel was
usually 35 psig. Only two concentrations of the AOS
surfactant were used in this expetient. The experiment had
to be discontinued due to excessive clogging and asphaltene
deposition.

The flow through the micromodel was extremely slow as
compared to the flow mentioned by Hombrook et al.= and
Woody et al.,n even though the etch depth for the new
models was greater then those used by Hombroo@ and
Woody. “ This slow flow was caused by overheating the
glass during the bonding process which reduced the model
permeabil@. This defect has since been correcte~ in more
recent micromodels.

After injection of the surfactant and more often during
gas injection, stable crude oil emulsions were observed in the

model @lg. 3). These emulsions were seen at concentrations
of O.01% by weight and over and were observed to be stable
in the micro- model. This emulsion formation occurred
extremely rapidly when gas was injected.

An emulsion forming sequence with the crude oil was
observed where crude oil coated water bubbles started
forming in a narrow throat and were seen being pushed into a
pore where these bubbles conjoined to form an emulsion
(Fig. 4).

A bubble coalescence sequence was also observed where
carbon dioxide bubbles coated with crude oil were generated
from a very narrow throat and were pushed into a pore where
they coalesced to form a larger carbon dioxide bubble (Fig.
5).

Emulsion breakdown sequences were also seen to occur
in the pores. A very visible crude oil emulsion broke down
in a matter of seconds and was captured in the stills shown
@lg. 6).

Emulsions sizes with crude oil varied horn 10pm to
60prn in size. The emulsions were usually composed of
water surrounded by oil films. The color of the water seemed
to be darker (brownish) after contact with the crude oil. ‘Ilk
shows some, still unexph.ine~ mass transfer mechanism
between the oil and water.

As can be seen from the above observations, the Oseberg
exude oil clearly formed emulsions in the presence of the
AOS surfactan~ indicating the non-tolerant behavior of the
Oseberg crude to this surfactant. No foam lamella were
observed during the experiment. The displacements were
according to the theory of imiscible displacement
:D~placement of water by gas caused viscous fingering, and
displacement of water by oil was a stable front propagation.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the surfactant used was the same alpha

olefin sulfonate (AOS 1618). The wetting phase was brine
and the non-wetting phase (oil) was kerosene. Kerosene
emulsions were observed at as low as 0.00190 concentration
of surfactant @lg. 7). During carbon dioxide floodiig the
gas phase was discontinuous and did not ffi the model
completely. The emulsions were very mobde at low
concentrations of surfactant (< 1%).

The diameters of the emulsions were smallest at lower
concermations and were seen to increase with higher
concentrations. The stability of the emulsions also increased
at higher concentrations. Certain areas in the model which
had less oil were seen to have thinner emulsions (Fig. 8). At
increased surfactant concentrations the oil saturations in the
model had decrease~ and the emulsions were still widely
present and more stable.

The emuision bubble size also was seen to depend on tbe
pore geometry (Tig. 8). Different sizes of emulsions seem to
co-exist but varied in size with the size being the smallest in
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the throats and the smaller pores.
Emulsions started at 0.001% surfactant concentmtion.

The emulsions at this stage flowed very rapidly through the
narrow throats until they clogged the flow path after
gathering in large pores, Emulsion sizes, as mentioned
earlier, increased with surfactant concentration. Although
the pore geometry had some effec~ emulsion sizes after 0.1%
surfactant flood varied from a few microns to about 60pm.
Emulsion composition after the 1% surfactant flood was very
similar to that seen at O.1%. The emulsion were hardly seen
to move, whale at lower concentrations, most of the narrow
throats had been blocked by the smaller emulsions. Two
emulsion forming and breaking sequences were also
observed. No foam was observed during the experiment.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we formed an oil-foam. The surfactant

was a fluorocarbon diluted in kerosene. The wetting phase
was brine and the non-wetting phase was kerosene. Carbon
dioxide was used to generate the foam in-situ. The
exploitation of the gas blocking properties of foam, by using
it as a gas coning barrier, is an old idea., h attractive means
of achieving a favorable barrier geometry is by using low
density non-aqueous foams. This is the primary reason for
our focus on the oil foam studkd in this experiment.

Flow through this model was extremely fast as compared
to Experiments 1 and 2. After the water flood and the oil
floo& water was seen residing in the narrow throats
indicating that the model was water wet. Before foam was
generated in the system, the carbon dioxide was
discontinuous . Stable foam Iamellae were seen by 0.01%
surfactant concenmation. A snap off sequence of a carbon
dioxide bubble coated with surfactant was seen (Segar7.

In certain areas, at 0.1% concentration of the fluoro-
surfactan~ a Iamella formation and breakdown sequence was
captured in a five frame sequence.

Foam was observed as kunellae throughout the model at
the differing concentrations of the surfactant @lg. 9).
Certain pore geometries were seen to be more conducive to
forming stable lamellae then others. Many dfierent lamellae
configurations were seen. Stable lenses were also observed
to co-exist with the lamellae.

In one configuration, a water droplet in a foam lamella
did not seem to affect the Iamella stabtity (Fig. 10). Also, in
a certain pore geometry, thin stable lamellae were seen as
well as thicker kunelkie.

No significant increase in the number of foam lamellae
were seen from 0.1% to 1.0% surfactant concentration, in
spite of a noticeably higher gas blockage as seen from the
flow rate reduction at higher concentration.

Interracial Tension Measurements
M.erfacial tensions between the surfactant solutions and

the oil (kerosene) were measured for ‘Experiments 2 and 3

and and listed below. No signifwant difference in the
interracial tension was observed because of the presence of
au ethyFoil soluble dye, benzene-azo-2-napthol used as dye.

Conclusions
The siIicon micromodels used in the-se experiments give

us a realistic feel for the pore level mechanisms which would
occur in reality. The three sets of experiments conducted in
this study, which included different oils and foamers, lead us
to the conclusions outlined below.

The AOS Surfactant
With the AOS surfactan~ with differing oils presen~ no

foam formation was seen at the pore level. However
emulsions were obsemed which varied in size and stability
with surfactant concentration. The pore and throat sizes also
seemed to influence the emulsion size.

Most of tie emulsions seen were composed of water
covered with oil films. With the crude oil the water became
discolored to brown. Very little oil was required to form
these emulsions as could be seen at higher concentrations of
surfactant after the model had been flooded with surfactant a
few times resultingin low oil saturation. It can be concluded
that the emulsion formation with the AOS surfactant could be
the reason for the delayed foam forming observed by
Kristiansen and Holt.=sz These have, in the pas~ often been
ascribed to so-called “aging” or “incubation” effects.
According to a mechrmkm suggested by Lau and O’Brien,n
the emulsion scavenges all surfactant and makes it
impossible to generate foam initkdly. Only when excess
surfactant solution becomes available, through reinfection or
rearrangemen~ can foam generation take place. This
concep~ however, does not apply to our case, where excess
surfactant is always present.

The abtity to form water-in-oil emulsions is governed
by tie balance of forces between those tending to keep the oil
in large drops (or continuous oil areas) and those favoring
formation of small emukified oiI dropIets. It is welI known,
from anti-foam theory, that small emulsion droplets make
better anti-foam agents. An attempt to develop a theory for
foam destabiition by emulsified oil droplets has been
published by Schramm and Novosad.’ However, their
lamella number fails to correlate oil tolerance data for
fluorosurfactant foams; likewise the lack of emulsions
formed with the fluorosurfactant. The presence of oil in the
system resulted in emulsions for the AOS surfactan~ and no
foam was observed. Whether foam would actually form on
continuous surfactant and gas flooding is yet to be seen in the
micromodeI and wouId be an interesting area for fimher
research. Currently no theory explains this phenomenon of
emulsion with foamers which seems different from the
conventional “aging” of cores, which is essentially a
Iiquidfsolid adsorption process.
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The Fluorosurfactant
For the oil-foam with the fluorosurfactan~ a strong foam

was generated both in the oil saturated and the oil free zones.
Lamellae were observed both in oil saturated and oil free
areas, indicating oil tolerant behavior, as expecte& from the
negative entering coefficient and the bulk behavior.
Generation sites for the foam lamellae were seen to be
controlled by pore geometry and local saturation. The fo~
larnellae were stabilized by the surfactant and therefore an
increase in foamer concenmation increased the lifetime of the
lamellae, and thereby the strength of the foam.

No obvious link could be found with the number of fihns
observed and strength of gas blockage. Although lenses were
obsemd to be present in the system, no lens-lamella
transition was observed. We can conclude from these
obsewations that tis oil-foam can be used for achieving a
favorable barrier geometry for gas coning problems.

Further Research
Further research suggestions include studying the

behavior of emulsions and how they effect foam properties in
porous media with an emphasis on foam destabilization by
emulsified foam droplets.

Using different tlin sections (other than Berea) would
help in studying flow behavior in other pore geometries. The
effect of “aging” as the reason for the delayed foam forming
(if any) with the AOS surfactant also deserves more
investigation. As mentioned before, whether foam would
form under continuous surfactant and gas injection would be
an interesting area to be looked into to supplement this work.
The new micromodels are currently under construction at the
‘Center for Integrated Systems’ at Stanford.
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Table L Exp@nentsConducteda

Experimtxlt I Surhctant “ lConcintmtion
1. I AOS 1618” ~ i 0.001%

0;01%
2. AOS1618 ~ 0.001%

0.01%
0.1%
1%

3. . Eluorosurfktant , O.(M%
I&osene” ~ 0.1%

oil
Osebezgclude

Km3s?ne

. .

‘ Table2. Interracial Tension Measmement. .

Surfactant Concentration Interfadil o Tension
(dyned cm)

(AOS 1618) “ 1% 1.4
0:1% 0.71,.

.0.01% - 1.63
0.001% 7.9

(Fluorosurfac@nt , “1% . 14.928
in Kerosene) .

. .0.1% 8.868

0.01% 19.686

. .
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Inlet
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Pressure
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Inlet valve

\

/

VCR / MtinitorIin

G
●

Pressure transducer Macintosh with
capture board

● 0 1>

Dewator

-----i

,— I

Figure 1. Line diagram of the Experiment ApparaNs.



.

.

Figure2(a). SEM of Model”A (old). ..-::.:.?

Figure 2(b). SEM of”Model A (old).
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. . .

EXPERIMENT 1

Figure 3 Crudeoil emulsioti seen in the large pores m the m“iilelafter
0.01% mxktarlt fld.
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--

-Figure4((C)

Figure 4(d) Emulsion formationsequeiwe.
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,

. . .

Figure 5(a) . .

Fime 5(M BubbIe coalescence.
.’



..

EXPERIMENT 1

Figure 6(a)

Figure 6(b) ~
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EXPERIMENT 1

Figure 6(c) Emulsion breakingsequence.
..
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EXPH21MENT 2

Figure 7 Emulsions as seen after 0.01% surfactant flood.

Fim 8 Very stableemulsionsseen at the end of the experiment (after 1%
Surfactantflood).
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,

Figure 9 Four stiible lamellae SSXXIafter 0.1% FC’740 smfactant flood.

Fisue 10 Adropof waterti a lame.lla. It doesn’tseem& affi%tthelamellastabilty.
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PROJECT 4: RESERVOIR DEFINITION

To develop and improve techniques of formation evaluation such as tracer tests and

pressure transient tests.
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4.1 RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE METHODS FOR ESTIMATION

OF RESERVOIR PARAMETERS

(F. Murad)

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION

This is a history matching project for identifying reservoir parameters. The data is

from the South Belridge Diatomite (Kern County, CA) (Kovscek et al., 1996; Kovscek et

al., 1996). In a pilot project, steam was injected into low permeability diatomite through

two vertical hydrofractures. Pressure and temperature responses were observed at different

well locations. Additionally, steam injection pressure and rate were measured as well as oil

production.

The idea is to match tie temperature and pressure profiles

reservoir parameters such as permeability and thermal conductivity.

in order to identify

4.1.2 BACKGROUND

Having a systems engineering background, the problem was approached as a system

identilcation exercise. A recursive least squares identilcation metiod was selected

(Landau, 1990; Lyung and S“derstr”m, 1983). They are extensively

identiEcation of discrete-time model parameters. A typical discrete time

written as

where q is the

~(t+ 1) = 8T~(t) +eT~(t -l) ........

parameter vector to be estimated and the outpu~ ~y,
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model can be

(1)

depends upon
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observations at times, t, prior to the current time i.&tant, This is an example of an

autoregressive process, that is, no exogenous inputs are present.

The idea is to discretize the partial differential pressure diffusion and temperature

conduction equations describing steam and heat tm.nsport in porous media (Kovscek et al.,

1996). Then model parameters are adjusted to obtain an optimal fit. It should be stressed

that most of the identilcation algorithms have been developed for ordinary differential

equations. Processes represented by partial differential equations are called distributed

parameter systems.

4.1.3 PROGRESS

Considering the pressure diffusion equation

aP
~= div{a(x,~k(x))vP} (2)

a is the hydraulic diffusivity that maybe a function of location x and time t and is

parametrized by permeability k For the purpose of this study, a is assumed to be either

constant or to vary spatially. For a one-dimensional grid, the above PDE is expanded to

~= a~(x,tx(x)) ap azp
—+ a(;c,t;k(x))~

at ax ax

In case a is constan~ Eq. 3 simplifies to

ap azp
—=a—
at ax’

Equation 4 was the starting point in the clevelopment of a

technique. This was followed by the development of an algorithm

with the process modeled by Eq. 3. These will be discussed next.
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4.1.4. RECURSIVE IDENTIFICATION ALGOlUT13M FOR DISTRIBUTED

PARAMETER SYSTEMS

The fMst example considered was Eq. 4 where a is constant. Using finite differences

for the partial derivatives (2ti order spatial and explicit Euler in time), the model equation is

(5)

for a uniform time and space grid. The least square objective function to be minimized is

Using Eq. 5

(7)

J=@ = s(t) (8)

where & denotes the difference between the observed and model data. Using the standard

calculus result where Eq. 7 is minimized with respect to ~

aJ_o

a~
(9)

which yields

A [p,2 :bs’n- p~-11-#_ p(”-1)- zp~-1) + p}yl-l)}][–Al{P;:I-l) - 2P}*I) + P;:l-l)}] = o~z { j+l
n=l Axz

(lo)
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simplifying,

t
~[P. Ax[p;:;l)

O’s-- P~-l)l[P:$) - 2P~-1) + P;:;’)l- ~k, .1
_ zp~-1)+ p;:l-l)2

J ] =0 (11)
n=1 n

Deftig

R(t) = ~[P,?’”n – Py-q[P}:;l) – 2P:-’) + P;:;’)]
n=l

Equation 11 can be written as

R(t) = cz(t)F(t)

(12)

(13)

(14)

To develop a recursive algorithm the following can be written

R(t+l)=a(t+l)F(t+l) (15a)

a(t + 1)F(t + 1) = y[P;b’~ – P:-l) ][P}:l-l)– 2P:-1) -t-P;:l-l)]+ [P,:b’J+l– P;) ][P;!]– 2P)) + P;:;]
n=l

(15b)

‘t [p;:] –a(t +l)F(t+ 1) = a(t)F(t) + [PJ:b’’f+l– P:) ][P;:]– 2P:) + z’}:~]* L&-Q 2P;) + P}:; ]2

(15C)

which can be simplified to

a(t + 1) = a(t) + F-l (t+ l)(P”+l – 2P; + P;_l){ (Pj?b’”+l– P; ) – L%& (P;+l– 2P; + P;.l) }

(15d)

a(t +1)= a(t)+ F-l (t + l)(P;,.l – 2P;+ P;_l)E(t+ 1) (16)
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Equations 16 along with Eqs. 17 and 18 form the recursive algorithm

(~-o_ @J-0 + pj.y]2+ [p};;- 2P”)+ P“:;12 ‘F(t+l) = ~[~~+1 j (17)
n=l

& (p’;]E(t + 1) = (P,:bs’(’+l)- P$) ) – ap - Zp:) + p(’))
j-1

(18)

4.1.5 RECURSIVE IDENTIFICATION ALGOIUTHM FOR DISTRIBUTED

PARAMETER SYSTEMS; SPATIALLY DISTRIBUTED

In this case the diffusion process is represented by Eq. 3. Using fiite differences

for the partial derivatives (2ti order spatial and explicit Euler in time) the model equation is

for a uniform time and space grid. Substituting in the least square objective function, Eq. 6,

and minimizing with respect to ctj the following result is obtained. . “

Proceeding similar to the constant hydraulic difusivity case, define



Fj,j+l(t) - +jy$:;’) -Pj!:?l[qf’) -2Py-1) +P;:;’)]
4AX .=l

(24)

Equation 20 can be written as

Rj (t)= –LZj-l(t) Fj,j.l (t) + ~j (t)Fj,j (t) +Q!j~l(t)Fj,j+l(t)

For N number of nodes a system of equations is obtained.

(25)

III
RI (t) FIl(t) Flz(t) O .“” o

11

q (t) -

Rz (t) Fzl(t) Fz(t) Fn(t) ““” o U2(t)

R,(t) = O F~z(t) F~~(t) .-. ; a3 (t) (26)
. .. . .. . . F~-lN (t) 1

RN(t) O “-- O FN,N_l(t) Fjyj./(t) ~N (t).

To develop a recursive algorithm the same procedure is repeated as for the previous
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(28)

The following system of equations is obtained

ll(t+l) =~(t) +Q(t +l)g(t+ 1)+~(t+l)g(t)

From which the following recursion on a ii obtained

Q(t + 1) = g(t) +~-l(t + l)ll(t + l)g(t + 1)

where D is a diagonal matrix with elements

dj (t +1) = P~~\_ 2P:) + P/~/

and T is tridiagonal with elements

tj,j.,(t+l) = -*(P;;; - P}:])(P};~-2Py) + P}:;)

‘t (p};] -tj,j (t + 1) = — 2P:) + p}:] )2
AX2 -

tj,j~~(t +1) = ‘tj,j_~ (t + 1)

(29)

(30)

(31)

4.1.6 A BETTER FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME: MODIFIED DUFORT

FRANKEL

It was found that the scheme used above for Eq. 3 is not a numerically stable

scheme. So a semi-implicit method, Dufort-Frdcel method, was used. However the original

DF ftite difference is developed for the diffusion Eq. 4. It had to be modified for Eq. 3.

This development is briefly discussed below.
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Using second order finite differences for space and time, Eq. 3 is written as

and replacing

~.@) ~~) _p(n+)j=
J .2

Equation 32 becomes

where P=+.

The moditlcation afforded to Eq. 33 k to substitute

The simpl.ifkd equation is

{1+ P(aj+l + aj-~ )}p~*l)

(34)

(35)

This scheme is more stable compared to Eq. 33 as regards to time step and spatiaI

grid size. However, two important points are to be noted. The first one is that now Pj no

longer depends on ai Second, for the estimation of a both Eq. 33 and the modifkd

equation would be nonlinear functions of the parameter to be estimated which implies that a
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Substituting Eq. 35 @ Eq. 36,

B. “D.
J = $,$,[qbsm+l _fP~-1) Cj-rP;:; --fp;;:]z

n=l j=l i j j

where

Rewriting Eq. 37, for one particular node position

1– Paj+l P(7F2) + Daj+l p(n-1) _ 3@ j+l P(.-l)
Jj (t)= ~[P~b’7 - A j ~ j-l 2A j+l

n=l j j j

flaj-l { Py-’) +; P;:;’) +*P}p }12
+ Aj

linear equation solver must be replaced by nonlinear’ equation solver, such as Newton-,’

Raphson.

So we proceed to develop a recursive algorithm. The objective function as before is

J = >,;, (P;bs’”+l _ P;UICX+1)2 (36)
~el j=l “

(37)

(38)

Differentiating Eq. 38 with respect to a}, to fmd a minimum, it is realized that Eq. 38 is in

the form

Jj (t)= ~{Pjbsm _ P~&m(~j.1)}2 (39)
n=l

The derivative with respect to a~l. would take the form

(40)
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Let

(41)

To develop a recursion, at t+l we have

t
~{P. obs,n

1
– P,?&”(aj.~ )}FJ&x ~Pjbs”+’– P~&””(Gfj_*)}FJ*”+l= o (42)

n=1

This is a nonlinear equation in a}l which needs to be solved at each time step for a Afterj-l“

simplification we have

F,?&sn=~[–2@z:;l)Py) + (1.5+ p’ay) )P;:l-l)+ (().5– pay )P};;l)]
A;(n)

For NR iterations Eq. 42 needs to be solved as,

~~k) H j ((Z:;l))
J-1

= ~(k;l) _
H; (C&))

where

~{P@+l) 2 obs.n
‘&’” (C&)} F;&’n +{ P;bs’+l=

i j
– Pj - p;&~+’(~f_;’))}F;~,’+l

(43)

(44 )

(45)
/1=1

In Eq. 45, it is to be noted that the summation term is constant and has been summed over

the previous time steps. This is parallel to the estimate of a}, at the new time from the past

estimates, that is,

So when Eq. 46 is differentiated with respect to aj., the summation term C goes to zero and

we are left with
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Deftig

~ p = Uvw

where

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

Realizing that w is not a function of a}l we have

@t+l)

= Uv’w+U’vw
d(xj_l

such that

(52)

(53)

Thus at each time step we iterate over Eqs. 44 to 54 for each node.
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4.1.7 RESULTS

Simulations were carried out for all three algorithms that have been presented in the

previous sections. The results for the ~gorithm given by Eqs. 16-18 are given in Figs. 1-6.

The data was generated by the difference Eq. 5. This was merely to check if recursive

identification methods could be used for distributed parameter models.

Figures 7-10 show results of the algorithm given by Eqs. 29-31. The data was

created using Eq. 19 with three nodes in the space grid. Different cases were studied and

the discussion is given in the next section.

Finally Eqs. 44-54 were ako implemented but no results are given because the

method was found to diverge.

4.1.8

steps

DISCUSSION

Figures 1-6 show that convergence is extremely rapid and in about two to three time

the unknown parameter is estimated to an accuracy of 10”. Obviously the data is

created from the model equation, hence the results, but this is encouraging since the

implication is that once the model is correctly identified estimation is good.

The results shown in Figs. 7-10 are far more interesting and need additional

discussion. This method was implemented directly to a single layer, 85 node problem of the

actual field, but owing to unstable results it was deemed better to apply to a known data set.

Initially 10 nodes on the space grid were considered but still no conclusive results could be

reached so the problem was further reduced to 3 nodes only. Several interesting

observations were made. Firstly, the ftite difference scheme’s stability depends strongly on

the choice of the time step At and distance step Ax as well as on the unknown parameters

being estimated, which severely limited the applicability of the method.

However, to generate a stable data set these various values were selected accordingly

and simulation carried out. It was observed thzt the estimated values of the two end
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parameters were always grossly in error whereas that at the middle node depended on the

initial guess. Hence for a good initial guess the estimate was reasonable. This is shown in

Figs. 7-10.

The most curious case was observed when simulations were carried out for an

unstable data set. That is, At, Ax and the unknown parameters were selected to generate a

pressure profde that increased monotonically or in an oscillatory manner with time. For

such cases irrespective of the initial guess, the estimated values of the parameters were

found to be

accurate to the tenth decimal place. Further, the convergence was quite rapid, in six or seven

time steps. These results are illustrated in Fig. 10. However the correction term to the

parameter being estimated da was immensely Iarge (to the order of 10m).

4.1.9 SUMMARY

Recursive identification methods ,were tried for the estimation of an unknown

diffusion parameter. Two cases were considere@ a constant hydraulic diffksivity a and

spatially varying a. The results show that the method is far too dependent upon the ftite

difference scheme the accuracy of which in turn depends upon the unknown parameter

being estimated. Iinpl.icit methods were not found to give stable results.

A mo~lcation would be tried by discretizing equation 1 instead of using finite

differences for Eqs. 3 or 4. Further variational methods based on finite element

approximations are being looked into for the solution of this problem.
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4.2 EFFECT OF MOBILITY RATIO ON PAllXERN BEHAVIOR

OF A HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIUM

(-Y.Wang)

4.2.1 ABSTRACT

It is well known, for unit mobility ratio, that the areal sweep efficiency of a

staggered line drive pattern is always better than a five spot pattern. However, this

observation does not hold for very favorable mobility ratios. We present simulation results

and, with the help of streamline and saturation distributions, explain the differences between

unit and favorable mobility ratios. Simulations compare well with experiments conducted

elsewhere. Accurate definition of breakthrough time is also discussed for multiphase,

streamline, simulation results. The exact definition of breakthrough is difficult due to

physical dispersion in experiments and numerical dispersion in simulations.

4.2.2 INTRODUCTION

Pattern geometry plays a major role in determining oil recovery during secondary

and enhanced oil recovery operations. Although simulation is an important tool for design

and evaluation, the first step often involves rough calculations based upon areal sweep

efficiencies of displacements in homogeneous, two-dimensional, scaled, physical models

(cf., Dyes et al , 1954 Craig, 1971; Lake, 1989). These results are available as a function

of the displacement pattern and the mobility ratio, M. The mobility ratio is simply the

mobili~ of the displacing phase over that of the displaced, or resident, phase. Because it is

possible to compute sweep efficiency when the displacing and displaced phase have the

same mobility (Morel-Seytoux, 1966), scaled physical model results have been veriiied for

unit mobility ratios.

.=-. ,.,,.. .,---.- _ > .,.--- .,,. . ~ R<??-:.:-’
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Convincing verification of the non-unit mobility ratio cases does not appear in the

literature. Typical ftite difference solution of the reservoir flow equations suffers from

numerical dispersion, the effects of which are h,ard to evaluate. Furthermore, the scaled

physical model results at low mobility ratios (M <:< 1) are provocative. For instance, Fig.

la shows that recovery from a five spot pattern at breakthrough for l/M greater than about

6 is virtually 100%, whereas recovery at bre akthrough in Fig. lb for a staggered line drive

pattern at an l/M of 6 is only 88%. This contradicts the common notion that areal sweep

efficiency from a staggered line drive pattern is always better than that from a five spot

pattern.

We use a 3D streamline simulator (Batycky et al, 1997) to analyze displacements in

five spot and staggered line drive patterns for stable displacements, that is M less than 1. In

the following sections, we present streamline distributions, saturation distributions, and

fractional flow versus dimensionless time, ~, at the producer. The dimensionless time is the

pore volumes of displacing fluid in@cted. With the streamline and saturation distributions at

different times, we explain why and at what mobility ratio the five spot pattern can recover

more oil than a staggered line drive pattern.

The streamline calculation method is advantageous in that the results suffer from

much less numerical dispersion than typicai ftite difference approximations, but some

dispersion in simulation results is evident. Therefore, we discuss how to treat the numerical

dispersion to obtain accurate estimates of breakthrough time. We discuss the proper way to

calculate fractional flow based on the flow rates at the producer. In comparing the

simulation results with the experimental results of Dyes et al, physical dispersion in the

experiments is found even though a piston-like displacement was assumed.

4.2.3 SWEEP EFFICIENCY

Before proceeding, it is useful to recall the representation of experimental data in

Fig. 1 and the meaning of sweep efficiency. Dyes et al. (1954) used various oils as both the

injected and displaced phases. These hydrocarbons were miscible and they assumed piston-

like displacemen~ An X-ray shadowgraph technique was used to obseme the position of the
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displacing front. Areal sweep efilciencies are plottedv versus displaceable pore volumes

injected for different mobility ratios. In the figure, the x axis is the reciprocal of mobility

ratio. Each curve in the graphs corresponds to a spectilc t~ / AS. That is, displaceable pore

volume injected. The bottom curves show sweep efficiency at breakthrough. It is assumed

that the displacement has a piston-like front and there is no physical dispersion. Likewise,

the porous medium is assumed to be perfectly homogeneous.

For piston-like displacemen~ the areaI sweep eftlciency is

EA=As IAT (1)

where As is the swept area and AT is the total area. Before and at breakthrough, the amount

of displacing fluid injected is equal to the displaced fluid produced, disregarding

compressibility. Assuming piston-like displacemen~ injected volume is related to area swept

VI= Ash@AS (2)

where VI is the volume of displacing fluid injected, his the thickness of the formation, and

@ is porosity. Hence,

EA=AS/AT=VI /(ATh$AS)=tD/AS (3) .
. .

where tD = VI / (AT h @) is the pore volume of fluid injected, also commonly called

dimensionless time.

After breakthrough,

For AS= 1, EA = t~ before and at breakthrough.

EA=(V~-Vp)/ (ATh@AS)

where Vp is volume of displacing fluid produced.

(4)
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4.2.4 SIMULATION RESULTS

We use a three-dimensional streamline simulator, called 3DSL, written by Batycl.q

et al (1996-7) to simulate the displacement for the five spot and staggered line drive

patterns. In the simulations, we set the conditions identical to those in the experiments and

choose relative permeability curves that ensure a piston-like displacement. The conditions:

1. Homogeneous permeability field, i.e., k is constant.

2. Straight line relative permeability curves with end point relative

permeability of 1, i.e.,

kw = SW, krO= SW (5)

3. Therefore, km+ kro = 1 for any SW.

4. Mobility is altered by changing viscosity, and the mobility ratio is

the reciprocal of viscosity ratio.

5. We set AS= 1 which means that ahead of the displacing front, the displacing

phase saturation is zero, and behind the front, the saturation is unity.

3DSL is very fast compared to conventional finite difference simulators and exhibits

much less numerical dispersion (Batycky et al, 1996, Thiele et al, 1996). For our problem,

it offers us the streamline distribution which facilitates explanation of displacement

behavior.

We use many pressure solves (time steps) and very fme grids (100 by 100 cells for

five-spot and 140 by 70 cells for the staggered line drive) to ensure converged simulation

results. A grid refinement study showed these grids to be optimal in that further refinement

of the grid did not yield noticeable changes in brwkt.hrough time, the oil production curve,

or displacement patterns. For unit mobili~ ratio (M = 1), we actually only need one

pressure solve. But for mobility ratios far from 1, we need many pressure solves. For l/M=

20, we used up to 1000 pressure solves to ensure that the results were converged. In the
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streamline approach, a pressure solve is accompanied by a re-determination of streamline

paths; hence, the flow field.

Figure 2 displays areal sweep efficiencies as a function of pore volume injected for

differing mobility ratios, and compares simulation and experimental results (Dyes et al.,

1954). The solid circles are experimental results, solid lines simulation results, and the

experimental breakthrough curve is connected by dashed lines for ease of viewing. In this

figure, we concentrate on only the favorable mobility ratios, M c 1. We noticed more

numerical dispersion for unfavorable mobility ratio cases, not reported here.

Figure 3 shows the displacing fluid fractional flow as a function of dimensionless

time at the producer for several mobiJity ratios. To compute fractional flow from the

numerical data, we use a central ftite difference formula rather than backward differences.

The shapes of the fractiomil flow curves at breakthrough (tD from roughly 0.7 to 1) indicate

some numerical dispersion. We expect the fractional flow to increase sharply rather than

gradually at water breakthrough. As expected, the numerical dispersion decreases as M

becomes more favorable. The most numerical dispersion occurs for unit mobility ratio, as

shown in Fig. 3. We modify the breakthrough time by trimming the numerical dispersion as

will be described next.

4.2.5 BREAKTHROUGH DETERNHNATION

Due to numerical dispersion, injected fluid breaks through earlier at the producer

than it should. However the numerical dispersion does not have much effect on the late-

time displacing fluid production. The fractional flow versus t~ plots (Fig. 3) show the

earlier breakthrough caused by numerical dispersion.

To correct for numerical dispersion in breakthrough times and approximate the

breakthrough time more accurately, we use fractional flow data after breakthrough and

extrapolate back to breakthrough time. A least squares method with second order

polynomials is used:

tD =a+bfW +d~ (6)
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The data are points between 0.1< ~~ <0.5. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 illustrate this

procedure. All the breakthrough times in Fig.2 are modifkd using this method.

Numerical dispersion is also related to the number of time steps (i.e., pressure

solves). In the sqeamline approach applied here, dispersion can be introduced through the

process of mapping the streamline saturation dis~ibution onto the underlying Cartesian grid

used to compute the pressure field (Batycky et al, 1996). Hence, for a unit mobility ratio

where the pressure field does not change, the most accurate results are obtained when a

single time step is used. By performing various single time step simulations, we determine a

breakthrough time of 0.7178 for the five spot with M equal to 1. This is in good agreement

with the analytical solution of tD equal to 0.7177. Likewise, analytically (Morel-Seytoux,

1966) and numerically determined breakthrough times for a staggered line drive pattern are

both equal to 0.785. With multiple time steps (50) and the quadratic curve-fitting method

above, we obtain the same values for the breakthrough times, at M = 1.

4.2.6 DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND SIIWULATION

RESULTS

Comparing simulation results and experimental results in Fig. 2, we notice that

breakthrough occurs earlier in the experiments than predicted by the simulations. For the

staggered line drive pattern in Fig 2(b), experimental data indicates that EA at breakthrough

is roughly 0.75 for M equal to 1. In the experiments, there is physical dispersion even

though a piston-like displacement front is assumed.

After breakthrough, tie differences in areal sweep efficiencies between the

experiments and simulations become much smaller (Fig. 2). After breakthrough, the

numerical dispersion consists of only a portion of the displacing fluid produced. As time

increases, this portion decreases and the dispersion has less effect on areal sweep efficiency.

However, the differences between the experimental results and the simulation results are

consisten~ i.e. the areal sweep efficiencies of the simulations are generally higher than those
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of the experiments. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the simulated breakthrough curve levels off at

large 1 / M with zero slope and does not exceed 1. However, the experimental curve shows

EA equal to 1 at 1/M equal to 7. We note that in the plot drawn by Dyes et al, the point

where the breakthrough curve hits the EA equal to 1 line is only an extrapolation from other

data points.

4.2.7 MOBILITY RATIO VS. PATTERN ON AREAL SWEEP EFFICIENCY

Figure 4 plots computed breakthrough, tD, versus the conventional shape factor dla

for various mobility ratios. The analytical solution for the unit mobility ratio (Morel-

Seytoux, 1966) is also plotted on the same figure for comparison. We fiid a good match of

the sweep efllciency at breakthrough be~een the analytical solution and simulation results.

For unit mobility ratio, Fig. 4 teaches that a staggered line drive pattern always has

better areal sweep ei%ciency than a five-spot pattern. As the staggered line drive pattern

becomes longer relative to its width, the displacement pattern approaches linear flow. High

sweep efficiency results.

As the mobility ratio becomes more favorable, the advantage of staggered line drive

on sweep efficiency diminishes. When the mobility ratio decreases to 0.2, the five spot

pattern becomes better than the staggered line drive pattern with d/a =1. However, if

d / a is increased, the staggered line drive recovery is better than the five spot pattern for

this mobiJity ratio.

When the mobility ratio decreases to 0.1 or lower (very favorable), the areal sweep

efilciency for the five spot pattern is essentially 1 at breakthrough. That is, sweep out is

complete at breakthrough. At this mobility ratio, the five spot pattern is as good as a very

long staggered line drive (d/ a= 25, almost linear flow), and much better than the

common staggered line drive (d / a = 1). The transition point for five spot sweep efficiency

exceeding that from a staggered line drive is around a mobility ratio of 0.3. That is to say,

if the mobility ratio is higher than 0.3, a staggered line drive is always better than a five

spot. If mobility ratio is lower than 0.3, then the five spot can be higher in sweep efficiency
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than a staggered line drive. The excellent displacement from a five spot pattern is discussed

below.

4.2.8 DISCUSSION OF PATTERN BEHAVIOR

In this section, we explain, with the help of streamline distributions, how a five spot

pattern can exhibit higher areal sweep efficiency than a staggered line drive pattern for very

favorable mobility ratios.

4.2.8.1 Unit Mobility Ratio

For the unit mobility ratio, the pressure field remains unchanged throughout the

displacemen~ and so do the streamlines. The streamline distributions at M = 1 for the five

spot and staggered lhe dxive (d/a= 1) patterns are shown in Fig. 5. Every pair of

streamlines forms a stream tube, and the volumetric flow rate is the same in all the stream

tubes. All of the stream tubes connect with the same injector and producer, and the pressure

drop for all the strearntubes is the same. With the same pressure drop and the same

volumetric flow rate, the flow resistance is the same for all the streamtubes.

For our straight-line relative permeability assumption (km + kro = 1), we have

(7)

where ~ and Q are the resistance and length of strearntube i , respectively; k is the

permeability, for our study, k is uniform throughout the fiel@ A is the cross sectional area

of the streamtube along the streamtube.
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where h is the thickness of the layer and is the same foreall strearntubes, and w is the width

of the streamtube. “

Resistance in streamtube i is the same as that in streamtube j, which leads to

(8)

for all the streamtubes at a given time, where C is constant. Move the constant

parameters and h to the right hand side and we have

Lip
~’–dl=C (9)
Ow

I

For a piston-like displacing fron~ we have

- lfi ~ Lil
#l I –dl+pz ~ –dl=C

~w lfi w
(lo)

where Al and /2 are the viscosity of the displacing and displaced fluids, respectively, and

1f is the distance from the injector to the displacing front.

For unit mobility ratio,

(11)

From Eq. 11, we lmow tha~ if the ith streamtube is longer than the jth streamtube, then the

average width of the ith streamtube wi is greater to keep the same resistance or flow rate.

Therefore, the volume of the ith streamtube is larger than the jth streamtube. The greater

the difference in streamtube length, the bigger the difference in streamtube width, and, when
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breakthrough happens in the jth streamtube, the front ~as not progressed as far in the ith

strearntube.

For a five spot pattern, the longest streamline is that along the boundary, which is 2a.

The shortest streamline is the one along the diagonal, at a length of V a. The ratio of the

longest streamtube length over the shorttit isti. Since the width of the longest streamtube

is also a times as great as the shortest streamtube, the volume of the longest streamtube is

twice that of the shortest.

However, for a staggered line drive pattern, the ratio of the length along the

~T=~a)is 3/4= 1.34. From theboundary (d+ a = 3a) over the diagonal( d + a

streamline distribution in Fig. 5, we know that the shortest streamline is longer than

diagonal, and therefore the ratio of the longest’streamline over the shortest is less than 1.34.

This ratio is about 1.3 and, therefore, less than that ratio for a five spot pattern which is

1.41. That is to say, the streamlines are more evenly distributed in the staggered line drive

than in the five spot pattern. Therefore, when the shortest streamtube breaks through, a

larger portion of the other streamtubes have been swept in a staggered line drive than in a

five spot pattern. JVhen d / a increases, the streamtube length ratio (longest to shortest)

decreases. When breakthrough happens in the shortest streamtube, a greater portion

swept in the longest streamtube, and therefore results in higher sweep efficiency

breakthrough.

4.2.8.2 Five-spot Pattern, Very Favorable Mobility Ratio

is

at

For a favorable mobility ratio (M< 1), the displacement is stable. For equal

volumetric flow rate streamtubes, Eq. 10 holds

lfi ~ Lil
PI J –dl+p2 j -dl=C

Ow Ifi w

Here, we consider the case of very favorable mobility ratio, i.e., the displacing fluid

viscosity is much higher than that of the displaced fluid. When the front moves a portion of
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the way down the streamtube, the pressure drop is mainly in the displacing phase. That is to

say, after a short time(compared to breakthrough) of injecting displacing phase, the pressure

drop in the displaced phase is negligible. Therefore, Eqn. 10 can be sirnplilied to the

following form

lfi 1

j –dl=C
OW

In this extreme case, the displacing phase

(12)

does not feel the producer until it is very

close to it because the pressure drop between the front and the well plays a negligible role in

displacement. Initially, flow around the injector is radial, because the pattern appears to be

infinite at short times. For example, examine Fig. 6b for tD = 0.204 and 0.408.

However, after the front passes the comer of a pattern without a well, the no-flow

boundary condition along pattern borders alters the radial flow pattern. Pressure isobars

must intersect the no-flow boundaries at 90°. This constrains the streamlines in the region

adjacent to a boundary to be parallel to it. Because the fluids are incompressible, stwynlines

cannot terminate. The flow field in the region near the front transitions horn radial to quasi-

radial. From the figure, we also see that strearntubes ahead of the front are narrower along

the boundary than those in the center, which makes the front in the boundary streamtubes

move faster than in the central streamtubes. Before the front reaches the no-flow comers of

the pattern, the flow is radial around the producer, as we can see in Fig. 6b. Little area is

unswept and the sweep efficiency at breakthrough approaches unity.

Similar to before, if the path of displacing fluid in the ith streamtube is longer than

that in the jth strearntube, then the ith streamtube should be wider in displacing fluid to keep

the same resistance(same flow rate and pressure). Therefore, the streamtubes along the

boundary become wider near the comer where the streamtube changes direction.

Streamlines remain smooth. This streamline distribution trend is appment in Fig. 6.

In summary, the very favorable mobility ratio conspires with boundary conditions to

determine the way that streamlines evolve, and makes the sweep efficiency at breakthrough



near unity. If the mobility ratio is very favorable, the pressure drop is mainly in the

displacing phase, and it does not feel the well, but is affected by the boundary.

4.2.8.3 Staggered Line Drive, Very Favorable Mobility Ratio

For the staggered line drive pattern, the displacement at the beginning is similar to

that in the five spot pattern. That is, the displacement pattern is radial around the injector

before the front reaches the no-flow comer. The differences in displacement behavior

between the two patterns occur after the front reaches the comer. For a five spot, because of

the symmetry, the front reaches the two no-flow comers at the same time. However, for a

staggered line drive, the front reaches the nearest no-flow corner ~mst.

Mter the front passes the near corner, the streamlines evolve in a way similar to the

five spot. The streamtubes along the boundary are wide near the comer but narrow near

the front. This makes the front near the boundary move faster because the streamtubes are

narrower than those in the center of the pattern. “1’herefore, the front near the boundary on

the near no-flow comer side catches up, and the displacement approaches linear flow

(see the relevant streamtie distribution in Fig. 7). Jf the aspect ratio is large, flow in the

center of the pattern must become nearly linear because the pressure isobars are nearly

straight and intersect the pattern boundary at 90°.

Similar to the discussion above for a five-spot pattern, for a very favorable mobility

ratio, the displacing front is perpendicular to the borders of the pattern both before and after

the front passes the no-flow comer. As a result, we see linear displacement for some time

until the front on the near-comer side approaches the producer. We see these front shapes in

Fig. 7.

W’hen the front approaches the producer, the streamtubes narrow due to the

confinement of the pattern boundary and the well. And therefore, with the same flow rate,

the displacing fluid will break through relatively quickly in these streamtubes. However, the

front on the far no-flow side progresses more slowly. This streamline distribution does not

change greatly as the mobility ratio becomes more favorable for staggered line drive
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patterns. Sweepout of the pattern is not complete at ~reakthrough. For instance, a small

amount of the resident fluid remains along the right hand boundary as shown in Fig 7a at

tD = 0.940.

If the length of staggered line drive is increased (increasing/a), then the

displacement will approach linear flow. and the sweep efilciency will approach unity. The

proportion of unswept area decreases as d/a increases.

4.2.9 CONCLUSIONS

Pattern performance changes with mobility ratio. For unit mobility ratio,

unfavorable mobility ratios and some favorable mobility ratios (M> 0.3), a staggered line

drive pattern has higher areal sweep efficiency than a five spot pattern. However, for very

favorable mobility ratios (M< 0.3), a five spot pattern has better sweep efficiency than a

staggered line drive.

The reason for this behavior is the change of streamline and pressure distributions

with mobility ratios. For very favorable mobility ratios, the displacing front is near an

isobar and intersects the pattern boundmy at 90°. This causes the fronts at late times near

breakthrough to become circles around the producer for a five spot pattern. This displacing

front shape is due to the symmetry of the five spot pattern.

For a staggered line drive, the displacing front is also perpendicular to the border of

the pattern. However, because the pattern is not symmetric, when the displacing front on

one side reaches the producer, it has only moved partially along the other side border.

The simulation results are quite close to the analytical solutions for unit mobility

ratio. The results are also very close to the expefiental da% Dyes et al (1954), after

breakthrough at various mobility ratios. We find physical dispersion in the Dyes

experimental results that cause earlier breakthrough time.

We observed some numetical dispersion in our simulation results. For very

favorable mobility ratios, the dispersion is small. We corrected the simulation results by

fitting the fractional flow curve with a second order polynomial to estimate breakthrough

time.
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4.2.10 NOMENCLATURE

A

As

AT

a

d

E.

f.

h

k

k
ro

km

1“

L,

~

M

P

q

R,

s

Sw

tD

v,

w

4

P

area

area swept

total area of the pattern

distance between like wells (injection or production) in a row

distance between adjacent rows of injection and production wells

areal sweep efficiency

fractional flow of water

bed thickness

permeability

relative permeability of oil

relative permeability of water

length

length of stream tube i

distance (length) of the displacing front from the injector in stream tube i

mobility ratio

pressure

flow rate

flow resistance of stream tube i

saturation

water saturation

dimensionless time

volume of displacing phase injected

width of a stream tube

porosi~

viscosily
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Fig 6 Five Spot Pattern, Very Favorable Mobility Ratio(llM=20)
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.(a) Saturation Distribution . ..

. .

. .

. (b) Streamline Distribution

Fig 7 Staggered Line Drive, Very Favorable Mobility Ratio(l/M=20)
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5: FIELD SUPPORT SERVICES

To provide teohnicaI support for design and monitoring of DOE sponsored or

industry initiated field projects.
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5.1 PSEUDOSTEADY STATE FLOW

(W. Brigham)

5.1.1 ABSTRACT

Whenever a closed system is being produced at a constant rate, after a pefiod of

time the entire system starts to be depleted. This depletion rate is constant everywhere in

the system. This state of dynamic equilibrium is usually called pseudosteady state flow, for

the forms of the equations look a great deal like their steady state equivalents.

These equation forms follow the diffusivity equation. However, they can be derived

without using that equation, but rather, by integrating Darcy’s Law and by invoking the

overall material balance equation. The forms of these equations can be examined for all

three of the geometries commonly used by reservoir engineers; linear, radial and spherical.

These solutions are found to be irnbedded in the published transient equations for these

geometries. However, these transient results are written in such a way that it is not obvious

that these concepts have been included in them.

Thus the results seen in these notes are not new. BUG in the form presented, they

give great insight on the nature of these flow equations, and the concepts leading up to

them. It is always useful to clarify concepts of this sort. ‘

5.1.2 INTRODUCTION

I have written a series of notes for steady state flow, and for successions of steady

states (Brigham, 1987). I’m going to deviate from that scenario to discuss transient flow in

closed bounded systems. This is flow that follows the diffusivity equation; however, in

discussing this type of flow behavior, the diffusivity equation will not need to be us~.



5.1.3 PSEUDOSTEADY STATE CONCEPTS 6

If we have a well producing at a constant :rate in a closed system, the pressure at the

well drops with time; also the effect of flow at the well is to cause the pressure drop to move

further into the resemoir with time. After a period of time the effect of the well is seen at

the outer boundary. Since it is a closed system, with no flow at the outer boundary, the

pressure gradient there must be zero. However, since the well is depleting the reservoir, the

pressure must drop there with time just as it does in the remainder of the reservoir.

After a period of time in this closed system, a state of dynamic equilibrium is

reached where the well begins to deplete the entire reservoir. From this time onward each

part of the system will be depleted at an equal rate, thus the rate at which the pressure

declines becomes the same eve~here. For now, I’ll have to ask you to take this statement

on faith. Later, after we have developed the equations, we will see if we can prove that it is

valid.

This type of flow is often called pseudosteady state, for, as we will see later, it has

many characteristics and equation forms similar to steady state flow. It has dSO

occasionally been called quasisteady state; however, this phrase never seemed to catch on in

the petroleum industry. Dake, in his book (1978) calls it semisteady state. This seems to be

commonly used by the worldwide Shell organization. I don’t like it because it is bad

English; the pref~ “semi” means “half~’ which is a meaningless term in this context. Craft

and Hawkins (1959) on pp. 285-289 and others even refer to this type of flow as “steady

state.” This is clearly wrong. So I will use “pseudosteady state” when discussing constant

rate depletion of closed bounded systems. Let us turn now to consideration of the

implications of the depletion mechanism discussed earlier.

If we were to look at a given point in a reservoir, we can ask ourselves how much

fluid is flowing past that point. It seems clear that the fluid flowing past that point is only

that fluid which is being produced from points further out and which is flowing toward the

well. At the outside edge the flow is zero, as we move closer to the well the flow increases,

and finally, as we get to the well, the flow reaches the constant rate that was stipulated

earlier.
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These concepts can be put into equations, the~orms of which will depend on the

geometry of the system. There are three geometries that are convenient to consider; linear,

radial and spherical. I’ll discuss all three, starting with the cylindrical (radial) system, for

that is the one most commonly seen in reservoir flow.

5.1.4 CYLININUCAL (IL4DIAL) FLOW

Let us consider a closed cylindrical reservoir with a drainage radius, re , and a

weIlbore radius, rW . If the flow, q(r), at any distance, r, is proportional to the volume

being depleted beyond r , and the flow at the well, qW , is proportional to the entire

drainage volume, we can write the following equation

q(r) _ r:-r2

qw r: -4

which is merely a mathematical statement of the idea.

becomes zero at re , and qw at rW , as it shotdd.

(1)

Note that Eq. 1 tells us that q(r)

Let us now write Darcy’s Law for flow at any radius, r , and substitute Eq. 1 into it.

2zkhrdp

()

$-P
q(r) = -—=f?w ~: 2

pdr - rw

or, upon rearranging:

Let us integrate Eq. 2b from the wellbore out to a general radius
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(2a)

. .

(2b)

r ,andalso outto re :

_2zkh P(r)‘

[1

~ ‘dr 1
jdp=2e2~y~;rdr

(lwP ~ re ‘rw rw r;

2zkh[p(r)– pwl = r~(lnr -Inrw) [2 ‘%)

!7WP @-r~) ‘2@-r~)
(3)

—,T

-, -,.-n .. 4...- . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . ,, ,.
~

—— .—. .
. . . . ,.
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Zin& out to Te : e

‘-(P.-lb)=(r~r2’Jh(~)-+(4)

In general, in reservoirs, re >> rW ; thus the ratio in front of the log term is nearly equal to

1.0, and Eq. 4 can be simplified to: “

2~kh(~e–Pw)
% = ‘—

p [ln(re/rw)-l/2]

or,

- -(P. - Pw)
# h(O.607 @W)

(5)

A glance at either form of Eq. 5 will show why this type of flow is called pseudosteady

state. The equation certainly looks a great deal like the equation for steady state radial flow.

It differs only by the constant on the log term. Equation 5, however, is not very useful,

for it contains the pressure drop from the outer boundary to the well; and we seldom have a

convenient way to measure that outer boundary pressure. If we could, it would be much

better to relate the equation to the average pressure, ~ . This pressure could be measured

easily in the field by merely shutting in the well and allowing it to build up to its average

pressure. Of course, transient testing pressure buildup techniques could also be used to

calculate this pressure.

The average pressure we want is the volumetric average. This means we need to

integrate pressure over the entire volume and divicle it by the total volume, as follows:

re
~ 2zrh@p(r)dr

F=–rwre —
j 2zrh~ dr

?-W

or,
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Actually, we are interested in the pressure drop ternwin the equation; so instead of the

average pressure, let us calculate the pressue drop, 7 – PW , ~d ~cIude tie flOW terms bY

substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 6, as follows,

~2
= ~ (2rhm-2rlnrw)dr

(Y
22re —rw TW

When integrated, Eq. 7 becom~: ,

(8)

(7)

1



Again, we can recognize that, r: >> r; , thus Eq. 8 cau%e simpli.fkl and rearranged to:

2nkh@-Pw>
qw=–

V [ln(re/rW)-~4]

2 nkh(j? – pw~

= ‘.p [in(0.472re/rw )]
(9)

This is the same as Eq. 6.27, p. 288 of Craft and Hawkins, and Eq. 6.12, p. 144 of Dake. It

is an extremely useful equation for it gives us the flow behavior of a depleting radial

system. As you can see, it looks remarkably like the steady state radial flow equation with

merely an additional constant.

Considering the constant (–3/4 or 0.472), we might wish to look at this drainage

cylinder in terms of its area rather than its radius. If we were to define the are% A , in

acres, and re in fee~ they are related as follows:

*2
A=

43,560

or,

i

43 560Aye = -– = 117.75&
72

Thus we could change Eq. 9 to:

kh@–pw)
qw=–

. @[117.75( 0.472~/rw]

qw = k@-Pw)
ph(55.6-u~ /rW)

(lo)

(11)

Equation 11 is for pseudosteady state flow from a cylindrical reservoir. From the

earlier description of the flow, however, it should be clear that flow toward a well from any

bounded system will eventually reach pseudosteady state. Thus we should expect that other

outer boundary shapes might result in an equation similar to Eq. 11. This supposition is

correct. In fact, there is a commonly-used areal geometric term in transient flow called the

Dietz shape factor, CA (Dietz, 1965). In a cylindrical system, CA is equal to 31.62. In

general if we call the constant in Eq. 11, p , we can write the equation for pseudosteady
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flow as, <

kh@p”~

‘“= 141.2 Bph@~bw)
(12)

In oilfield units; and from the constants defined above, the equation which relates y to the

shape factor, CA , is:

y =313/@ (13)

or,

kh(~-pw)
q“

=—

[ n

313 A
141.2BPln — —

rw CA

(14)

Equation 14 is extremely useful in many reseryoir engineering calculations.

5.1.5 PROOF THAT THE RADIAL PSEUDOSTEADY STATE EQUATION FITS

THE DIFFUSIVITY EQUATION

Earlier I stated that the equations developed here can be proved to fit the diffusivity

equation. In radkd coordinates this equation is:

dz: ~ I& e~ct~p— (15)
Gr r 6r k ;t

If the equations we have developed fit Eq. 15 and also fit the boundary conditions, they

must be solutions to Eq. 15. The boundary conditions are

()

2zkh @
= t?w

(16)
P ~rw

and

(17)

The partial derivatives on the left-hand side of Eq. 15 can be evaluated by differentiating

Eq. 3, as can the boundary conditions. It only remains to evaluate the time derivative on the
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right side of Eq. 15, to see if Eq. 3 fits Eq. 15; and alsoeto show that Eq. 3 fits Eqs. 16 and

17.

The time derivative requires a little thought. Earlier I stated that the pressure will

drop at a constant rate in all parts of the reservoir ckuing pseudosteady flow. Looking at the

equation for average pressure, we see that if the pressures at all points drop at a given rate,

so does the average pressure. Thus we can write,

6P(r) @ = {constant—= (18)
a dt

and the constant can be evaluated by performing an overall materiil balance, through the

deftition of the compressibility, as follows:

or,

(dV)T = –% V($)T (19)

Recognizing that the.temperature, T , is constan~ and by deftig tie flOW rate, qW , as the

time derivative of V , we get:

(20)

Equation 20 allows us to check whether our assumptions and equations are, in fact, a proper

solution to the diffusivi~ equation.

To develop the terms of the diffusivity equation, we begin by rearranging Eq. 3, as

follows,

Differentiating Eq. 21 with respect to r, as indicated in Eq. 15 we get,
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and dividing by r , as in Eq. 15, ‘

1 W)
rp 1

-—=-= 1,2 ‘~ ~- 212Ira- L(e“W) [-)!

We can also differentiate Eq. 22 with r~pect to r , to get the f~st te~ ~ Eq. 15,

we get,

(23)

Rearranging Eq. 20 to evaluate the diffusivity term on the right-hand side of Eq. 15,

(25)

Now we can substitute Eqs. 23, 24, and 25 into Eq. 15, the radial diffusivity equation. The

result is

(26a)

Note in Eq. 26a, the terms

thus Eq. 26a simplifk to

(26b)

The terms on both sides of Eq. 26b are identical, thus proving that the diffusivity equation is

honored by Eqs. 3 and 20.



It only remains to show that the boundary conditions (Eqs. 16 and 17) are also

comectly stipulated by Eq. 3. In Eq. 22, we differentiated Eq. 3 to get,

We multiply this by r, as Eqs. 16 and 17 require, to ge~

Setting r= rw, as in Eq. 16, we ge~

which is Eq. 16, as expected. Setting -r= re as in Eq. 17, we ge~

(22)

(27)

(28)

(29)

which is Eq. 17, which again as what we expected. Thus it is clear that Eq. 3 combined

with Eq. 20 is a solution to the diffusivity equation during radial pseudosteady state flow.

A thoughtful reader may wonder whether this result can be seen in Van Everdingen

and Hurst’s (1949) or Chatas’ (1953) tables and equations for the solutions to closed systems

at constant rate. It turns out that it is in thek solutions, but the equations are written in such

a way that this fact is hard to see. Chatas shows the long time result for the constant rate

case with a closed outer boundary. This result in present day nomenclature is,

l12+2t~ 3?$–4r$hrD-2r$–l
PD(%) = — (30a)

r~–1 4(r~ – 1Y

where rD =re lrW
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which, after considerable ilgebraic manipulation, sirnplifkx to,

(30b)

Note that the last two terms on the right side of Eq. 30b are exactly the same as Eq. 8 of

these notes. But remember that Eq. 8 defines ~D which is @seal on 7- pW , While

P~(@ is b~ed on Pi - ~ . The frost term on the right of Eq. 30b, 2tDl@ - 1), defines

(pi - ~)D ; it is the materi~ b~~ce te~ ‘rem ‘q. 20-

Chatas’ way of writing the equation, although correc~ really didn’t emphasize the

physical concepts involved, while Eq. 30b shows them clearly. These same ideas will also

hold true for the linear and spherical systems. I’ll derive the depletion equations for these

systems, but will not bother to prove they fit the diffusivity equations and the boundary

conditions, as I have done here for the radial system. It seems clear that these proofs will act

similarly to these radial flow results.

5.1.6 LINEAR FLOW

Using concepts similar to those used to derive the radial flow equation, for linear

depletion at constant rate, we stipulate that the flow rate at any distance, x , is proportional

to the volume beyond that point out to the total distance, L ; and the flow rate at the inner

boundary is equal to the total rate, qW . Thus we can tite,

q(x) L-x—=—
qw L

We can now substitute this concept into Dmcy’s Law for linear flow, as follows,

–M Gp

()

L-x
q(x)=—

p c?x
‘qw y
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We can rearrange and integrate out to x ,

-~bwpw]=.-22L

.s

(32b)

and also integrate to the outer boundary at L,

-~[P(L)-Pwl=$ (32c)

This result looks much like Darcy’s Law for linear flow, as we might have expected.

The only difference is the constant 1/2. However, it is not very useful, for it is hard to

determine p(L) . As we did for the radial system, we will look at the average pressure

instead. This is accomplished easily as follows.

Substituting Eq. 32b into Eq. 33, and rearranging, we get,

(33)

(34a)

which, when integrated, becomes

IIAA(p-pw) 1 X2
X3 L

=—— _.—

%vP L 2 6L0

L=— (34b)
3

Note that this, too, looks a great deal like the steady state equation. The only difference is

the constant 1/3.

We should also be interested in determining pi – ~ , for this Em is tie one usuWY

listed in transient flow solutions. To do this, we need to define pi – ~. But this is
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accomplished easily by a simple material balance calculation, as we did for the radial system

in Eq. 20. Using linear coordinates, the material balance results in,

We can define t~ as follows, for a linear system,

kt
tD=—

@%L2

Substituting Eq. 36 into Eq. 35, we get

k4(~i-~)=tD—
qw#fJL

(35)

(36)

(37)

We wish to defiie the term, Pi – ~ , rather than pi – ~ . TO do this we can write,

lul(p~ – pw) =_kA(Pi-~)_k4@-pw)
(38a)

qw~ %@ %vti

But the two terms on the right side of Eq. 38a are defined in Eqs. 34b and 37, so the result is

very simple,

Id(pi – p~)
=PD =tD+:

qw~

(38b)

The interested reader will note that Eq. 38b is exactly the same as seen in Nabor and

Barham’s (1964) Eq. 17 on linear flow solutions, just as we should have expected.



5.1.7 SPHERICAL FLOW ●

By now the reader should be able to predict the methods used to derive the equations

for spherical pseudosteady state flow. The flow rate at any radius, r , is proportional to the

volume beyond r, and the total flow rate is qW . Thus the resulting flow rate equation is,

q(r) r3 _ ~3
—= ‘1 ‘l-
gw rj – r;, .

We can now write Darcy’s Law for spherical flow at a general radius,

q(r) = _&2i?=di?3

‘d’ w)

and we can rearrange Eq. 40a and integrate out to a general radius, r

(40a)

, as follows,

and also integrate to the outer boundary, re ,

_4mk(pe –pW) = r3 1 1

qwP (r~:&’J’’-Z~z$)$)

(39)

(40b)

We can compare Eq. 40c with the steady state spherical flow equation from rw

re . From my notes (Brigham, 1987), it is,

(40C)

to

()_4zk(pe–pw) = 1 1 ‘
(41)

qwP ‘w ‘e

Notice the similarity in the two equations. The multiplier in front of the l/r terms in Eq.

40c approaches unity when re is quite a bit greater than rw . And, similar to the radial .

and linear equations, there is an additional term, that is a fimction of the size of the system,
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which is subtracted from the steady state term. So the pressure drop for pseudosteady state

is less than for steady state flow.

BUL as before, we realize that ~- ~w is a more useful way to look at the pressure

drop terms. To evaluate z – pw , We ~t%rate tie PresS~e drOP from ~~ ‘0 ‘e ‘d

divide that by the volume, as follows, “

Te

J b(h+v]r2dr
ihb=rw

~~dr
rw

(42)

We can now substitute Eq. 40b into Eq. 42, to ge~

4~k(~– pw) = 3r3 ‘e 1 : ~zd

qwP
(Y

33
J( )

re - rw ~w rw r

3

-r~~ T ~-r~)r2dr
(43a)

2@ rw

3r3

‘1 Ir3 2 ‘e ‘3
zsre”

r5 rwr

yl I
‘e-rOx-T’w-2H 7-T’W

(43b)

We need to recognize that the dimensionless pressure term in spherical flow contains

an rw multiplier in the numerator on the left hand side of Eq. 43. Also it would be more
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convenient if we were to express Eq. 43b in terms of the re / rw ratio, which I will call

rD . The f~st and fourth terms in Eq. 43b can then be combined into a common

denominator and the second and third can also be combined to ge~

(44a)

and after come further algebraic manipulation,

As we have done before, we can define pi – ~ using the depletion material balance

based on the total system volume,

For spherical flow, tD is defined the same way it is for radial flow.

Substituting Eq. 46 into Eq. 45, and again calling the radius ratio rD , we get,

4nkrW(pi –~ ) 3tD

qw P – ‘3
()
rD–l
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Now we can combine Eqs. 44b and 47 to define the t@a.1 pressure drop for pseudosteady

state spherical flow.

(48)

Equation 48 has an interesting property “M rD approaches fi~. Note that it degenera~

to 1.00 under this condition. That is, the dimensionless prcxwure drop is limited to this

value. This is correct. The spherical geometry is the only case which exhibits this strange

behavior.

As we have done before, it would be well to check whether this result agrees with the

published equations. Chatas wrote a paper on transient behavior for spherical systems

(Chatas, 1966). His equation which results ti pseudosteady state flow is his Eq. 53. His

long time result, b my nomenclature, is,

Em-l)+̀3rD][+(~D-l)`(2~D+l)+~Dj-:(~D-l)2[;('D-l)2+'Dj
PD = fl 1

“D‘1)L&D-1)4‘2’D(’D
–l)’ +3&,

(49)

Obviously, to compare Eqs. 48 and 49, I will need to do considerable algebraic

manipulation.

First we will look at the denominator of Eq. 49.

(50)
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Note how the denominator simplifies to a great extent. u

These same ideas can be used on the terms in the numerator. Since it is so long, I’ll

divide it up. First let’s look at the multiplier on tD . It can be simptiled in a manner

similar to that used above, as follows,

Dividing this numerator term by the denominator we ge~

(51)

(52)

Note that this result is exactly the same as the f~st term on the right side of Eq. 48. The

remainder of the terms are only functions of ~D . The frost ~D term in the numerator can be

divided by the denominator to get,
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Note the constan~ 1 , in Eq. 53 is seen in Eq. 48. me ratio, 3@ - lY2@ - 1) is not

seen. We’ll look at the remainder of the numerator in Eq. 49 to fmd out if everything

works out to result in Eq. 48. .

To evaluate the remaining numerator term in Eq. 49, we again divide by the

denominator (Eq. 50) to ge~

rl_(rD -1)2 1 3(r ~-l) Ir(r –1)2 I “

2 1~-$]1 ‘5 “D]
+
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(55)

We can now combine Eqs. 53 and 54 to get the total of the ~D type terms.

rD Function = 1- MS _m_a

2 @-l)+ 2(3-1) 2(3-1J lo[t-ly

(54)
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Clearly the first two terms in Eq. 55 are the same as the first two rD type terms in Eq. 48.

It only remains to see if the remaining terms combine to become the same as the last rD

term in Eq. 48.

We can combine the third and fourth terms to get the following result for Eq. 55.

3 229‘1+ (~-,) 5@-,Y (56)

Note, Eq. 56 is identical to the rD terms in Eq. 48. So Chatas’ equation is the same as the

one we developed here, @st as we had hoped. Further it is clear that my way of expressing

this equation (Eq. 48) is far simpler than Chatas’ txpation; Eq. 49 of these notes. Thus it

gives considerable insight into the nature of the spherical depletion equation behavior.

5.1.8 CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from these equation developments, that the pseudosteady state conditions

result in fairly simple equation forms for pressure drop with time. This statement is true for

all outer boundary shapes, and for all types of hner boundary flow (linear, radial, or

spherical). Further, these equations all follow the diffusivity equation, even though this

equation was not used to derive their behavior.
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